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Offers an innovative concept of space and place that has a wider 
applicability far beyond Indochina or Vietnam

Why, Benedict Anderson once asked, did Javanese become 
Indonesian in 1945 whereas the Vietnamese balked at becoming 
Indochinese? In this classic study, Christopher Goscha shows 
that Vietnamese of all political colours came remarkably close to 
building a modern national identity based on the colonial model 
of Indochina while Lao and Cambodian nationalists rejected this 
precisely because it represented a Vietnamese entity. Specialists 
of French colonial, Vietnamese, Southeast Asia and nationalism 
studies will all find much of value in Goscha’s provocative 
rethinking of the relationship between colonialism and nationalism 
in Indochina.  
 First published in 1995 as Vietnam or Indochina? Contesting Con-
cepts of Space in Vietnamese Nationalism, this remarkable study has 
been through a major revision and is augmented with new material 
by the author and a foreword by Eric Jennings.
‘Goscha’s analysis extends far beyond semantics and space. His range of 
sources is dazzling. He draws from travel literature to high politics, maps, 
bureaucratic bulletins, almanacs, the press, nationalist and communist texts, 
history and geography manuals and guides, amongst others. … [T]his book 
remains highly relevant to students of nationalism, Southeast Asia, French 
colonialism, Vietnam, geographers and historians alike.’ – Eric Jennings, 
University of Toronto
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ix

F o r e w o r d

christopher Goscha’s Vietnam or Indochina, republished at last here as 
Going Indochinese, is a conceptual and empirical tour-de-force. Goscha 
takes up Benedict anderson’s question of why indochina broke up, 
while indonesia did not.1 Was indochina only a decade shy of becoming 
a reality? Were cambodians, vietnamese and Laotians on the cusp of 
thinking of themselves as indochinese, much as Javanese people began 
to conceive of themselves as indonesian, he asks.
 inspired in part by Thongchai Winichakul’s Siam Mapped, Goscha’s 
analysis extends far beyond semantics and space. his range of sources is 
dazzling. he draws from travel literature to high politics, maps, bureau-
cratic bulletins, almanacs, the press, nationalist and communist texts, 
history and geography manuals and guides, amongst others.
 The book’s originality rests in part in the fact that it examines French 
and vietnamese federalist currents in tandem – indeed Goscha pain-
stakingly reconstitutes the many sub-currents within each category. he 
shows that the breakup of indochina was in no sense foreordained. he 
reveals how federalist threads remained entwined in viet-Minh thinking 
well after 1945.
 Vietnam or Indochina required the mastery of several fields to re-
search and write. it took a lateral, comparative approach to bring back 
to life a federation whose impetus, energy and institutions endure today 
only in the realm of memory or, more often, nostalgia. it required think-
ing in regional terms. indeed, it necessitated reconsidering boundaries 
both internal and external. Few binaries were at work here. Goscha’s 
indochina was plural. outside influences proved equally multifarious: 
siam and Japan played important and complex roles. here, Goscha’s 
interest in siam–indochina relations and boundaries served him well, as 
did his triple interest in national, colonial, and postcolonial narratives. it 

1 Benedict anderson, Imagined Communities, London: verso, 1991, pp. 120–133.
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x

required expertise in the field of nationalism to reconstitute the impact 
of Le tour de France par deux enfants onto the indochinese Five Flowers. 
 Goscha demonstrates that the very term “vietnam” constituted an 
anachronism when applied to the period before 1945. he examines 
how the French colonial administration relied on ethnic vietnamese to 
run the indochinese federation. he considers circulations and efforts to 
make the indochinese federation a tangible reality. Moreover, Goscha 
ascribes agency to ethnic vietnamese officials, who, he writes, found 
it expedient, practical, and no doubt profitable to “cast themselves in 
indo chinese roles.”
 Throughout, Goscha pays special attention to the weight of what is 
now vietnam within the putative indochinese federation. he exposes 
the federation’s inherent contradictions, as well as its lopsidedness. he 
shows how some vietnamese communists came to inhabit the very 
space formerly occupied by the French, with no apparent sense of con-
tradiction. 
 Last but not least, Vietnam or Indochina has proven seminal: its inter-
est in regional patterns, in maritime and river connections, in specific 
eras like the Japanese occupation, in colonial-postcolonial continuities 
and ruptures, all paved the way for future work. sixteen years on, this 
book remains highly relevant to students of nationalism, southeast asia, 
French colonialism, vietnam, geographers and historians alike.

eric T. Jennings
University of Toronto
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1 christopher e. Goscha, Vietnam or Indochina? Contesting Concepts of Space in 
Vietnamese Nationalism (1887–1954), copenhagen: nordic institute of asian 
studies, working paper, 1995 (reprinted in 1999). 
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1

I n t r o d u C t I o n :  
g o I n g  I n d o C h I n e S e ?

F
ew in vietnam today could ever imagine belonging to an 
indochinese nation, of holding an indochinese passport, of 
actually being indochinese. if one were to put the question to 

a shopper in downtown hanoi in 2011 or to a classroom of high school 
students in saigon, i’m sure they would return a look of bewilderment or 
just simply laugh. are you out of your mind? This has certainly been my 
experience. True, older vietnamese will recall that vietnam was once a 
part of the colonial state named French indochina. others can remem-
ber vaguely the importance of “indochinese solidarity” in the combined 
struggle with the Laotians and cambodians against the French, the 
americans, and the chinese. Few, however, would ever admit to the 
possibility of “going indochinese”. 
 That “vietnam” takes precedence over “indochina” today is hardly 
surprising. of the estimated 90 million people living in vietnam as of 
mid-July 2011, the vast majority never knew the colonial period or the 
wars for indochina. a quarter of the current population is under 15 
years of age; its average age is 28.1 having been born in or after 1983, 
half of the vietnamese population has never experienced the existence 
of two vietnamese nation-states, one in the south, the other in the 
north. For the vast majority of those living in the socialist republic of 
vietnam (srv) today, “vietnam” is the real and authentic manifestation 
of cultural identity and statehood. and the roots of this national identity 
are located in a faraway past, premised on a long tradition of resistance 
to foreign domination. This is what every little vietnamese learns in 
school. 

1 CIA World Factbook, vietnam: https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-
world-factbook/geos/vm.html.
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 i certainly had no initial reason to contest this version of the na-
tional past when i first began studying vietnam and the vietnamese 
language in the late 1980s. Given the suffering the vietnamese people 
had endured against so many invaders, who was i to suggest that the 
vietnamese were perhaps not quite so vietnamese? second, as a young 
american in the 1980s interested in working on the colonial and war 
periods, i was very much aware of the battles among vietnamese and 
especially non-vietnamese scholars, politicians, and journalists over the 
legitimacy of foreign intervention in vietnam. added to this was the fact 
that the war for indochina was still not over as i entered the academic 
field. The outbreak of a third conflagration in 1979, this time between 
former communist brothers-in-arms, lasted throughout the 1980s. i 
was studying vietnamese in hanoi in 1988 when hanoi implemented 
its policy of economic liberalization (doi moi) and began withdrawing 
troops from cambodia (and Laos), as a sine qua non for normalizing 
relations with its enemies and ending its international isolation. i was 
in Paris in 1991 studying French as the end of the cold War and the 
disappearance of the soviet Union opened the way for the signing of 
peace accords closing what is now commonly referred to as the “Third 
indochina War”.2

 But the war carried on in the academic field, much as it had in 
europe after World War i.3 orthodox vs revisionist writers and scholars 
continued to do battle in editorials, books, conferences, films, novels, 
documentaries, and organizations. While i was not a member of the 
“vietnam Generation” or the Pro- or anti-war Movements (i was 
born in June 1965), i was keenly aware of the minefield into which i 
was stepping as i began my study of twentieth-century vietnam and set 

2 i got my start in vietnamese studies in 1986 as an undergraduate at Georgetown 
University thanks to an internship i obtained working as an assistant to the 
Washington Bureau chief of the Far Eastern Economic Review, nayan chanda. he 
authored the classic study of the Third indochinese War: nayan chanda, Brother 
Enemy: The War After the War, new york: harcourt Brace Jovanovich Publishers, 
1986. 

3 andrew Barros and Frédéric Guélton, ‘Les imprévus de l`histoire instrumen-
talisée: le livre jaune de 1914 et les documents diplomatiques Français sur les 
origines de la Grande Guerre, 1914–1928’, Revue d’histoire diplomatique, no. 1 
(2006), pp. 3–22.
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off for hanoi in 1988.4 i certainly knew that the “indochina idea” was 
a taboo subject inside and outside vietnam. on one side, writers used 
the vietnamese invasion of cambodia and hanoi’s massive military 
presence in Laos as proof of communist vietnam’s expansionist designs 
of a hegemonic, indochinese kind. This only confirmed the validity of 
the american intervention against communism. on the other side were 
those, opposed to american involvement in the war, who argued just 
as passionately that hanoi was the victim of continued and unjustified 
threats to its national security. not only was the srv’s intervention in 
cambodia entirely justified given that hanoi ended Pol Pot’s murder-
ous regime but also Laos and cambodia were vital to hanoi’s continued 
defence against foreign aggression.
 The last thing i wanted to do as a young scholar trying to catch an 
academic break was to walk into such a minefield speaking of vietnamese 
nationalists and communists in indochinese terms. so what happened? 
Two important things occurred simultaneously and entirely by accident. 
Both were intertwined. First, as i started studying French in Paris in 1991 
while working as a garçon au père, i spent my weekends and time-off 
perusing dusty old colonial papers held in the old Bibliothèque nationale 
on rue richelieu and its annex then located in versailles. i had not yet 
begun my Phd, but i knew i wanted to do something on the first half 
of the twentieth century. in those days, one could easily order, consult, 
and even photocopy the originals of newspapers at a reasonable price. 
completely by chance, i decided to order one called France-Indochine. 
i started with the year 1929 – it seemed like an important conjuncture 
– and began thumbing through the pages. it was a good read and i was 
content to be improving my French. The “indochinese adventure” be-
gan one day when a bundle of dusty old papers for the years 1930–31 
landed on my table. i opened it and began skimming the pages as usual. 
Within an hour or so, a series of articles written by the famous politician-
scholar, Pham Quynh, caught my eye. They had nothing to do with 
confucianism, literature, or Franco-annamese cooperation. They dealt 
instead with his recent travels to Laos and his thoughts on vietnamese 

4 having come of age during the reagan years, i remember vividly the cultural wars 
of which american involvement in vietnam was an integral part. Thanks to nayan 
chanda, i published my first article (which, admittedly, he largely rewrote for 
me). it was on the PoW-Mia issue during the reagan years. christopher Goscha, 
‘Letter from reagan’, Far Eastern Economic Review (21 January 1988).
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immigration there. i read on until i encountered his lively debate with 
another cultural giant of the time, nguyen van vinh, over the reality of 
indochina.
 all of this struck me as very strange since what i had read in the 
existing scholarship had always focused on the cultural activities of 
these two men and their collaborative relations with the French. This 
was very different. here they were debating whether the vietnamese 
could or should become “indochinese”. could French indochina serve 
as the final form of vietnamese nationalism? These were their words, 
not mine. second, this was 1930–31, the colonial period, not the 1960s 
or during the third indochina War. “What’s going on here?”, i remember 
asking myself. i kept on reading and, to my surprise, the debate wid-
ened quickly as i ordered nguyen van vinh’s paper, L’Annam Nouveau, 
in order to read his replies to Pham Quynh. i found other nuggets on 
these matters in Pham Quynh’s review, Nam Phong (southern Wind). 
soon i was moving from one paper to another until i had under my eyes 
Laotian Prince Phetsarath’s feisty reply to both of these vietnamese 
luminaries. as i kept digging, i began to unearth a wider vein of debates 
about immigration, federalism, vietnam, annam, and the reality of 
indochina. The articles even provided clues for locating earlier debates, 
including the Courrier saïgonnais’ rejection of ho chi Minh’s confu-
sion of “annam” with “indochina” after World War i. Within five or six 
weekends of enthusiastic reading, it was clear that some of the most 
important vietnamese elites of the interwar period were thinking about 
indochina in ways i had never imagined possible. it also dawned on me 
that the press served as the forum (and thus the archive for me) for the 
colonized at odds over the space in which they were living at the time.
 Going through all of this, i couldn’t help but notice that there was a 
real gap in communist vietnam’s and the vietnam War generations’ dis-
course and scholarship on the indochinese idea. Most importantly, in all 
the politically motivated debates over “indochina” since the start of the 
wars in 1945, no one had taken a close look at what exactly had been hap-
pening among the “indochinese” during the colonial period. clearly, the 
pre-1945 period had had some sort of an impact on those living within 
it at the time and that this must have influenced later actions, policies, 
thinking, and events. if not, then why would so many vietnamese even 
be asking themselves whether they were “indochinese”, “annamese”, 
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“vietnamese”, or indeed something else? it struck me that “colonialism” 
on the one hand and “nationalism” and “communism” on the other were 
not operating in a binary opposition. i began to think about how the two 
sides interacted. But for the time being, i kept my head low, content just 
to keep on reading, improving my French, and above all making photo-
copies. i was soon a regular customer not only at the BnF, but also at the 
colonial archives in aix-en-Provence and the military ones in vincennes. 
i delved into colonial literature, paged through colonial school textbooks 
for indochina, and picked up colonial geography books and maps. i also 
began to order communist papers to see whether the Left and Far Left 
intellectuals and politicians were talking about such things. They were. 
 This digging coincided fortuitously with the re-edition in 1991 of 
Benedict anderson’s now classic study Imagined Nations: Reflections 
on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism.5 a specialist of indonesia and 
southeast asia, as well as one of the world’s leading theorists of national-
ism, anderson provided me with a framework from which i could build 
my analysis of the indochinese idea. having a mass of virgin sources 
was one thing; knowing what to do with them analytically was quite 
another. anderson introduced me to an exciting theoretical take on 
nationalism, using southeast asian examples with which i was most 
familiar, all the while opening my mind to wider comparisons across 
the globe. Moreover, crucial to anderson’s argument about the spread 
of nationalism was the importance of taking colonial connections seri-
ously. This could not have come at a better time for me. and of course 
for those who have read his book, you already know that he was the first 
to ask why the Javanese could declare an independent republic of all 
of indonesia in 1945, whereas their vietnamese counterparts balked 
at setting up an indochinese republic in favour of a vietnamese one. 
Focusing on the spread of print culture and the impact of colonial edu-
cation, among other things, anderson argued that many vietnamese did 
indeed think of themselves as indochinese. he was the first to speak of 
the “growth of an ‘indochinese’ consciousness’”.6 
 anderson got me and others thinking in new ways. indeed, as i learned 
just before VIC went to press in 1995, his comparison of indochina and 

5 Benedict anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of 
Nationalism, London: verso, 1991, 2nd edition (first published in 1983). 

6 anderson, Imagined Communities, pp. 120–133. 
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indonesia had sent another scholar down a parallel path to mine. his 
name is david henley and he wrote an excellent theoretical comparison 
of the “indonesian/Javanese” and “indochinese/vietnamese” ideas, 
which has become a classic in the field.7 anderson also set off a pro-
liferation of path-breaking studies on southeast asian nationalism and 
state-formation, all of which have deeply influenced me. i’m thinking, 
among others, of Thonchai Winichakul’s Siam Mapped, søren ivarsson’s 
Creating Laos, Penny edwards’ Cambodge: The Cultivation of a Nation, 
and eric Jennings’ Vichy in the Tropics (though anderson is less present 
in Jennings’ analysis than in the others).8 
 While i may differ with anderson on cambodia and Laos “going indo-
chinese” (see chapter 4), i owe much to him and his work. in fact, in 1994, 
during a conference organized by hans antlöv and stein Tønnesson in 
copenhagen on “asian forms of the nation”,9 anderson urged me to keep 
on going (as did Tønnesson and antlöv). Meanwhile, at the Université de 
Paris vii, where i had enrolled in a pre-Phd program, my advisors, Pierre 
Brocheux and daniel hémery, both counselled me to forget about the poli-
tics of the present and focus on the interconnections occurring during the 
colonial period. My work under hémery and Brocheux coincided with the 
shift in their own work towards understanding the “ambiguous” yet impor-
tant connections occurring in indochina during the colonial period.10

 There is one last person whom i feel i must mention in the genesis of 
this book. That is the late deny Lombard. Thanks to his seminar at the 

7 david e.F. henley, ‘ethnographic integration and exclusion in anticolonial 
nationalism: comparative notes on indonesia and indochina’, Comparative 
Studies in Society and History, vol. 37, no. 2 (april 1995), pp. 286–324. 

8 Thongchai Winichakul, Siam Mapped: A History of the Geo-Body of a Nation, 
honolulu: University of hawaii Press, 1994; eric T. Jennings, Vichy in the Tropics: 
Pétain’s National Revolution in Madagascar, Guadeloupe, and Indochina, 1940–1944, 
stanford: stanford University Press, 2001; soren ivarsson, Creating Laos: The 
Making of a Lao Space between Indochina and Siam, 1860–1945, copenhagen: 
nias Press, 2008; and Penny edwards, Cambodge: The Cultivation of a Nation, 
1860–1945, honolulu: University of hawaii Press, 2007, among others. 

9 stein Tønnesson and hans antlöv, eds, Asian Forms of the Nation, London: 
curzon Press, 1996. 

10 Pierre Brocheux and daniel hémery, Indochine: la colonisation ambiguë, 1858–1954, 
Paris: editions la découverte, 2001 (2nd printing). With Fredrik Logevall, i played 
a central role in overseeing the publication of the english language version of this 
book in the series i direct with Fredrik Logevall for the University of california 
Press, From Indochina to Vietnam. Pierre Brocheux and daniel hémery, Indochina: 
An Ambiguous Colonization, Berkeley: University of california Press, 2010. 
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Ecole des Hautes études en Sciences sociales and his Braudelian approach, 
i began to think about the material things on the ground, and not just 
the ideas in peoples’ heads, that allowed so many vietnamese to think of 
themselves in wider, indochinese terms. Lombard’s Carrefour javanais 
and Braudel’s classic study of the Mediterranean got me thinking about 
the importance of networks, roads, and people moving along them, 
essential to the making of space. i have always kept in mind Braudel’s 
famous line about “his” space, the Mediterranean, when thinking about 
“mine”: “La Méditerranée n’a d’unité que par le mouvement des hom-
mes, les liaisons qu’il implique, les routes qui le conduisent”.11 i applied 
this methodological approach to my study of indochina as well as to my 
subsequent work on the asian context of war and revolution.12

 This, then, is the wider context in which VIC and the resulting 
book here took form. What strikes me most as i revise the manuscript 
for publication is the degree to which this book really is the product of 
pure chance. had i not discovered Pham Quynh’s essays in the pages of 
France-Indochine in 1991 in the national Library in Paris, i honestly do 
not think that the essay published in 1995 or this book would have come 
to fruition. The same would be true if anderson, Tønnesson, antlöv, 
and Lombard had not got me thinking in new ways. 
 since publishing VIC almost two decades ago, i have continued 
to test my original argument – that the colonial period counts, that 
vietnamese of a wide range of political colors did, in fact, think of them-
selves in indochinese terms, and that many of them came remarkably 
close to “going indochinese” not just in their heads but also because of 
the material connections pushing them on the ground. in my subse-
quent and separate research projects, i have kept my eyes open for all 
indochinese things for further information supporting or disapproving 

11 Fernand Braudel, La Méditerranée et le monde méditerranéen à l’époque de Philippe 
II, Paris: armand colin (poche), 1990, vol. i, p. 338. see also: denys Lombard, Le 
carrefour javanais, 3 vols, Paris: Éditions de l’École des hautes Études en sciences 
sociales, 1990; denys Lombard,  ‘Une autre «  Méditerranée  » dans le sud-est 
asiatique’, Hérodote 88 (1st trimester 1998), pp. 184–93 as well as “Braudel et 
l’asie”, Annales, no. 1 ( January–February 2001), pp. 5–50.

12 see my Thailand and the Southeast Asian Networks of the Vietnamese Revolution 
(1887–1954), London: curzon Press, 1999 and my ‘For a Trans-national history 
of asian communism: The case of early sino-vietnamese revolutionary 
overlaps’, in Geoff Wade and James K. chin (eds), China and Southeast Asia: 
Historical Interactions, singapore: nUs Press, 2011, in press. 
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my argument. and here i did indeed find something that led me to re-
vise my thinking significantly. it was another debate over the concept of 
indochina, but this time it occurred between the vietnamese and the 
cambodians. it began in the wake of the Pham Quynh–nguyen van 
vinh debate in 1931, reached a crescendo in 1934–35, and continued 
to surface in the press until vichy took over in indochina during World 
War ii. Whereas Pham Quynh and nguyen van vinh’s exchange dem-
onstrated the extent to which vietnamese could think of themselves in 
indochinese terms, the second debate demonstrated the remarkable de-
gree to which cambodian and Laotian elites wanted nothing to do with 
“indochina”, whether it were French or vietnamese in design. Laotian 
and cambodian nationalists saw indochina as an exclusive Franco-
vietnamese club and as a threat to their efforts to predicate national 
identity along cambodian and Laotian territorial lines. 
 What i call the “great” vietnamese-cambodian debate of the mid-
1930s convinced me that there was more to the indochina story than 
simply analyzing the new spatial concept of indochina along strictly 
Franco-vietnamese lines. of equal importance were the cambodians 
and Laotians and the question of place, in particular the modern colonial 
categories and legally delineated notions of “citizenship” and “nation-
ality”. For reasons i discuss below, cambodians and Laotians were in-
creasingly opposed to the indochinese idea on the grounds that it would 
transform them into “indochinese citizens” and that this would be a 
very bad thing. Given the preponderant place the vietnamese would 
hold in such a territorially defined indochinese colonial federation or 
postcolonial nation, cambodians and Laotians feared that such a legally 
defined citizenship would allow the vietnamese to step up their already 
robust immigration into Laos and cambodia. 
 This also got me thinking that, if much has been written over the 
years in colonial studies about the need to rethink colonial categories 
between the colonized and the colonizer, this second debate made it 
clear that we also need to consider how such colonially constituted cat-
egories impacted upon relationships among the colonized themselves.13 

13 For colonial categories and their impact on the relationship between the colo-
nizer and the colonized, see the work of ann Laura stoler, ‘rethinking colonial 
categories: european communities and the Boundaries of rule’, Comparative 
Studies in Society and History, vol. 31, no. 1 ( January 1989), pp. 134–161 and 
her ‘sexual affronts and racial Frontiers: european identities and the cultural 
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as roger Brubaker demonstrated for the new nation-states of France 
and Germany in the late nineteenth century, national space (territory) 
and place (citizenship) went hand in hand. similar things can be said for 
colonial states. not only did the French carve out a territorially defined 
indochinese space but also they had to define who belonged to that 
scientifically delimited space in legal terms. Place therefore refers above 
all to concepts of colonial “citizenship” and “nationality”.14 i have thus 
added a chapter below on these matters, based in part on an article i 
published in Modern Asian Studies in 2009. chapter 4 adds nuances and 
greater depth to my analysis and provides another analytical dimension, 
helping us to better understand why the colonial concept of indochina 
failed to take root in Laotian and cambodian national minds.15

 These revisions also explain why the title now reads: Going Indo-
chinese: Contesting Concepts of Space and Place in Colonial French Indochina. 
arguably, Going Indochinese should be followed by a question mark as 
this would capture the original idea that there was nothing necessarily 
inevitable about “vietnam” or artificial about becoming “indochinese” 
at the time. (here, however, i bowed to the wishes of the publisher.) as 
in the original version, the contested nature of space remains the same, 
but what i have added here is the matter of place – the legal categories 
mentioned above. Why French Indochina instead of Vietnamese national-
ism as in the original title? For the reason noted above that subsequent 
research and reflection have convinced me that one cannot exclude 
Laotian and cambodians voices – or even French ones for that mat-
ter. i try to bring them into the picture, for they were central to rolling 
back the indochinese idea. and it is clear that the Franco-vietnamese 
attempts to create indochina played a central role in stimulating modern 
nationalism in cambodia and Laos. French Indochina thus serves as my 
shorthand for referring to vietnam, Laos, cambodia, as well as to the 
colonizer, France. These are the four main players in my story. 

Politics of exclusion in colonial southeast asia’, in ann Laura stoler and Frederick 
cooper, eds, Tensions of Empire: Colonial cultures in A Bourgeois World, Berkeley: 
University of california Press, 1997, pp. 198–237. 

14 roger Brubaker, Citizenship and Nationhood in France and Germany, cambridge: 
harvard University Press, 1992. 

15 christopher e. Goscha, ‘inter-asian debates and intersecting colonial 
encounters in French indochina: Three case studies’, Modern Asian Studies, vol. 
43, part 5 (september 2009), pp. 1189–1228.
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 Before moving on, i should say a bit more about our use of the terms 
“annam” and “vietnam”. For many of the political and historiographical 
reasons evoked above, present convention normally holds that “vietnam” 
is preferable to “annam”, for it captures “true” vietnamese nationalist 
sentiments, whereas “annam” is usually considered pejorative. i accept 
this explanation, but only partially. There is no doubt that the third syl-
lable of the French word “an-na-mite” could sting painfully in colonial 
encounters of an unfortunate kind, just as the two chinese characters, 
“an-nam” (Land of the Pacified south), could convey a humiliating 
sense of submission. The problem, however, is that prior to 1945 many 
vietnamese nationalists actually used, and sometimes even preferred, the 
word “annam” and “annamese” in their patriotic writings. i am thinking 
of the famous poet and editor of the Annamese Review (An Nam Tap Chi), 
Tan da; the president of the fiercely anticolonial vietnamese nationalist 
Party (Viet-Nam Quoc Dan Dang), nguyen Khac nhu; as well as ho chi 
Minh and nguyen an ninh to name but a few.16 Moreover, as late as 1945, 
there was nothing preordained about the word or concept of “vietnam”. 
in the years (indeed months) leading up to the august revolution, some 
nationalists still wanted to see “dai-nam” or “dai-viet” resurrected, 
while others countered with “an-nam”, “nam”, or “indo-china”.17 as 
hoang Xuan han, a former cabinet minister in the short-lived Tran 
Trong Kim government of mid-1945, told me in the early 1990s: “had 
the French created indochina twenty years earlier, we might well have 

16 nguyen Khac hieu [Tan da], ‘Kinh ngo cung doc-gia chu vi’, An-Nam Tap Chi, 
no. 14 ( July 1930), pp. 1–3; nguyen Khac nhu, ‘du Luan’, An-Nam Tap Chi, 
no. 10 (1 March 1927), pp. 10–13; nguyen ai Quoc, Le Procès de la colonisation 
française, Paris: np, 1924; and nguyen an ninh, Cao Vong cua Bon thanh Nien 
An-nam, Dan Uoc, saigon: Xua nay, 1926.

17 nguyen van To, ‘Quoc hieu nuoc ta’, Tri Tan, no. 1 (3 June 1941), pp. 3, 17; 
‘Bao cao nhan dan dai viet’, Dong Phat, no. 5,966 (16 March 1945), p. 1; 
interview with hoang Xuan han, 1 august 1993, Paris; Khuong viet, ‘nam Moi 
noi chuyen cu’, Dai Viet Tap Chi, no. 31 (16 January 1944), p. 6; nguyen Tien 
Lang, ‘annam ou dai nam’, La Tribune Indochinoise, no. 2,163 (16 July 1941), 
p. 2; and nguyen van Luyen, ‘van de Giao-Thiep giua viet-nam va cao-mien, 
ai-lao’, Trung Bac Chu Nhat, no. 256, pp. 2–4, 27 and no. 257, pp. 7, 24. Prince 
cuong de shifted between ‘viet-nam’ and ‘indo-china’. see (in French transla-
tion) cuong de, ‘But de la révolution annamite’: 1) ‘Garantir le pays d’indochine 
…’, annexe à la dépêche du 11 juillet 1913 du consulat de France à hong Kong 
au Gouvernement Général de l’indochine’, no. 18, in file Lettres du consulat de 
France à hong Kong, box 3, Pa (Papiers d’agents) 9, Papiers sarraut, centre des 
archives d’outre-mer (hereafter cited caoM). 
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declared an indochinese state in 1945”.18 all of these patriots were obvi-
ously not French “collaborators”; so it seems that the word “annam” (and 
“indochina”) did not always embody pejorative connotations, nor was it 
necessarily “pro-colonial” or “anti-vietnamese” at certain points in time.
 Thus, instead of discarding outright the term “annam” on anti-
colonialist, nationalist, or stylistic grounds, i feel it is crucial to hold 
on to “annam” as a way of locating breaks in the nationalist discourse, 
behind which competing ideas, such as “viet-nam” and “indo-china”, 
started contesting its hegemony (and annam never exercised a semantic 
monopoly).19 i will thus take up the word “annam” in my text on the 
grounds that this term acknowledged the existence of a geo-political 
entity both for the French and the annamese during the colonial period 
and for the simple yet important reason that a wide-range of annamese 
nationalists used it themselves at the time. This will allow me to track their 
use of certain terms and to understand why, especially when writing in 
quoc ngu (romanized script), they jumped suddenly from “annam” to “dai 
viet”, “nam viet”, “nha nam”, “nuoc nam”, “nam”, and especially “viet-
nam” and “dong duong” (Indochina), and then slid back to “annam” as 
if nothing had truly happened. i will switch to the word, “vietnam”, in 
chapter 3 for the period from 1930, when this coupling – sometimes but 
not always – started to take on a powerful life in the minds and mouths of 
an expanding nationalist elite, communist and non-communist alike.
 When i need to make an ethnic distinction, i will use the word 
“viet” instead of the inclusive terms “vietnamese”, “annamese”, or 
“indochinese”. For similar reasons, i will also refer to the inhabitants of 
western indochina as the “cambodians” and the “Laotians” and use the 
terms “Khmer” and “Lao”, respectively, to distinguish the specific ethnic 
group. This admittedly oversimplifies a number of things, not least of all 
notions of ethnicity, and leaves the ethnic minority groups located in the 
highlands of French indochina out of the picture (despite the fact that in 
Laos they constituted the majority of the population). My use of “Laos” 
here also assumes that such a unitary state had already existed under the 

18 author’s interview with hoang Xuan han, 1 august 1993, Paris.
19 already in June 1946, Paul Mus had captured this idea: «  [i]l irait contre tout 

sens de prétendre que l’annam d’hier s’est évanoui sans laisser de trace et qu’un 
viet-nam en est sorti tout armé et sans commun mesure avec l’annam ». Paul 
Mus, Le Viet-Nam Chez Lui, Paris: P. harmattan, 1946.
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French, which was not the case until the mid 1940s. i can only plead 
guilty, recommending that readers consult the excellent studies of oscar 
salemink and søren ivarsson, who address such matters expertly.20

 But let us agree on one thing as i turn to the subject at hand here. 
rather than assuming the vietnam, Laos, or cambodia we see on 
the map today have always existed, let us go back in time and space 
to try to understand how colonial policies interacted with and trans-
formed pre-existing notions of the geo-political landscape among 
the “indochinese”.21 Whether communist or non-communist, all the 
vietnamese, Laotian, and cambodian nationalists under study here 
agreed on the reality of a national “body” (un seul corps) – to borrow one 
famous annamese patriot’s precise term22 –, but they had great trouble 
choosing the geographical patterns of this entity and deciding on who 
would and would not be a part of it. We might know “the” answer today, 
in 2012; but all sorts of possibilities existed at the time, when much was 
in flux in French indochina. Let us thus start at the beginning of the 
colonial period and move forward rather than forcing the past to fit the 
post 1945, war driven debates of the present.23

20 søren ivarsson, Creating Laos and oscar salemink, ‘Primitive Partisans: French 
strategy and the construction of a Montagnard ethnic identity in indochina’, 
hans antlöv and stein Tønnesson, eds, Imperial Policy and South East Asian 
Nationalism, London: curzon Press, 1995, pp. 261–293. 

21 For a brilliant analysis of for the pre-French period, see alexander Barton 
Woodside, Vietnam and the Chinese Model: A Comparative Study of Vietnamese 
and Chinese Government in the First Half of the Nineteenth Century, cambridge: 
harvard University Press, 1988 (first published in 1971), chapter 5.

22 nguyen Tinh [nguyen an ninh], ‘vers la nation indochinoise’, La Cloche Fêlée, 
no. 14 (21 april 1924), p. 1. 

23 For a “post-revisionist” critique of war-driven historiography on vietnam, see 
Peter Zinoman’s book reviews of Mark Bradley’s (orthodox) and Mark Moyar’s 
(revisionist) histories of the post-1945 wars for vietnam. Both reviews can be 
accessed at h-diplo at http://www.h-net.org/~diplo/books/.
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C h A P t e r  1

S et t I n g  I n d o C h I n A  I n to  m ot I o n 
to g et h e r :  t h e  F r A n C o -A n n A m e S e 

A L L I A n C e

A
lthough the French conquered the pre-existing imperial 
state run by the nguyen dynasty, the colonizer could never 
have created the new colonial state of indochina without the 

vietnamese. no sooner had the Third republic dismantled the nguyen 
dynasty in the 1880s than colonial authorities issued orders to associate 
the annamese with the new colonial order. Judged more dynamic than 
the Laotians and cambodians, they would be vital to expanding and con-
solidating colonial control over areas contested by the Thais. annamese 
collaboration would be equally essential to running the lower levels of 
the emerging colonial state. From the 1880s until the 1930s, the French 
developed a special relationship with the annamese in building French 
indochina, symbolized by albert sarraut’s policy of Franco-annamese 
collaboration in the wake of World War i. ideologically, spatially, and 
materially, the French pushed the annamese to think in indochinese 
ways. and by setting the colonial state into motion together, scores of 
annamese could begin to move in indochinese ways. 

coLoniaL conQUesT and sPaTiaL 
reorienTaTions

on the eve of French colonial conquest, a linguistically homogenous 
group of people who called themselves the viet ruled the lowlands of the 
eastern edge of the southeast asian continent extending from the red 
river delta to the Mekong basin. From the twelfth century, demographic 
pressures had stimulated a “southward March” (Nam Tien) among these 
peoples down the eastern side of the annamese cordillera. By the late 
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seventeenth century, ethnic viet had annexed champa and moved 
into the reaches of the Khmer kingdom ruling what is today known as 
southern vietnam. Weakened by internal dissensions and troubles with 
siam (modern Thailand), the Khmer were in no position to thwart this 
expansion into under-populated areas of the Mekong delta. By the late 
eighteenth century, the viet peoples had colonized areas that constitute 
much of, but by no means all of, present-day lower vietnam. it became 
part of the nguyen dynasty. Unified into one state in 1802, the nguyen 
then turned their attention west. in 1834, emperor Minh Mang went so 
far as to declare cambodia a provincial protectorate, Tran Tay Thanh. 
he levied taxes, dispatched viet bureaucrats, and required Khmer 
subalterns to study the vietnamese language. however, cambodian 
resentment soon transformed into open revolt, forcing Minh Mang’s 
successor to abandon Phnom Penh in 1841 as the siamese exerted their 
influence from the west. cambodia achieved a fragile independence, but 
it remained a dual tributary of the siamese and the nguyen until the 
establishment of the French protectorate in 1863.1

 The tables were turned in viet relations with china. Based in the red 
river delta, the viet peoples had been ruled for centuries as a province 
of the chinese imperial state. in the tenth century this changed when 
an independent state emerged in the northern delta known as Dai Viet 
(the Greater state of viet). however, the term Viet-Nam (Yüeh Nan in 
chinese) only appeared in an official sense in the early nineteenth cen-
tury. having unified territories running down the eastern coast of the 
continent into one state (several had existed until that point), the king 
of the nguyen dynasty, Gia Long, dispatched a delegation to Beijing to 
gain recognition of his newly formed empire. normally, the chinese 
sovereign would have bestowed the official seal of An Nam Quoc Vuong 
(Pacified south) on his southern neighbour as a symbol of the tributary 
relationship that had underpinned their intercourse for centuries. Gia 
Long broke with this tradition, however, when he chose to refer to his 
empire as Nan-Yüeh – pronounced by the viet as Nam-Viet (southern 
viet/yüeh). Worried that the use of this term belied expansionist de-
signs on Beijing’s southern flank, the chinese emperor reversed the 

1 alexander Barton Woodside, Vietnam and the Chinese Model: A Comparative Study 
of Vietnamese and Chinese Government in the First Half of the Nineteenth Century, 
cambridge: harvard University Press, 1988 (first published in 1971), chapter 5. 
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word order to form the term Viet-Nam. Gia Long accepted this chinese 
devised coupling as recognizing an independent viet state exercising 
control over southern territories. The chinese continued to refer to 
his empire as An-Nam, but changed the seal to read Viet-Nam Quoc 
Vuong (King of the southern viet country). nevertheless, for unclear 
reasons, the nguyen court was not satisfied with this name and official 
usage of Viet-Nam did not last long. in 1813, the court briefly revived 
the term Dai Viet (Greater viet) and, in 1838, Minh Mang replaced the 
word “viet” with “nam” to refer to his rapidly growing southern empire 
as Dai Nam (imperial state of the south). he did not inform Beijing. 
subsequent nguyen rulers used this term until mid-1945. “an artificial 
appellation then”, alexander Woodside writes of the term “vietnam”, “it 
was used extensively neither by the chinese nor by the vietnamese”.2

 The French shared the chinese (Tang dynasty) preference for the 
word annam, using it officially for the first time in the Treaty of saigon 
in 1862, which turned the southern section of what they referred to 
as the empire of annam into a French colony, la Cochinchine.3 Two 
decades later, the French divided the central and northern parts of the 
empire into two protectorates, Annam and Tonkin respectively. annam 
referred to the central part of the empire because of the nguyen court’s 
location in hue, while Tonkin was the French phonetic reproduction of 
the sino-viet word, Dong-Kinh, meaning eastern capital.4 But there was 
much semantic confusion from the start. To refer collectively to these 
three spaces, the French borrowed the term Annam from the expres-
sion Ancien Empire d’Annam. Thus Annam could mean both the central 
protectorate based in hue, nominally run by the nguyen king, and the 
whole of the three eastern viet possessions – cochinchina, annam, 

2 Woodside, Vietnam and the Chinese Model, pp. 120–121. 
3 The origin of the word “cochinchine” remains unclear. one hypothesis advanced 

by nguyen van To is that “cochin” is the product of the europeanization of 
an early chinese name of annam, “Giao chi”, pronounced by the chinese as 
“Kiao-Tche”, whereas the indians and Malays said “Kutchi”. The europeans added 
“china” to locate it on the southern flank of the Middle Kingdom, thus giving us 
“cochin-china” in english and “cochin-chine” in French. nguyen van To, ‘Quoc 
hieu nuoc ta’, Tri Tan, no. 1 (3 June 1941), p. 17. 

4 v.a. Malte-Brun, Géographie Universelle Asie et Afrique, Paris: np, 1874, p. 200 and 
J.M.J., Dictionnaire Annamite-Français, Tan dinh: imprimerie de la Mission, 1877, 
p. 263. 
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Figure 1: dai nam in 1835. adapted with permission from a map in alexander 
Woodside, Vietnam and the Chinese Model, cambridge: harvard University Press, 
1988 (2nd edition).
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and Tonkin, the former annamese empire.5 The French similarly used 
the word “annamese” to refer to the common language spoken by the 
ethnic viet living in cochinchina, annam, and Tonkin. To the west, the 
French expanded their indochinese colonial domain with a protector-
ate over cambodia (1863) and a less clear one over Laos by the end 
of the century.6 Together these five new geo-political units – Tonkin, 
annam, cochinchina, cambodia, and Laos – constituted the pentago-
nal structure that was becoming French indo-china. Usage of dai nam 
or vietnam ceased. 
 new French geographical delimitations required new indigenous 
formulations. annamese geographers borrowed the term ky from Minh 
Mang’s 1833 administrative reforms to describe the French idea of a 
“specific region, confine or geographical domain”. cochinchina thus be-
came Nam (south) ky in annamese; annam, Trung (middle or central) ky, 
and Tonkin, Bac (north) ky. The annamese continued to call cambodia 
by its sino-viet radical: Cao-men, Cao-man, or Cao-mien, while they 
wrote Laos as Ai-Lao, Ai-Leo, or Leo.7 in French, each of these five con-
stituents formed a pays (a “land” or “region”), translated into viet as xu. 
 yet the term, Indo-China, was not what it may seem to most today or 
even during the colonial period. english missionaries and linguists had 
used this hyphenated coupling as early as 1811 to refer rather loosely to 
the asia beyond india or the mouth of the Ganges river.8 The French 

5 This discrepancy would be cause for confusion throughout the colonial period. 
on the French creation of annam/vietnam’s western borders, see sarin chhak, 
Les frontières du Cambodge, Paris: dalloz, 1966, volumes i–ii.

6 on the complexity of Laos and how it came into being during the colonial period, 
see søren ivarsson, Creating Laos: The Making of a Lao Space between Indochina 
and Siam, 1860–1945, copenhagen: nias Press, 2008. on cambodia, see 
Penny edwards, Cambodge: The Cultivation of a Nation, 1860–1945, honolulu: 
University of hawaii Press, 2007. For both, see Thongchai Winichakul, Siam 
Mapped: A History of the Geo-Body of a Nation, honolulu: University of hawaii 
Press, 1994. 

7 Jean Bonet, Dictionnaire Annamite-Français, Paris: imprimerie nationale, 1898, 
volume ii, pp. 11, 197, 320 and 411; F.M. savina, Dictionnaire Tay-Annamite-
Français, Paris: np, 1910, p. 174; J.M.J. Dictionnaire Annamite-Français, p. 82; and 
dao duy anh, Phap Viet Tu Dien, Paris: Minh Tan, 1936, pp. 68, 205, and 923. 

8 The Indo-Chinese Gleaner containing miscellaneous communications on the Litterature, 
History, Philosophy, Mythology, [etc.] of the INDO-CHINESE NATIONS, Vol. I, 
Malacca, Anglo-Chinese Press, 1818–1821; John Leyden, Comparative Vocabulary 
of the Barma, Maláyu and T’hái Languages, serampore: Mission Press, 1810, pp. v 
and vii; and ‘extrait de la leçon inaugural de Lucien Bernot au collège de France, 
2 March 1979’, Lettre de l’AFRASE, 2nd semester 1992, p. 10. Bernot claims that 
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geographer of danish birth, K. Malte-Brun, joined in around a decade 
later, transforming it into French as Indo-Chine to pinpoint the space 
falling horizontally between the Bay of Bengal and the south china sea 
and, vertically, between the Malaccas and southern china.9 This is why 
the term “indo-chine/indo-china” must not be confused with that 
of “indo-chine française”. at the beginning, indo-china referred to a 
wider geographical space than the term would encompass under French 
colonial power. Malte-Brun wrote in 1874 that “indo-chine” consisted 
of seven distinct states: 1) l’indo-chine anglaise, 2) la Birmanie, 3) le 
royaume du siam, 4) l’empire d’an-nam (minus cochinchina), 5) la 
cochinchine française, 6) le royaume du cambodge, and 7) les etats 
indépendants de la Presqu’île de Malacca.10 
 The viet word for indochina, Dong-Duong, appears rarely in dic-
tionaries published prior to the early twentieth century. This is hardly 
surprising. The new, smaller political space associated with French 
indochina only came into being at the end of the nineteenth century, 
as we shall see. one renowned French-annamese dictionary published 
in 1898, for example, did not even list it,11 while another translated 
Dong-Duong first as les mers orientales and secondly as l’Indo-Chine 
française.12 This term can even be found as an ancient name for Japan.13 
By World War i, however, annamese speakers had begun using this 
sino-vietnamese coupling, borrowed from the chinese radicals – Dong 
for the “east” and Yang for “east of the ocean” – to translate the term Indo-

Leyden was the first to use the term, “indo-china”, and not Malte-Brun. see 
also daniel hémery, ‘inconstante indochine … L’invention et les dérives d’une 
catégorie géographique’, Revue française d’histoire d’outre-mer (1er semestre 2000), 
pp. 137–158.

9 v. Malte-Brun, Géographie, p. 184. see also daniel hémery, ‘inconstante indochine 
…’, pp. 137–158. The term “south east asia” emerged during the interwar period 
but only became widely used during and especially after World War ii. see craig 
reynolds, ‘a new Look at old southeast asia’, Journal of Southeast Asian Studies, 
vol. 54, no. 2 (May 1995), pp. 419–446 and donald emmerson, ‘southeast asia : 
What’s in a name?’, Journal of Southeast Asian Studies, vol. Xv, no. 1 (March 1984), 
pp. 1–21.

10 v.a. Malte-Brun, Géographie, p. 192. There is no mention of Lao principalities.
11 J.F.M. Génibrel, Dictionnaire Annamite-Française, saigon: imprimerie de la 

Mission à Tan dinh, 1898. 
12 Bonet, Dictionnaire, pp. 161 and 197 and interview with hoang Xuan han, 1 

august 1993, Paris. 
13 J.M.J., Dictionarium Latino-Anamaticum, Tan dinh: Typis Missionis, 1878, p. 214.
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Chine. in 1920, the French tried to change the official annamese transla-
tion of indo-china to Dong-Phap (France d’Orient) for fear that Beijing 
would boycott goods marked Dong-Duong, increasingly mistaken for 
“Japan” by chinese border authorities.14 in the end, the annamese grew 
accustomed to several words for identifying the geo-political space the 
French called l’Indochine Française, above all Dong-Duong (Indo-Chine), 
followed by Dong-Phap (translated as France d’Orient in 1920), An-do-
Chi-Na (sino-annamese for india-china), and Dong-Duong thuoc Phap 
(Indochine française). But for most of the colonial period, no one term 
exercised a monopoly. This is largely due to the fact the French could 
not and did not create indochina overnight. The colonial state was a 
work in progress and no one at the start knew where it would wind up in 
the end. in fact, no one at the time knew with assurance what or when 
that end would be. 

reThinKinG sPace ToGeTher : indochina and The 
BirTh oF a Franco-annaMese ParTnershiP

once admirals had militarily subordinated an amalgam of pre-existing 
peninsular empires and states, administrators had to organize them into 
some sort of an operating colonial structure. Things were in a mess by 
1885. To plant the French flag was one thing, and to bring the nguyen 
dynasty to its knees may have elicited a sigh of relief in a raucous Third 
republic; but to rule over 16 million people of diverse ethnic, cultural, 
political, and religious backgrounds was quite another. The French had to 
give shape to this amorphous kaleidoscope of peoples now subordinated 
to their sovereignty, including the newly added Laotian and cambodian 
territories. cartographers, geographers, soldiers, and diplomats left for 
the front lines to sculpt out what was slowly becoming l’Indo-Chine fran-
çaise. They negotiated an end to annam’s traditional pattern of relations 
with siam and china and carefully plotted the outlines of an emerging 
French colonial space. in 1887, French policy-makers agreed that this 
could best be achieved through the creation of a Union indochinoise. in 
1907, cartographers and diplomats finished sculpting the major geo-
graphical outlines of the colony, when the French signed treaties with 

14 ‘appellation officielle de l’indochine française’, signé [Maurice] Long, repro-
duced in La Tribune Indochinoise, 24 June 1920, p. 1. in chinese, “dong-Phap” 
was “dong Fa”. 
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Figure 3: French indochina, 1862–1936. adapted with permission from a map in 
hugues Tertrais, Atlas des guerres d’Indochine, 1940–1990: De l’Indochine française à 
l’ouverture internationale (Paris: autrement, 2004), p. 11.
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the siamese court finalizing the transfer of territories in cambodia 
to French indochina. a western border had now been established to 
compliment the Franco-chinese Treaty of 1884 that had delimited 
indochina’s northern border. as Jules harmand put it in 1887, France’s 
expansion in indochina had to continue “until it encountered a scientific 
frontier”.15 By the turn of the twentieth century, this had been largely 
accomplished. While it was formerly known as the indochinese Union, 
it was more commonly referred to as “French indochina”, l’Indochine 
française. This was the colonial state. as harmand put it bluntly, there 
would be no more “vietnam”. it was also from this point that Malte-
Brun’s geographical “indo-china” encompassing much of what we now 
call “southeast asia” began to give way to the political reality of this 
smaller geopolitical entity ruled now by the French.16

 Most troubling to this creative process, however, was obstinate 
annamese resistance to the dismantling of the dai nam empire. on the 
one hand, the French did their best to crush it militarily and ultimately 
succeeded by the turn of the century. however, in so doing, the French 
also boxed themselves in, for such repressive action undermined their 
efforts to win over the support of the very annamese whose collabora-
tion would be essential to the construction of the colonial state. The 
colonizer needed them to fill low-level but functionally important bu-
reaucratic positions in the pre-existing administration in cochinchina, 
annam, and Tonkin as well as in the indochinese level being introduced 
into Laos and cambodia. The annamese provided a pool of labor es-
sential to building and operating the roads, railways, and bridges of a 
modern infrastructure as well as the mines and rubber plantations of a 
modern indochinese economy. The colonial need for labor – both blue 
and white collar – was vital to getting French indochina off the ground. 
 Like all colonial conquerors, the French thus had to convince the 
subjugated annamese that an indochinese creation was in their best 
interest, that Indochina was less a rupture with the past than a continu-
ation of Dai Nam’s imperial future backed now by French power. Jules 

15 Jules harmand, L’Indo-Chine française, Politique et administrative, conférence faite 
à l’Associa tion républicaine du centenaire de 1789, Paris: c. Pariset, 1887, p. 12 (his 
italics).

16 For harmand’s denial of the existence of “vietnam”, see daniel hémery and 
Pierre Brocheux, Indochine: La colonisation ambiguë, 1858–1954, Paris: editions 
la découverte, 2001 (2nd edition), p. 51. 
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harmand and J.L. de Lanessan, two of France’s top asia strategists 
and colonial minds in the late nineteenth century, understood best the 
need to “associate” the annamese with France’s indochinese project. 
as harmand wrote in 1885, the year the French finally overthrew the 
nguyen dynasty:

The day that this race understands that its historical ambitions can, 
thanks to us, come to fruition in ways that it never before imagined; 
when [the annamese] sees our aid allows him to take vengeance for 
the humiliations and defeats that he has never forgiven his neighbours; 
when he feels definitely superior to them and sees his domination ex-
pand with ours, only then will we be able to consider that the future of 
French indochina is truly assured.17

 however, the linkage of this Franco-annamese alliance to the crea-
tion of indochina at the turn of the century was also linked to persistent 
problems with the siamese. The historic presence of annam’s western 
competitor for Laotian and cambodian territories did not just disap-
pear overnight. Bangkok rulers, worried by this French indochina being 
“scientifically” projected westwards by cartographers and explorers led 
by auguste Pavie, strove to create what Paul Beau called “a greater Unité 
thaïe”. as david streckfuss has convincingly shown, the siamese were 
particularly worried by French racialist arguments and policies that 
threatened to make the “siamese” a minority in view of the numerous 
other racial groups constituting what we now call “Thailand”, some of 
which the French claimed were their colonial subjects.18 Bangkok au-
thorities responded by trying to turn contested subjects in the Mekong 
valley into Thai subjects (see chapter 4 on colonial categories inside 
French indochina). 
 To French policy-makers, however, the ability of the siamese to 
achieve this greater “Thai unity” threatened the constitution of their own 
French indochina, which many in Beau’s camp initially wanted to call 

17 cited by Paul isoart, ‘La création de l’Union indochinoise’, in Approches Asie, no. 
11 (november 1992), p. 54, confirmed in harmand, L’Indo-Chine française, pp. 
26–27. on harmand’s idea of “association”, see p. 27. 

18 david streckfuss, ‘The Mixed colonial Legacy in siam: origins of Thai racialist 
Thought, 1890–1910’ in Laurie sears, Autonomous Histories, Particular Truths: 
Essays in Honor of John Smail, Madison: University of Wisconsin center for 
southeast asian studies, Monograph no. 11, 1993, pp. 123–143 and soren 
ivarsson, Creating Laos, chapters 1–2. 
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l’Unité indochinoise. in Beau’s view, however, the annamese would be the 
driving force of such an indochinese entity. France would “find neither in 
the Laotian plateaus nor in the Mekong valley a race or a group [of people] 
capable of opposing” siamese attempts to group diverse ethnic groups 
into a larger Thai body. only a policy linking the “annamese race” to an 
indochinese space and its new borders extending to the Mekong, Beau 
argued, could offer the necessary “numbers”, “cohesion”, and “personality” 
required to “take up the battle successfully and smash this effort towards a 
unity of the Thai race before it can be realized”.19

 Beau and other colonial authorities justified this special alliance 
with the annamese on the grounds that the French were naturally as-
suming annam’s place in an historic pattern of rivalry between the hue 
and Bangkok courts over Laos and cambodia. Moreover, Beau advised 
the government to consolidate colonial domination over western 
indochina by building roads and railways to transport annamese colons 
to the Mekong. “it is beyond the annamese cordillera”, Beau insisted, 
“that we can find plains more fertile than those of the red river. it is the 
Mekong and its tributaries that must be offered to annamese coloniza-
tion. The necessity of [building] routes of penetration towards the great 
river [that is, the Mekong] makes itself clear to me with a most compel-
ling logic and force”.20 
 Presumably, Beau did not inform Laotian and cambodian leaders of 
this annamese immigration policy. in fact, most colonial administrators 
considered the Lao and Khmers, unlike the viet, to be races on the verge 
of extinction, weak or lazy at best, but certainly incapable of taking on the 
greater Thai threat. Jules harmand agreed. To him, the “homogeneity 
of the annamese race” and continued annamese expansion westwards 
with the French would ensure “the future of indochina” (which he too 
had wanted to call at the outset l’Unité indochinoise).21 at one point, 
with Bangkok clearly in mind, Beau spoke of creating an “annamese 

19 as Paul Beau put it: “Les siamois ont compris bien avant nous le parti qu’ils pou-
vaient tirer pour leurs ambitions de cette dispersion de la race Thai. ils savent que 
leur longeur peut servir de truchement comme à toutes les communautés thais et 
ils ont formé le dessein, plusieurs fois avoué, d’une grande ‘unité Thai’”. ‘Paul Beau 
à M. etienne,’ hanoi, 19 February 1903, p. 428, Papiers Paul Beau, Pa/aP 11, 
archives du Ministère des affaires étrangères, France (hereafter cited Mae). 

20 ‘Paul Beau à M. etienne,’ in Ibid., pp. 426–433. 
21 cited by isoart, ‘La création de l’Union indochinoise’, pp. 54–65. 
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indochina” (Indochine annamite). in a similar vein, he even called for the 
publication of new textbooks that would give the annamese “an idea 
of the great role which they can play with us and under our direction. 
one must reawaken in them the expansionist instinct that seems to be 
flickering out”. in the end, French colonial policymakers decided on 
creating an “indochinese Union”. But whatever the name, from the out-
set the construction and operation of French indochina depended on 
developing a special relationship with the annamese – not the Laotians, 
cambodians, or ethnic minority populations living in the highlands.22 
 indeed, into the 1930s, French administrators of all tendencies pro-
moted annamese movements throughout indochina. in 1912, Governor 
General albert sarraut, as one of the Third republic’s most important 
colonial thinkers, summed up in one phrase this early Franco-annamese 
alliance in a letter to Minister of the colonies: “French indochina to-
day is Gia Long’s empire reconstituted, expanded by us through [the 
acquisition] of exterior possessions”, a revealing euphemism for Laos 
and cambodia as well as French colonial priorities. during a second 
mandate at the head of indochina, sarraut implemented a policy of 
Franco-annamese collaboration (see chapter 2). The French and the 
annamese would march together, he proclaimed, to transform indo-
china economically and politically. again, no one thought to consult the 
Laotians, cambodians, or ethnic minority groups.23

 By the early twentieth century, force, diplomacy, cartography had 
given geographical life to a French indochinese colony. Through a host 
of well-known projects, Governor General Paul doumer endowed the 
colonial state with an indochina-wide bureaucracy, budget, and fiscal 
policy, while sarraut added the security services and further developed 
the education program. Legislation passed in 1911 sidelined the court at 
hue by consolidating the Governor General’s power as ranking admin-
istrator of indochina, in charge of the colony’s diplomatic relations, civil 

22 chambre des députés, no. 1904, session de 1887, ‘annexe du procès-verbal 
de la séance du 1 juillet 1887, Proposition de résolution’, p. 32, Mémoires et 
documents, asie – indochine, volume 102, Mae.

23 ‘rapport d’albert sarraut au Ministre des colonies’, hanoi, 20 april 1912, p. 
33, in Papiers sarraut, Pa9, box 1, caoM. an important exception to this rule 
would be Léopold sabbatier. see oscar salemink, The Ethnography of Vietnam’s 
Central Highlanders: A Historical Contextualization, 1850–1990, London: 
routledgecurzon /honolulu: University of hawaii Press, 2003.
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service, defence, budget, and internal security. The French took further 
measures to give political and economical life to the word “indochina”, 
by promoting public works projects, communication systems, and by 
increasing the reach of the bureaucracy. 
 World War i delayed major projects. however, from 1919 French 
colonization resumed with vigour under sarraut’s second mandate. he 
announced his policy of Franco-annamese collaboration (politique de 
collaboration franco-annamite) and made it a key component in indo-
china for his famous policy – La mise en valeur des colonies. it was time to 
set indochina into motion, he declared. in opening his famous speech 
to annamese elites in hanoi in april 1919, he asked his burgeoning 
annamese audience: “What do we want to do and how must we work to-
gether, French and annamese, for the good of this wonderful indochina 
and for the welfare of her populations? That is after all the goal to be 
reached, the very one that occupies my mind and endlessly haunts my 
spirit”. For the French, running indochina was a Franco-annamese af-
fair.24 
 Many annamese took sarraut very seriously that april day, translat-
ing and commenting at great length on his speech in a wide-range of local 
papers and reviews. his plans for developing a modern communications 
system, an industrial policy, and educational projects convinced many 
annamese that there was a promising future in building indochina with 
the French. “Modernisation”, la mise en valeur so dear to sarraut, became 
the buzz-word. Paul doumer had already connected hanoi by rail to 
Kunming. The French soon laid tracks eastwards towards haiphong 
and southwards towards vinh and eventually down the coast by the 
mid-1930s. networks of trails, canals, highways, radios, and telegraphs 
appeared throughout the colonial state. routes penetrated the rugged 
hills isolating Laos to connect silver mines along the upper Mekong 
to the port at vinh. others contributed to the clearing of thick forests 
in eastern cambodia in order to truck rubber from plantations in the 
Mekong basin to the port in saigon. shipping lines linked these ports to 

24 albert sarraut, ‘discours prononcé le 17 avril 1919 au van-Mieu’, p. 1. on the 
French policy of collaboration, see agathe Larcher, ‘La voie étroite des réformes 
coloniales et la “collaboration franco-annamite (1917–1928)”’, Revue française 
d’Histoire d’Outre-mer, vol. 82, no. 309 (4th trimester 1995), pp. 387–420.
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Figure 4: road and rail connections (L’Eveil économique de l’Indochine, 1931)
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major trading centres in hong Kong, Guangzhou (canton), Bangkok, 
singapore, Marseille, and beyond.25

 By 1920, things were increasingly on the move in indochina, with 
an inner Franco-annamese momentum all of its own. Faced with over-
population problems in Tonkin and northern annam, the French began 
shipping Tonkinese and, to a lesser extent, annamese labourers to south-
ern indochina to clear the jungle and to labor on rubber plantations. in 
the mid-1920s, three new roads linking Laos to northern annam allowed 
for the easier transportation of annamese labourers to Thakhek and 
savannakhet. in cambodia, new roads linking cochinchina to cambodia 
saw the annamese population grow from 79,050 in 1911 to 140,220 in 
1921. of the 16 indochinese bureaucrats working in the Town hall of 
Phnom Penh in 1913, 14 were annamese and 2 cambodian. in the of-
fices of the colonial commissariat at Battambang in 1915, 11 out of 21 
bureaucrats were annamese; in the residence of Kandal, 8 of 14; 13 out of 
19 at Kompong chhang-Pursat; 10 out of 16 at Takeo and so on (see also 
chapter 4). The overwhelming majority of the workers on rubber planta-
tions in cambodia were ethnic viet arriving from the north.26

 The ratio of annamese bureaucrats in Laos was even greater. The 
annamese occupied 54% of the posts offered by the administration by 
the early 1930s. This was in spite of the fact that the non-annamese 
populations in Laos constituted 98% of the population by the late 1930s. 
The problem, however, was that the inner-workings of the French bu-
reaucratic system in Laos had concentrated annamese immigration in 
the Laotian urban centres, where the Lao population was lowest, but 
where the French needed the most administrative help in building 
and running “Laos”. Given the preponderant numbers of annamese 
passing the French-language civil service examinations, the annamese 
dominated these western indochinese posts from the outset. By 1937, 

25 andré Touzet, Le réseau radiotélégraphique indochinois, hanoi[?]: La revue 
indochinoise, 1918, pp. 3–22 on the creation of an intra- and extra-indochinese 
telegraph system. Touzet was close to albert sarraut. More generally, see Jean-
Marie Mancini, ‘La mise en place des télécommunications en indochine: du 
structurel au conjoncturel’, Série études et documents, Etudes indochinoises, IV (May 
1995), pp. 71–82. 

26 alain Forest, Le Cambodge et la colonisation française, Paris: L’harmattan, 1980, 
pp. 446, 460 and Khy Phanra, ‘La communauté vietnamienne au cambodge à 
l’époque du protectorat français (1863–1953), Paris: Université de la sorbonne 
nouvelle, 1974, pp. 203–207.
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Figure 5: vietnamese labor immigration in indochina (e. delamarre, L’émigration et 
l’immigration ouvrière en Indochine, hanoi, imprimerie d’extreme-orient, 1931)
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Figure 6: indochina on the move (cartes géographiques neutroses-vichy, c. 1950)

Figure 7: indochina in the world (air France poster by n. Gerale, 1939)
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this immigration was such that there were 10,200 annamese living in 
vientiane, but only 9,000 Lao. The same was true in other towns.27 as 
one French writer explained: “Thanks to our roads and railways, we 
have opened Laos to outsider activities. The mountain barrier that had 
once protected it is now gone. Between Laos and annam, the Pyrenées 
have now vanished”.28

 The colonial system sent thousands of annamese soldiers and 
civil servants beyond this natural mountain barrier in order to ensure 
the security of French indochina in frontier posts positioned along the 
siamese and chinese borders.29 French colonialism even reoriented 
southerly patterns in annamese immigration in northerly directions by 
sending thousands of annamese as far as Kunming in southern china in 
a kind of Bac Tien or Movement towards the north.30 There they served 
as soldiers, secretaries, and petty traders in France’s little studied “extra-
indochinese” bureaucracy – above all in the many towns served by the 
French yunnanese rail line and in diplomatic legations in Guangzhou 
and hong Kong. Meanwhile, the French sent others westwards to 
nakhon Phanom, Bangkok, and singapore as “boys”, sailors, or spies for 

27 nguyen van Luyen, ‘van de’, no. 257, august 1945, p. 1; ‘enquête no. 1-a sur 
l’alimentation des indigènes, Questionnaire destiné aux administrateurs,’ p. 1 in 
commission Guernut [cG], file Laos, Province de vientiane, box 96, caoM; 
Ministère des colonies, inspection générale des colonies, ‘Utilité du remplace-
ment par étapes des auxiliaires annamites de l’administration française au Laos 
par des Laotiens’, 13 March 1936, pp. 3–6, in grouping nouveau fond, indochine, 
file 2494 (2), box 287, caoM; and Geoffrey c. Gunn, Rebellion in Laos: Peasants 
and Politics in a Colonial Backwater, Boulder: Westview Press, 1990, pp. 34–37. 
vientiane was the administrative capital of Laos, while Luang Prabang was home 
to the most influential Lao monarchy.

28 roland Meyer, Le Laos, exposition coloniale internationale, Paris 1931, hanoi: 
imprimerie d’extrême-orient, 1931, p. 63. Meyer is slightly off the mark. While 
preparations were made to link Laos by train to annam, this never occurred. his 
point, however, is still valid for the roads.

29 annamese soldiers were some of the first travelers to discover the western confines 
of French indochina with the French. see ‘annexe: Tableau fixant pour l’année 
1909 les effectifs des différentes Brigades de Garde indigène du Laos’, Bulletin 
administratif du Laos, 1908, p. 291.

30 ‘circulaire du Gouvernement général au sujet du transport des officiers et fonc-
tionnaires se rendant au yunnan’, no. 46, Bulletin Officiel de l’Indochine, 4 January 
1908, pp. 67–68 and association amicale du personnel indigène de la compagnie 
française des chemins de fer de l’indochine et du yunnan, Bulletin Semestriel, 
semesters 1–2, 1924.
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the political police, the Sûreté indochinoise (another extra-indochinese 
network designed by sarraut to keep indochina safe).31 
 There was nothing necessarily contradictory about this at the time 
– at least not yet. again, the colonizer needed local partners to operate 
the colonial state on the ground and in the countryside. This was indeed 
one of the material pillars of sarraut’s Franco-annamese policy of col-
laboration. after all, the europeans never numbered more than 40,000 
during the entire colonial period (unlike the 1 million europeans living 
in algeria as of 1954) and they were predominantly concentrated in the 
eastern indochinese urban centers of saigon, hanoi, hue, and haiphong. 
The French trained annamese civil servants, housed them, paid them 
regularly and covered their travel costs between hanoi and vientiane, 
saigon, and Phnom Penh or to those remote colonial posts in siemreap 
or as far away as hong Kong, Kunming, Bangkok, or singapore. it is not 
an overstatement to say that by the 1930s the annamese were largely 
responsible – at the ground level – for the running of the indochinese 
bureaucracies in Laos and cambodia.32 it must have seemed slightly odd 
to siamese tourists and traders going into cambodia in the late 1920s 
to see annamese customs officers examining their passports and papers 
at the Poipet border checkpoint.33 however, to the few cambodian or 

31 in 1914, it was estimated that there were 2,000 annamese residing in yunnan prov-
ince alone. consul de France à Mongtseu à M. Ministre des affaires étrangères’, 20 
april 1914, in Gouvernement général, amiraux, box 19193, caoM.

32 The western indochinese bureaucracy was divided into two administrative sub-
systems, the first being the “adminstration française”, the indochinese level in 
which the annamese moved. The second was the protectorate ones under Laotian 
and cambodian royal prerogative, subordinate to French résident supérieurs, 
and staffed by cambodian chaifaikhets and Laotian chaomuongs. The indochinese 
level dealt with such matters as customs, immigration, security, and the governing 
administrative matters of Laos and cambodia in relation to the larger indochinese 
system. For racial, spatial, legal and tax purposes, it was necessary that each 
person be defined precisely within this administrative system: 1) “Personnel 
européen” was usually used to refer to “the” French; 2) “Personnel indigène de 
l’administration française” was the rubric within which annamese civil servants 
circulated in the cambodian and Laotian bureaucratic systems; and 3) “Personnel 
de l’administration indigène du Laos/cambodge” referred to the Laotians and 
cambodians.

33 List of siamese visitors to angkor Wat in Hotel des Ruines d’Angkor, ‘cambodge, 
Mouvement touristique par nationalités du 16 novembre 1928 au 16 novembre 
1929’, Papiers Madrolle, Pa42, box 3, caoM. That annamese worked in 
cambodian and Laotian frontier posts is based on my research of the Bulletins 
administratif du Cambodge et du Laos and Sûreté files.
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Laotian urban elites standing inside the indochinese civil service offices 
at vientiane or Phnom Penh in 1930, it must have been very difficult to 
believe that French colonization had truly stopped historic annamese 
expansion westwards, especially when the only languages being spoken 
and written in these indochinese offices were French and annamese 
(see chapter 4).34

 This colonial collaboration was such that annamese elites could even 
petition the French to accelerate the development of Laos by opening it 
to annamese “colonization”. The influential editor of La Patrie Annamite, 
Pham Le Bong, argued for this because it was essential to taking popu-
lation pressure off Tonkin and northern annam and “to develop the 
fertile yet untapped valleys of the Mekong with the financial aid of the 
state”. The People’s representative of Bac ninh (Tonkin) made the 
same demand for the “colonization of no man’s lands in indochina”, 
emphasizing the need to expand the transport and communication 
systems between Tonkin and Laos, so as to reach outlets in the rest of 
continental southeast asia. in another instance, annamese civil servant 
associations in Laos sent a petition calling for the abrogation of rules 
subordinating the administration of annamese colonies to Laotian 
representatives (see chapter 4). The support of annamese immigration 
was also high on their list, as were increased political powers for them; 
the abolition of local Lao language civil service exams; and the granting 
of land concessions. There was even a request to the French to cover 
the travel costs incurred by annamese bureaucrats in Laos during their 
holiday trips back home in eastern indochina.35 

34 hoang Xuan han confirmed to me that, during his visit to cambodia in the early 
1940s, he met several of his former annamese classmates and students working in 
the colonial bureaucracy, where the second language of the Indochinese level of the 
French administration was annamese and not Khmer. author’s interview with 
hoang Xuan han, 1 august 1993, Paris. several bureaucratic Amicales in western 
indochina conducted their correspondence in annamese. 

35 ‘vœux de M. Tran Trung hoa, représentant du Peuple de Bac ninh’, commission 
Guérnut (cG), box 27, caoM; ‘vœux présentés par M. Pham Le Bong,’ hanoi, 8 
april 1938, in cG, box 23Bc, caoM; ‘Laos, voeux, Lettre no. 5235, 21 december 
1937; and vœux de l’association amicale des fonctionnaires et de l’association 
mutuelle et sportive des annamites [au Laos]’, pp. 2–5 in Ibid. For continued 
annamese colonization southwestwards, see the land concessions made to 
annamese settlers in cambodia and published in the Bulletin Administratif du 
Cambodge, (February 1928 is a nice example), pp. 146–179.
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 indeed, the growing number of civil servants traveling between east-
ern and western indochina at the cost of the indochinese administration 
underscored the changing patterns of annamese movement within the 
French colonial system. When a young annamese student was admitted 
into the indochinese civil service, he entered into an indochinese world 
that could send him anywhere in the Union where his services might 
be needed. official decrees and colonial rubrics governing annamese 
movements within the indochinese level of the Laotian and cambodian 
bureaucracies – in particular, “transfer lists”, “promotions”, “nomina-
tions”, “designations”, “paid holiday Lists”, and above all “destinations” 
– show how the annamese circulated legally and in an orderly manner 
from one post to another within the indochinese universe. The fol-
lowing notice published in the Bulletin administratif du Cambodge is a 
good example of how the annamese bureaucrat flowed with the French 
through indochina: “The apprentice auxiliary veterinarian, Truong van 
Thanh, having completed his training at the Pasteur institute at nha 
Trang is to be transferred to Phnom Penh, where he will begin his work 
from 10 January 1928”.36 The administration paid for his trip while bus 
and car services – often run by annamese entrepreneurs – transported 
him to Phnom Penh along newly built colonial roads. another decree 
captured the local annamese transport services being set up along these 
indochinese routes in similar terms: “Mr nguyen van nhon, presently 
residing in Phnom Penh, is authorized to use his car of the following 
characteristics to establish a passenger transport service on all of the 
roads of cambodia”.37 To an annamese bureaucrat, entrepreneur, or 
teacher, the indochinese administration and economy appeared to be a 
coherent system linking all five parts of the Union through an integrated 
transport service and backed up by a governing set of legal decrees. in 
other words, during the colonial period, indochina was a functional 
identity, territorial space, and state for the annamese moving through 
it. as Mr. Truong van Thanh traveled to Phnom Penh in 1928, he had 
no reason to doubt the reality of indochina. in his eyes, it existed. one 
annamese civil servant in cambodia even argued for increased (he 

36 ‘destinations: arrêté, février 1928’, Bulletin Administratif du Cambodge, 1928, p. 238. 
37 ‘arrêté du résident supérieur au cambodge du 2 février 1928’, Bulletin 

Administratif du Cambodge, 1928, pp. 128–129. i could cite dozens of such decrees 
for cambodia alone.
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meant subsidized) mobility because it would allow the annamese “to 
make contact with other brothers of the indochinese Family”.38 in short, 
by the late 1920s, many an annamese had found it easier to cast them-
selves in indochinese roles. it felt quite natural.
 another related offshoot of the French staffing of the Laotian and 
cambodian civil services with literate annamese bureaucrats was that 
they unwittingly expanded annamese readerships westwards. Besides 
the newsletters and bulletins disseminated by numerous amicales or as-
sociations, most of the major quoc ngu and French-language annamese 
papers published in eastern indochina were shipped by truck or steam-
ship to urban centres in Laos and cambodia. readers could purchase 
easily the Tribune Indochinoise, Tin Tuc, Annam Nouveau or Phu Nu 
Tan Van.39 an annamese teacher edited the Tin Lao (Laotian news) in 
vientiane,40 while publication of the Phnom Penh-based Viet Kieu Nhot 
Bao tapped into the expanding annamese bureaucratic and trading 
communities in cambodian urban centres by the late 1930s. not only 
did these papers keep their ethnic annamese readers abreast of local 
events, but they also reprinted articles from other eastern indochinese 
papers or tapped into international wire services installed by the French 
to update the local community of regional and world events. articles 
appeared in these quoc ngu papers and the civil service bulletins on the 
transport and communication systems linking Phnom Penh to saigon, 
Battambang, Khone or vientiane. after all, annamese bureaucrats be-
ing “transferred” (affectés) from one post to another had to know the way 
to their next assignment.41 

38 ‘vœu présenté par M. cao van Tuan relatif à la jouissance des congés administra-
tifs à passer hors du pays où est en service le bénéficiaire’, Association amicale du 
personnel indigène des résidences du Cambodge, Procès-verbal de l’Assemblée générale, 
19 February 1938, p. 16. 

39 vietnamese communist materials could be purchased in the vientiane bookstore, 
Ban tre. ‘sach cam’, Tin Tuc, no. 36, 21–24 september 1938, p. 2, while reading 
rooms in vietnamese Amicaux in cambodia offered their readers a variety of 
eastern indochinese papers. association amicale du personnel indigène des 
résidences du cambodge, ‘Procès-verbal de l’assemblée Générale du 10 janvier 
1932’, p. 10. The Cao Mien Huong Truyen was the vietnamese edition of the Echo 
du Cambodge.

40 Le Nouveau Laos, no. 4 (15 February 1943), p. 2. The Bulletin des Amis du Royaume 
Laotien would later be run by an annamese editor.

41 This stems from my reading of the Viet Kieu Nhot Bao, Amical bulletins, and the 
Bulletins Administratifs du Laos et du Cambodge, 1925–1935. i have also con-
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 This growing, literate annamese population in western indochina 
soon attracted the attention of publishers. By 1935, the manager of the 
Indochinese Publishing House (Nha Xuat Ban Dong Duong) could proudly 
advertise that his quoc ngu books were sold “in major stores throughout 
indochina”, while more than thirty annamese editors splashed the word 
indochina – either Indochine, Dong Phap or Dong Duong – across the 
front-pages of their papers prior to 1940. as Benedict anderson argues 
about print culture and nationalism, annamese printing presses in 
vientiane and Phnom Penh reinforced the emergence of an “indochinese 
consciousness” among the annamese. neither the cambodians nor the 
Laotians operated such printing presses nor were there Khmer and Lao 
papers on sale in ethnic viet areas of eastern indochina.42 The chinese 
did, however. 
 colonial educations reinforced the annamese bureaucrat and jour-
nalists’ penchant for indochinese things. in 1911, this was symbolised 
best when Governor General albert sarraut created an “indochinese 
University” in hanoi. one of its major aims was to redirect annamese 
attention away from its chinese influences and towards, as the name 
suggests, French indochina. The French abolished the confucian exam-
ination system and replaced it with a French-style education system.43 
history and geography courses emphasized the reality of indochina, 
its history, structure, and services. Western-style maps of the five lands 
of indochina were commissioned and used in schools throughout the 
Union. courses stressed the importance of colonial roads, rail sys-
tems, telegraphs, postal services and hospitals in the development of 
indochina.44 The preponderant number of schools in annam, where 
there were very few Lao or Khmer students, symbolized the eastern tilt 
in the French conception of indochinese education. even in Laos and 
cambodia, annamese youngsters often outnumbered their Laotian and 
cambodian classmates in the Franco-indigène schools, the latter prefer-

sulted the Madrolle Guides to get a better feeling for how the notion of scheduling 
indochinese time might have been perceived on the ground.

42 Tran huy Lieu, Hoi Kin, hue: nha Xuat Ban dong duong, 1935, p. 17 and my 
count at Bibliothèque nationale. 

43 Benedict anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of 
Nationalism, London: verso, 1991, 2nd edition (first published in 1983), p. 124.

44 speech given by J. Loubet, Proviseur du Lycée albert sarraut, ‘enseignement en 
indochine en 1929’, hanoi: imprimerie d’extrême-orient, 1929, p. 6. 
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ring the renovated Pagoda schools.45 in 1927 the Governor General, 
alexandre varenne, explained the annamese content of an indochinese 
education as follows: “Where have we put the best of our creative action 
[in indochina] if not in the annamese pays. We built the indochinese 
University on annamese territory. it is in cochinchina and Tonkin that 
one finds our best universities, high-schools and lower schools. We did 
more. To make sure that the young annamese formed by us had jobs, we 
arranged administrative positions for them outside their pays d’origine 
and we staffed the local services in Laos and cambodia with annamese 
bureaucrats”.46

 This emphasis on the annamese role in indochina even found 
its way into school textbooks. The most remarkable example was the 
1928 publication of The Five Flowers: Indochina Explained (Les cinq 
fleurs: L’Indochine expliquée). it was written by Jean Marquet, a fervent 
admirer of annamese tradition and a long-time civil servant in eastern 
indochina, influential in local education policy. Through the form of 
a fictive travelogue, Marquet explained in simple terms the history of 
French indochina to his young annamese readers.47 This book was such 
a success that a. Thalamas, director of the indochinese Public education 
system, singled it out as a perfect example of the themes to form an 
indochinese education. it was, in his words, fiction of “unequalled” 
genius.48 This is exceptional praise from the chief of indochinese edu-
cation policy. Let us take a closer look at the indochinese space across 
which the French “were walking” (faisaient promener) their annamese 
students.
 once upon a time, an aging annamese father gathered his five sons 
together to explain the hard times his tea business was encountering. 
The competition was increasingly stiff. it was time to diversify. he in-

45 anderson, Imagined Communities, p. 125; Pascale Bezançon, ‘La rénovation des 
écoles de pagode au cambodge’, Paris: Mémoire de Maîtrise, Université de Paris 
vii, 1992; and Ministère des colonies, inspection des colonies, no. 32, 20 June 
1936, ‘L’enseignement au Laos: les écoles de pagode’, pp. 11–12, in file 2495 (2), 
box 287, grouping nouveau Fond, indochine, caoM.

46 cited by Paul isoart, Le phénomène national vietnamien, Paris: Librairie générale de 
droit et de jurisprudence, 1961, p. 199.

47 Jean Marquet, Les Cinq Fleurs, L’Indochine Expliquée, hanoi: direction de 
l’instruction publique en indochine, 1928.

48 speech by a. Thalamas, ‘L’enseignement populaire indochinois’, hanoi: direction 
de l’instruction Publique, 1928, p. 9.
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Figure 8: original cover for The Five Flowers ( Jean Marquet, Les cinq fleurs: 
L’Indochine expliquée, 1928)

formed them that he had consulted the proper spirits for advice and had 
subsequently had a dream in which his five sons handed him five dif-
ferent petals, which, when gathered, formed a unique flower. Marquet 
has his father figure interpret this dream as a sign that his sons had to 
travel to the five lands (pays) of French indochina in search of new 
aromatic leaves to boost the family business. one son explores Tonkin, 
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another travels to annam, while the others set off for cochinchina, 
cambodia and Laos. From this point, Marquet takes us on a remark-
able spatial voyage with our five young annamese through the looking 
glass of French indochina. however, before we can begin our fictive 
sojourn, we must stop over at the local village schoolteacher for a quick, 
indochinese geography lesson. The son who had been the best in this 
subject recites: “French indochina is formed by five wonderful départe-
ments: cochinchina, cambodia, annam, Tonkin and Laos”. he then did 
the same for all the provinces and their capitals. With our map of where 
we are going now firmly in mind,49 we can proceed down the newly 
built French roads, railways, and canals. We discover modern factories, 
mines and plantations. We explore the most remote parts of indochina 
as we ride with our annamese explorers in cars, trains, steamships, and 
even in an airplane for our return trip to hanoi. in a matter of a hun-
dred pages, we streak across this indochinese wonderland, its history, 
its development, and its future. indeed, the airplane is symbolically 
most important, for it allows Marquet to drive home the modernizing 
influence of French colonialism and to highlight the spatial reworking of 
indochina as a French pilot transports his young annamese passenger 
from the cambodian bush to hanoi. our annamese traveler explains 
his (Marquet-induced) indochinese vision during their airplane ride. 
and hundreds of meters above the ground, the imagination often knows 
no limits: “i thought i was dreaming: i had just covered almost two 
thousand kilometres, crossed ten rivers and a thousand hills. in other 
words, thanks to a flying-machine, i had just passed over all of indochina 
within a few hours”. in traditional annamese travel terms, this was a re-
cord crossing of “all of indochina”. in a matter of hours, our imaginary 
annamese voyager had just witnessed Nam Tien in reverse (a common 
Marquet theme). reunited at home in the north with his sons, the father 
solemnly convened them to collect the five petals they had brought from 
the five regions of indochina. The family business had been saved – and 
so had French indochina.
 Thalamas must have known that the Five Flowers was the indochinese 
version of the incredibly popular French children’s tale: Le Tour de France 
par deux enfants (devoir et patrie), published in 1887 by G. Bruno. To make 

49 There are maps throughout Marquet’s tale, each with annamese subtitles – “nuoc 
cao-mien/cambodia” and “nuoc lao/Laos”. nothing is written in Lao or Khmer.
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it work in the colonial world, Marquet had taken the model of the tradi-
tional annamese family and its children as an effective way to explaining 
the existence of the indochinese patrie to young annamese tempted by 
the traditional education system. There were, however, no Lao, Khmer, 
or Jarai travelers. it was a strictly Franco-annamese trip, an intentional 
reorientation of a traditional “annam” away from its chinese roots and its 
eastern geographical tilt towards its French indochinese future. although 
he had exaggerated the successes of French colonialism, Marquet had 
transformed the confucian-minded annamese father into an obedient, 
modernizing symbol of France indochina in a primary-school textbook. 
it was no accident that Marquet emphasized the systems and lines of 
communication that would transform this indochinese space into a 
future “reality”. addressing his annamese sons, the father explained the 
moral of this indochinese story on the last page as follows:

and what progress has been achieved within a time span hardly equal to 
the life of a man. Today, the roads, telegraph lines, and railways support 
the heart of the country just as arteries feed the body. each province has 
its school, hospital, ophthalmology centre, daycare centre, and a postal 
service that allows the denizen of the smallest village to receive the let-
ter sent by the soldier, the trader or the traveler. and each day we see 
the Protecting Government [France] install even the most modern of 
western applications, such as the plane, the radiograph and the wireless 
telegraph. “do not forget all this, my sons, and repeat it often to your 
own sons”.50

sarraut’s Franco-annamese ideology now manifested itself as a children’s 
story, based in turn on one of the Third republic’s best known models.
 annamese geographers were already translating similar geo-non-
fiction into quoc ngu by 1930,51 while the introduction of the motion pic-
ture further stimulated this (elite) annamese curiosity for indochinese 
things. By 1924–25, there were 28 movie theatres in Tonkin, 18 in 
annam, 33 in cochinchina, 9 in cambodia and 6 in Laos. The large 
number of feature films on Laotian and cambodian ruins, festivals and 
temples showing on eastern indochinese big screens is noteworthy. The 

50 Marquet, Les Cinq Fleurs, pp. 160–161. 
51 To introduce indochina to young school children after World War i, cao dang 

ngan put a geography manual to verse, An-Nam, Cao-Mien Ai-Lao Dia-Du Dien 
Ca, hanoi: Mac dinh Tu, 1918. 
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Figure 9: indochina explained (Premières notions de géographie de l’Indochine française, 
Quinhon: imprimerie de Quinhon, 4th edition, 1929)
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French made over twenty on Laos between 1924 and 1929 and more 
than forty on major cultural events in cambodia in 1928 alone.52 
 in short, indochina’s geography was coming into better focus for a 
new generation of annamese elites growing up within the indochinese 
realm. new ideas and mentalities diffused by the French were intersect-
ing with older conceptions of the world and its peoples. even village-lev-
el annamese primary students had to memorize the names of the roads 
linking the indochinese Union. This was particularly the case towards 
the late 1920s, when the French approved directives to put official maps 
of indochina into circulation in the education system. speaking in 1929, 
one education official explained that “very soon even the little school 
will have a general map of indochina and of the pays of the Union, as 
well as one of the province to which they belong [...]”.53 a good example 
is the Premières notions de géographie de l’Indochine Française, Cours pré-
paratoire et élémentaire, published in that year (see Fig. 9). on the first 
page, official directions explained to geography teachers that they were 
to have their students memorise and recite the major geographical fea-
tures of indochina by using a map, a ruler and a standard set of questions. 
The first question of the opening chapter was: “What is indochina?”, 
followed by “Who are the peoples who live in indochina?” The answer: 
“The cambodians, the Laotians and the annamese”. Thereafter, the 
cities, communication lines and economic systems of indochina were 
described in detail in relation to the required classroom wall map.
 however, like Marquet’s Five Flowers, the annex entitled “Little Geo-
graphical dictionary” gave the equivalents of abstract French geography 
terms in annamese. There were no Lao or Khmer translations; the 
discovery of indo china’s geography remained again a Franco-annamese 
experience.54 By the mid-1920s, annamese youngsters had reason to 
believe in an indochinese geographical, political and economic space. 
For perhaps the first time, in 1932, an annamese geographer could write 

52 nguyen van Ky, ‘La société vietnamienne face à la modernité: Le Bac Bo de la 
fin du XiXème siècle à la seconde guerre mondiale’, Paris: Phd dissertation, 
Université de Paris vii, 1992, pp. 455–460, 845. 

53 J. Loubet, Enseignement en Indochine en 1929, hanoi: direction Générale de 
l’instruction Publique, imprimerie d’extrême-orient, 1929, p. 6.

54 Premières notions de géographie de l’Indochine française: Cours préparatoires et cours 
élémentaires, Quinhon: imprimerie de Quinhon, 4th edition, 1929. 
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a textbook proclaiming that together with the Laotian and cambodians, 
the annamese formed “one country: the indochinese Union”.55

 This geographical prise de conscience by young annamese towards 
1930 is notable and Marquet’s choice of a fictive voyage throughout 
indochina in 1927 was not far-fetched. he knew what he was do-
ing when writing his fictional indochinese travelogue. as his young 
annamese passenger stuck his head out of the cockpit to marvel at “all 
of indochina”, on the ground a growing number of his compatriots were 
making similar journeys, catching trains, hitching rides in local buses, 
or embarking on steamships to work in western rubber plantations and 
mines as workers or to discover as young travel writers the indochina 
that French technology and annamese labor were opening up around 
them. 
 down below, a wide range of annamese ran with this new informa-
tion. The construction of new transport systems, the introduction of the 
automobile, the train and the steamship by the French, the growth of 
tourism, and the emergence of annamese entrepreneurial projects left 

55 nguyen van Que, Histoire de l’Union française, saigon, np, 1932, p. 220. Professor 
Que forgot to tell us that he lived in Phnom Penh where he taught at the collège 
sisowath. Bulletin administratif du Cambodge, January 1928, p. 104.

Figure 10: vietnamese travel with an indochinese backdrop (Phu Nu Tan Van, 1931)
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no doubt about it.56 For one of the first times, annamese young people, 
bus and truck drivers, traders and revolutionaries could buy modern 
road maps of indochina. They could then plot their indochinese trips in 
relation to the mile/km-markers popping up alongside the roads, indi-
cating in scientifically precise terms the number of kilometers between 
Thakhek and vinh. calculating distances followed naturally and travel 
guides of indochina became hot items on the annamese reading list.57 
This was particularly helpful for annamese entrepreneurs who started 
forming car, bus, and trucking services in the 1920s to transport goods 
and people “on all the roads” of cambodia, Laos, and annam. several 
provided transportation between saigon and Battambang as well as 
vinh and savannakhet.58 at the same time, the French were meticulously 
mapping lower indochinese canals and making available precise naval 
guides to annamese (and chinese) skippers transporting rice, pepper 
and passengers to and from the heart of cambodia. These guides pro-
vided maps showing the locations of canal-side “hotels”, customs stops, 
local sites and markets.59 
 although annamese sailors, mechanics, drivers, and coolies were 
often moving along more ancient trading routes running into Laos and 
cambodia, they were doing so in unprecedented ways and at greater 
speeds. For example, by 1925, one could travel between hanoi and 

56 nguyen Phan Long, ‘La lutte entre le chemin de fer et l’automobile’, L’Eveil 
Economique de l’Indochine, no. 294 28 January 1923, pp. 4–5 and ‘Le tourisme et 
les annamites’, La Tribune Indochinoise, 16 april 1928, p. 1. 

57 nguyen Tien Lang’s review of the Guide Indochinois makes for interesting reading. 
he praised it for accurate information on train schedules, routes, and information 
on the pays of indochina. Annam Nouveau, no. 12 8 March 1931, p. 2. 

58 again, i have tackled the question of local annamese trucking and bus services 
in indochina through a study of the decrees passed by résident supérieurs and 
listed in the Bulletins administratifs du Cambodge, du Laos et de la Cochinchine 
(1927–1933) and Cahiers des charges relatif à la concession de services postaux 
subventionnées et de transport administratif par voitures-automobiles entre Donghà et 
Savannakhet, Vinh et Thakhkek et vice-versa, haiphong: np, 1928, p. 17 in file 3, box 
13, Papiers Madrolle, Pa42, caoM.

59 Guide de la Navigation Fluviale en Cochinchine-Cambodge, Tome I, instruction 
nautique, november 1933; Marine en indochine, Guide côtier de l’Indochine, 
1931, both in box 10h859, service historique de la défense (shd); nguyen due 
duong, Président de l’amicale du personnel indigène du cadastre et de la topog-
raphie du cambodge, Association amicale du personnel indigène des résidences du 
Cambodge, Procès-verbal, second trimester 1938, p. 8; ‘Mouvements des paquebots 
des messageries fluviales au Laos: service aux hautes eaux’, Bulletin administratif 
du Laos, 1908, p. 43, for the time schedule in particular.
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vientiane in two days instead of a month. With the introduction of the 
“mini-bus” on the roads and a motorized pirogue service on the canals, 
local annamese traders, peasants and clergy could travel more easily 
and efficiently beyond the “bamboo hedge” of their villages to exchange 
their goods, labor and ideas in wider circles, often venturing as far as 
Laos and cambodia – and further. The spread of the cao dai faith as far 
as Phnom Penh and the continued movement of annamese rice farmers 
and fishermen into eastern cambodia and then on to the Tonle sap by 
road and canal are but two examples of continued annamese westerly 
movements.60 
 The fascinating travelogues written by the sometimes entrepreneur 
nguyen van vinh in the 1920s and 1930s reveal how new transport 
systems linking annam to Laos and cambodia allowed many bud-
ding annamese businessmen to rethink their commercial activities 
in indochinese terms. as vinh put it during his trip to cambodia, 
annamese labor combined with expanded roads and canals would even-
tually transform indochina into a Franco-annamese capitalist entity.61 
 annamese entrepreneurs were not the only ones lured by this 
“indochinese Far West”.62 Parallel to these economic and religious move-
ments westwards came the annamese traveller and travelogue,63 yet an-
other way of tracking changing annamese views of the world outside. By 
the 1930s, the remarkable Madrolle guides had mapped all of indochina, 
southern china, hainan, and siam, introducing new ways of thinking 
about time and space. if there is one common thread in this literature, 

60 nguyen Phan Long, ‘La lutte entre le chemin de fer et l’automobile’, pp. 4–5 and 
Khy Phanra, ‘La communauté viêtnamienne au cambodge’ on the cao dai in 
cambodia. also see Paul Mus, Vietnam: Sociologie d’une guerre, Paris: editions du 
seuil, 1952, specifically the chapter entitled ‘sur la route vietnamienne’, and the 
satire of the annamese “indigenisation” of the mini-bus at the village level drawn 
by dong son (nguyen Tuong Tam/nhat Linh) in his front-page cartoon in Phong 
Hoa, 22 september 1932, p. 1. 

61 nguyen van vinh, ‘cochinchine et cambodge’, Annam Nouveau, 7 January 
1932, pp. 1–2 and nguyen van vinh, ‘Un mois avec des chercheurs d’or’, Annam 
Nouveau, March–april 1936, p. 1 each issue.

62 This expression was used by roland Meyer, Komlah: visions d’Asie, Paris: editions 
Pierre roger, 1930, p. 73. 

63 see my ‘récits de voyage viêtnamiens et prise de conscience indochinoise (c. 
1920–1945)”, in claudine salmon, ed., Récits de voyage des Asiatiques: Genres, 
mentalités, conceptions de l’espace, Paris: ecole Française d’extrême-orient, 1996, 
pp. 253–279.
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it is the detailed descriptions of the routes the travellers took, with the 
distances carefully noted. in 1930, a proto-travel agency in the form 
of the famous women’s daily Phu Nu Tan Van organised an annamese 
excursion to angkor Wat, insisting that “to travel is to learn” (di choi tuc 
la hoc).64 it was part of an emerging trend. Between november 1928 and 
november 1929, the Hotel des Ruines d’Angkor lodged 99 French visi-
tors, 24 annamese and 10 cambodians.65 By 1938, enough annamese 
were visiting cambodian temples that one dealer advertized his sou-
venir shop to annamese sightseers situated just outside the famous 
Khmer Temple, while a well-known writer published perhaps the first 
annamese adventure novel set in cambodia, entitled Standing before the 
Ruins of Angkor Wat.66

 a surge of travelogues followed naturally and young annamese 
journalists were on the cutting edge, inspired by famous French writ-
ers passing through indochina in the 1920s. roland dorgelès’ La 
Route Mandarine67 was a favourite. nguyen Tien Lang, a dashing young 
annamese civil servant and son-in-law to Pham Quynh, was the perfect 
example of a part-time indochinese adventurer. Lang’s travels through-
out upland minority regions of cambodia and Laos appeared in several 
annamese papers in the 1930s, with his most famous tales to be found 
in a year-long series published in the Annam Nouveau and nicely entitled 
Les Etapes Indochinoises. it was a romantic account of his voyage with 
Governor General rené robin to the historic sites of angkor and into 
the recesses of the Mekong river. “highland groups”, “historical sites”, 
“ruins” and “secret lands” formed his major themes as he moved down an 
unprecedented indochinese road network linking Laos and cambodia 
ever closer to annam. one sees through the travelogue how the high-
lands became increasingly accessible to the annamese. as Lang wrote 
of the “Moi” regions he traversed in southern annam: “it’s annam, but 

64 Pham van anh, ‘di choi tuc là hoc’, Phu Nu Tan Van, 9 January 1930, pp. 9–10 
and ‘cuoc du-lich saigon-angkor’, p. 18 in Ibid.

65 ‘Hotel des Ruines d’Angkor, cambodge, Mouvement touristique par nationalités du 
16 novembre 1928 au 16 novembre 1929’, in Papiers Madrolle, Pa42, file 7, box 3, 
caoM. in fact, 850 “indochinese” allegedly visited during this same period, but 
there are unfortunately no clues as to their identities.

66 ‘Photo viet-nam à siemréap-angkor’, Mai, no. 21, 6 February 1938, p. 10 and Le 
van Truong, Truoc canh hoang tan De Thien De Thich, hanoi: Trung Bac Tan van, 
1934. 

67 roland dorgelès, Sur la route mandarine, Paris: albin Michel, 1925.
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it’s not annam. i don’t know quite how to explain it. one doesn’t quite 
feel annamese in the highlands”. he was right. The highlands were not 
ethnically “annamese” or “viet” for that matter. he was bringing a still 
largely unknown world to his reading audience. and if French writers 
like Jules Boissière display a certain exotisme in their accounts of the 
annamese people and culture at the end of the 19th century, the pub-
lication in 1935 of Lang’s masterpiece, Indochine la douce, gave away a 
remarkably similar annamese mentality towards the upland minorities 
and the Buddhist societies of western indochina.68 equally important 
is the fact that nguyen Tien Lang was travelling with the Governor 
General throughout western indochina, often in the same car. it was yet 
again indicative of the special Franco-annamese relationship underpin-
ning the indochinese experience.
 nguyen Tian Lang’s more confucian-minded father-in-law, Pham 
Quynh, provides even a better example of how travel was expanding 
traditional annamese horizons westwards. as the editor of Nam Phong, 
a well-known commentator and a regular contributor to the daily 
France-Indochine, Quynh was aware of the expansion of the road system 
into Laos and the increasing levels of annamese immigration to western 
indochina in the late 1920s. inspired by dorgelès and other popular 
travel writers of the time, in 1930 he set out with a map of the new co-
lonial roads to make his way to Laos. he traveled first down colonial 
route 1 to dong ha to take road 9 to savannakhet, carefully noting the 
distance that separated each major urban centre from the other. he ob-
served that French technology had subdued the mountains that had his-
torically prevented the annamese from crossing westwards. Whatever 
Quynh may have read in books, it remained a new world for this cultur-
ally minded politician. as he reflected in his travelogue: “The further 
we drove from hue, the further we stepped into the indianized world, 
leaving the sinicized realm [of annam] behind us in the distance”.69

68 ‘etapes indochinoises: souvenirs d’un voyage avec le gouverneur général rené 
robin’, L’Annam Nouveau, (serialized throughout 1931–32) and Indochine La 
Douce, hanoi: editions nam Ky, 1935, chapters on Laos, cambodia and the Moï, 
p. 171 for the quote. 

69 Pham Quynh, ‘du-lich xu Lao’, Nam Phong, January 1931, no. 158, p. 7 and Pham 
Quynh, ‘impressions du Laos’, France-Indochine, no. 3388, 13 February 1931, p. 1. 
For another annamese account of the crossing of this mountain range, see Tran 
viet Thanh, Ben Kia Day Trang Son (Du ky qua Ai-lao va Cao-men), vinh: Les 
Presses annamites, 1941.
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 This reflection on the two sides of indochina is noteworthy. For Quynh 
opened his articles in annamese with detailed geographical descriptions 
contrasting the geopolitical history of the indochinese peninsula before 
French conquest to the changes set in motion by colonialism and its ef-
fects on pre-existing annamese notions of their surrounding world.70 
This was explicit in Quynh’s emphasis on the notion of “indochina” and 
how in going to Laos he felt he had suddenly crossed an invisible, cultural 
dividing line. he mused about how the geographical ramifications of this 
notion of “indo-china” had never truly occurred to him until he traveled 
to Laos and was struck by the contrasts between his sinicized world and 
the Theravada Buddhist one of the west (forgetting conveniently that 
many a vietnamese had adopted (indian-born) Buddhism, too!). Writing 
in annamese, he marveled: “one side is Chi-na, while the other is An-Do 
[india], and thus we have this land of Dong Duong, which is quite rightly 
given the name of An-Do-Chi-na”.71 
 Quynh could not help but wonder what his country would have 
looked like had the annamese range protecting Laos not blocked his 
“race’s” expansion before the French arrived in force. returning to the 
present, he argued that although the French had neutralized early nine-
teenth-century Nam Tien, their “creation of a communication system” 
now permitted “more and more annamese (nguoi Nam was his term) 
to travel to Laos with each passing day”. he was no doubt thinking of 
the annamese bureaucrats and soldiers, whom he had met during his 
voyage to vientiane, as well as the annamese coolies he noted from the 
window of his car while crossing into Laos. in several strongly worded 
articles written after his return to hanoi, Quynh called on the French 
to promote annamese immigration to Laos.72 To him, there was con-
tinuity between dai nam and French indochina. had the French not 
intervened, he noted, the historic southern movement (Nam Tien) of 
the viet people would have transformed into a western one (Tay Tien). 

70 Pham Quynh, ‘du-lich xu Lao’, no. 158, pp. 5–6 and part ii, Nam Phong, no. 159, 
February 1931, p. 105. 

71 Pham Quynh, ‘du-lich xu Lao’, no. 158, p. 7. 
72 Pham Quynh, ‘Les annamites au Laos’, France-Indochine, no 3,403, 6 March 1931, 

p. 1; Pham Quynh, ‘vientiane la poussiérieuse’, France-Indochine, no. 3,397, 27 
February 1931, p. 1. 
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he was not the only one at the time to conjure up this glorious imperial 
past.73

 By the early 1930s, thinking in indochinese terms for an annamese 
– even Pham Quynh – was not as hard as it once seemed or as it might 
seem to us today. Barriers to annamese mobility were being eroded by 
French colonialism, eschewed or expanded by the necessity of creating 
and running a modern indochinese political, economic, and adminis-
trative unit. The automobile, the map, the bureaucracy, and an unprec-
edented indochinese road network represented a major reorientation 
in pre-existing conceptions of time and space.74 This, in turn, allowed 
annamese travelers to flow more quickly and easily westwards along 
the currents of a French indochinese system in ways which Gia Long’s 
and Minh Mang’s subjects would have had difficulty imagining in early 
nineteenth-century dai nam. in this sense, indochina was much more 
than a mere replica of dai nam. The French used the annamese to 
construct the western indochinese roads, to man and repair the steam-
ships going up and down the Mekong, to deliver the mail, to operate the 
telegraphs and telephones in the hundreds of indochinese post offices, 
and to serve as secretaries, translators and pencil pushers in the expand-
ing indochinese bureaucracy and army. a Résident Supérieur wrote 
privately in 1936 that without the collaboration of the annamese, the 
French would never have been able to organize Laos administratively.75 
Writing from within the system in 1930, an annamese civil servant in 
western indochina never thought twice when sending a letter in quoc 
ngu to a compatriot in the east, even on official colonial stationary 

73 Pham Quynh, ‘du-lich xu Lao’, no. 158, p. 6. see also: hung Giang, ‘La formation 
du pays d’annam’, Nam Phong, no 131, July 1928, and ‘annamite colonisateur’, 
Echo annamite, 4 March 1927, p. 1. 

74 For those interested in views from below, see among many others nguyen Phan 
Long, ‘La lutte entre le chemin de fer et l’automobile’, pp. 4–5; Jacques Le van 
duc, Du Lich: Ba ngay xe hoi, Quinhon: imprimerie de Quinhon, 1925; hy sinh, 
et.al., Con duong so 13, hanoi: asiatic édition, 1940(?); Bon phan cac chuc vien va 
binh linh Annam khi lam viec o co o to luc di duong, held in the Bibliothèque natio-
nale de France; nguyen Khac nguyen, Tren Duong Thuoc Dia so 13, Conférence 
faite à l’AFIMA, hanoi, 23 april 1939; Cuoc du lich Nam Trung Bac, april 1938, 
held in the Bibliothèque nationale de France; and vu ngoc Phan, Nhin sang lang 
gieng, khao cuu, hanoi? Minh Phuong Xuat Ban, 1941(?). 

75 ‘conclusion du résident supérieur au Laos, eutrope’ in Rapport de Tezenas du 
Montcel (document in my possession) and ‘réponse du Gouverneur Général de 
l’indochine, rené robin’, May 1936, in the same report. 
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marked Gouvernement Général de l’Indochine, Protectorat du Cambodge 
(Battambang), Travaux Publics.76 Given his place and role in helping to 
operate the colonial state under the French, it seemed quite natural to 
him. 

76 Letter published as an advertisement in Tan-Thoi, no. 31, 29 august 1935, p. 23.

Figure 11: Making indochina natural (advertisement in Tan-Thoi, 29 august 1935)
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C h A P t e r  2

A n n A m e S e  C o L o n I A L  n At I o n A L I St S 
b et w e e n  I n d o C h I n A  A n d  A n n A m

T
his colonial reworking of pre-existing concepts of space was 
at the heart of a series of heated debates that broke out in na-
tionalist circles in the early 1930s over how to conceive of the 

geographical contours of annamese nationalism. annamese allied with 
the French asked if federalism and stepped-up annamese immigration 
(several annamese did not hesitate to call it colonization) could bridge 
the gap between a precolonial conception of a smaller annamese/
dai nam space and the larger and newer one now circumscribed by 
the boundaries of French indochina. That the French were thinking 
in indochinese terms only reinforced this thinking. albert sarraut had 
first floated the idea of an indochinese Federation in his 1919 speech 
designed to give more of a say to annamese within the context of his 
reformist policies and efforts to protect the colony from nationalist and 
communist threats. Faced with the emergence of the comintern and 
an anticolonialist annamese government in exile in southern china, 
sarraut went so far as to call for formation of an indochinese charter, “a 
sort of constitution” and strengthened the Sûreté in a move to seal off an 
indochinese space from exterior threats.1 
 yet if sarraut and his successors were thinking of indochinese au-
tonomy in largely administrative and reformist terms, annamese elites 

1 albert sarraut, ‘discours prononcé le 17 avril 1919 au van-Mieu’, p. 1, 11. on 
sarraut and indochina, see agathe Larcher-Goscha, La légitimation française en 
Indochine: mythes et réalités de la collaboration franco-vietnamienne et du réformisme 
colonial, Thèse de doctorat, Paris: Université de Paris vii, 2000 and her ‘La voie 
étroite des réformes colonials et la “collaboration franco-annamite (1917–1928)”’, 
Revue française d’Histoire d’Outre-mer, vol. 82, no. 309 (4th trimester 1995), pp. 
387–420.
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allied with the colonizer were immediately imagining an indochinese 
entity along political – indeed national – lines. They, too, wanted a state 
and were willing to march with the French to attain it. despite French 
support for local monarchies in line with the protectorate treaties, politi-
cians and colonial administrators from sarraut to Pasquier right down to 
charles de Gaulle and Léon Pignon in the 1940s would only conceive of 
the colonial state’s future in indochinese terms. it could not be broken 
up along national lines. The French never considered separating Laos 
and cambodia from French indochina much as the British removed 
Burma from British india (see chapters 4 and 5). nor before 1945 did 
they ever move towards unifying cochinchina, annam, and Tonkin into 
one “national body” for their pro-French annamese allies. The implica-
tions of this are important. For if the French could only conceive of the 
colonial state’s evolution in indochinese terms, then this only pushed 
annamese nationalists working with the French to do the same. as a 
result, unlike the anticolonialists circulating on the outside of indochina 
or taking form on the inside,2 those moving with the French had a harder 
time choosing the geographical limits of this future entity. Would it be 
annamese, vietnamese, indochinese, or something else? These ques-
tions were remarkably opened ended at the time. 

vieTnaM or indochina:  
conTesTinG concePTs oF sPace

The formation of the indochinese constitutionalist Party under the 
direction of Bui Quang chieu was one of the first indications that 
annamese nationalism was running in an indochinese direction after 
World War i. as editor of the Party’s official mouthpiece, La Tribune 
Indigène (renamed in 1926 La Tribune Indochinoise), and one of France’s 
best annamese allies, chieu took sarraut seriously in 1919 when the 
latter talked of building an indochinese Federation together. The 
constitutionalists applauded the idea of giving greater “autonomy, de-
centralisation and freedom of action” to indochina. They welcomed the 
privileged place they would hold in sarraut’s reformist-minded colonial 

2 i am thinking of the vietnamese nationalist Party or the Viet Nam Quoc Dan Dang 
(vnQdd). see below and chapter 3. 
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alliance.3 They called on the French to allow them to form “a constitu-
tional charter” with “all the structures needed for a modern state”. This 
transformation, the constitutionalists argued a week after sarraut’s 
speech, was necessary if the colony were to become a “pays autonome” 
and if “its annamese personnel [were to] become indochinese citizens”.4 
another southern intellectual, Bieu chanh, welcomed this new colonial 
contract in an article entitled Towards an Indochinese Charter, published 
in the first issue of the Dai Viet Tap Chi. he added that combined eco-
nomic and transport systems, as well as abundant natural resources, 
would inevitably transform indochina into a reality, an operational state 
(see also chapter 1).5

 These colonial nationalists were not alone in linking an annamese 
destiny to its indochinese future. in his famous Revendications du Peuple 
annamite, nguyen ai Quoc unintentionally set off an intense debate in 
July 1919 over the frontiers of annamese nationalism when the future 
ho chi Minh opened his petition calling for real colonial reforms: “the 
People of the former annamese empire, today French indochina, sub-
mit to the honorable governments [...]”.6 hostile colonial editors at the 
Courrier Saïgonnais took him to task for making this linkage. in fact, the 
“nguyen the patriot” had provoked what may well be the first public ex-
change between the “indochinese” and “annamese” schools of thought. 
as the Courrier retorted:

They say: “former empire of annam, today French indochina”. There 
you have it. What are the cambodians, the Laotians and the countless 
other nations occupying the summits of the annamese cordillera go-
ing to say? They are annexed by the stroke of a pen by our so-called 
annamese patriots. Whatever these [annamese] might think, French 

3 editorial [Bui Quang chieu?], ‘La Peur des Mots,’ La Tribune Indigène, (23 March 
1919), p. 1

4 ‘ce que nous voulons: Le Parti constitutionaliste indochinois’, La Tribune 
Indigène, (8 May 1919), p. 1 and ‘L’autonomie indochinoise’, La Tribune Indigène, 
(13 May 1919), p. 1.

5 [ho?] Bieu chanh, ‘dong-duong hiep-chung’, Dai Viet Tap Chi, no. 1 ( January 
1918), pp. 23–25.

6 ‘notes d’un saïgonnais: cri d’alarme’, Le Courrier Saïgonnais, no. 5,260 (23 July 
1919), p. 1; La Tribune Indigène, 5 august 1919, p. 1; and nguyen ai Quac, ‘Le 
droit des Peuples’, L’Humanité, (18 June 1919), in box 365, service de Protection 
du corps expéditionnaire [hereafter, sPce], centre des archives d’outre-mer 
(hereafter, caoM).
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indochina exceeds strangely the frontiers of what was formerly annam; 
so much so that one can conclude that, far from constituting French 
indochina today, the former empire of annam is the smallest member 
in terms of surface area and is no more populated by annamese than 
cambodia is by Khmer.7

 Whether the author got his facts right or not is beside the point for 
our purposes here. The editorialist’s main goal was to grill annamese 
nationalists for thinking in indochinese terms. it was not so much that 
the Courrier supported Laotian or cambodian interests as much as it 
reflected the malaise on the part of the european populations opposed 
even to moderate annamese calling for greater reforms and political 
autonomy (ho chi Minh was no communist radical in 1919!) The 
Courrier was nonetheless walking a fine line by forgetting that there were 
no nations in the context of French indochina, only five pays. Moreover, 
the French association of the annamese with this indochinese creation 
since the nineteenth century was what the colonial authorities had been 
advocating for decades and had obviously contributed to the annamese 
ability to think in wider geo-political terms than the “former empire 
of annam” (see chapter 1). The famous patriot, Phan chu Trinh, had 
already confused annam and indochina a decade earlier.8 how could it 
be otherwise? The colonial state was, after all, indochinese. There was 
certainly no unified “vietnamese state”. 
 nonetheless, the Courrier’s editors posed annamese nationalists a 
major problem when they hit on the following contradiction: “yet by 
speaking of an annamese people and by attaching these words to the ex-
pression of French indochina, you seem to want to establish a concord-
ance between [annam and indochina] that does not exist [...]”.9 here 

7 ‘notes d’un saïgonnais’, p. 1. 
8 ‘Union intercoloniale’, p. 1; ‘note confidentielle à M. le Gouverneur Général 

de l’indo chine,’ no. 443, 22 november 1922, in box 365, sPce, caoM; and 
Phan chu Trinh (in French translation), ‘des manifestations annamites en 1908, 
demande d’aministie,’ p. 1 in box 372, sPce, caoM. Phan chu Trinh wrote: 
“L’ancien empire de l’annam qui porte aujourd’hui le nom d’indo-chine …” 
Working together in France in the late 1910s and early 1920s, Phan chu Trinh 
and ho chi Minh (nguyen ai Quoc) were clearly more influenced here by the 
language of French colonial discourse than historic, hegemonic designs on west-
ern indochina. 

9 Quoted in ‘notes d’un saïgonnais: Bas les Masques’, La Tribune Indigène, (12 
august 1919), p. 1. 
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they were on to something. indeed, ho chi Minh and Phan chu Trinh 
were not alone in going indochinese. on 19 april 1921, the indochinese 
constitutionalist Party published an article to this effect, entitled L’Etat 
indochinois, in which the party’s official mouthpiece stressed that an 
indochinese state could be realized through further Franco-annamese 
collaboration and as the natural fulfillment of a precolonial annamese 
destiny (discussed in chapter 1).10 
 The question, however, soon became how the annamese could 
truly bridge the gap between “annam” and “indochina” in the face of 
critiques such as that posed by the Courrier. Was the preponderant 
annamese position in this indochinese colonial contract justified? 
What about the Laotians and cambodians, after all? on 26 april 
1921, La Tribune published a three-part series, entitled: La prépondé-
rance politique des Annamites en Indochine est-elle justifiée? in which the 
indochinese constitutionalist Party justified the concordance between 
annam and indochina on the grounds that it was in keeping with his-
torical annamese expansion westwards and reflected the greater vitality 
and dynamism of the annamese. The French were not the only ones to 
justify their domination of others as part of a darwinian “struggle for 
life”.11 The Courrier saïgonnais’ spirited defense of other racial groups liv-
ing within indochina had clearly left its mark. as the constitutionalists 
retorted:

We do not deny these races intrinsic qualities or the right to present their 
problems within the indochinese Union. But given the overwhelming 
majority of the annamese in this country and the importance of their 
population, the forces behind their expansion continue. Given the more 
advanced state of their civilization and, finally, their historic rights, 
they occupy clearly the most important place in the concerns of the 
Protecting country [France] in her colonizing mission in indochina. 
The annamese [...] are thus first in line for historic, ethnographic and 
geographic reasons which would be childish to deny and against which 
it would be futile to argue. in indochina [...], it’s the law of the majority 

10 editorial, ‘L’etat indochinois’, La Tribune Indigène, (19 april 1921), p. 1.
11 editorial, ‘La prépondérance politique des annamites en indochine est-elle justi-

fiée? i–iii’, Tribune Indigène, Part i, (26 april 1921), p. 1; Part ii, (28 april 1921), 
p. 1; and Part iii, in La Petite Tribune Indigène, (30 april 1919), p. 1. 
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that rules [...], within the French indochinese Union our supremacy is 
the logical consequence, the very nature of things.12

 Borrowed from French colonial discourse and given a special cul-
tural twist by an historic sense of a confucian civilizing mission, these 
references to darwin were used in many annamese arguments calling 
for a leading position in France’s policy of association in indochina.13 
Many of these annamese cited the example of Nam Tien as an example of 
annam’s historic expansion towards the Mekong delta. it also provided 
the example of a glorious imperial past. Like the French, the annamese 
were also a proud, colonizing country. This also allowed these writers to 
distinguish the annamese race from the “less civilized” and less “vigor-
ous” Lao, Khmer or “Moi” (upland ethnic minorities), who threatened 
to slow down the evolution of French indochina.14 For constitutional-
ists betting on reform-minded collaboration with the French, it was only 
natural that the annamese thought in these wider indochinese terms. 
 This discourse also sought to legitimate the annamese special re-
lationship with the French in indochina. it did not necessarily reflect a 
historical reality. on the contrary, what indochinese constitutionalists 
were attempting in these essays was to rework traditional annamese 
historical geography to the colonial conjuncture and model proposed 
by sarraut. This meant resurrecting and linking a pre-colonial notion 
of Nam Tien or Dai Nam to the spatial concept of French indochina in 
an attempt to celebrate the annamese imperial past and thereby justify 
their “preponderance” within the French indochinese framework of the 
moment. even if it existed more in their minds than in any sort of histori-
cal reality, it served nonetheless as a kind of politico-cultural “Manifest 

12 ‘La prépondérance politique des annamites en indochine est-elle justifiée?’ Part 
i, p. 1.

13 This had already come through very clearly in ‘La politique indigène en indochine 
doit être avant tout une politique annamite’, Tribune Indigène, (7 august 1919), p.1 
and Pham Quynh’s travelogue, ‘du-Lich Xu Lao’, Nam Phong, no. 158, ( January 
1931), pp. 5–6.

14 ‘annamite colonisateur’, Echo Annamite, (4 March 1927), p. 1 and hung 
Giang, ‘La formation du pays d’annam’, Nam Phong, no. 131, ( July 1928). The 
annamese word for cambodia, Cao-Mien, refers to the “barbarians” from “above” 
and the word “Moi” is another term for this idea of the “uncivilized other”. see 
alexander Barton Woodside, Vietnam and the Chinese Model: A Comparative 
Study of Vietnamese and Chinese Government in the First Half of the Nineteenth 
Century, cambridge: harvard University Press, 1988 (first published in 1971), 
pp. 234–261. 
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destiny” vision of indochina that many annamese elites increasingly 
embraced in debates, editorials, and historical studies.15

 other French allies, concerned more with the economic develop-
ment of indochina, were not far from advocating a policy of “filling 
in the empty indochinese spaces” with ethnic annamese. some sup-
ported a policy of increased annamese immigration westwards to 
make indochina an annamese reality. The annamese were the fittest; 
history had already demonstrated their successful struggle for life.16 in 
an essay entitled De la Nation Annamite à la Fédération Indochinoise, a 
budding capitalist Pham Le Bong wrote that “in studying the history of 
the annamese nation, one also has the impression that [annam] is the 
unachieved history of indochina”. To him, Nam Tien had been well on 
its way to creating its own “indochina” before the French stepped in. 
despite increased French efforts to protect the Lao and Khmer races 
(see chapter 4), the economic and demographic imperatives obligated 
the colonizer to redirect the “evolution of the annamese nation towards 
its indochinese form”. continuing, Bong insisted that “the indochinese 
Federation [was] the last word in the national evolution of annam and 
that annam would not have its full and entire [national] meaning until 
the day it spread completely throughout the indochinese Federation”.17 
To this entrepreneur, the indochinese model was anything but a fiction; 
it was, he carried on, “a vital necessity”. here again this was not an iso-
lated example. Tieu vien, another outspoken supporter of the French 
modernization of indochina pushed by sarraut, waxed just as lyrically. 
With Tonkin’s demographic problems firmly in mind, he went a step 
further:

annamese emigration is not only an economic or a nutritional problem. 
it is a tradition, the historical mission of our race. [...] The peaceful 
expansion towards the south and the west remains one of our national 
goals. What is considered to be the annamese nation is only a beginning. 

15 i could provide scores of examples. see for example the articles published in the 
late 1920s in Nam Phong by annamese scholars on the cham and Nam Tien in 
annamese historiography. This coincided with French scholarship on the “an-
cient” peoples of indochina, including the cham and the kingdoms of angkor. 

16 see Grant evans, ‘internal colonialism in the central highlands of vietnam’, 
Sojourn, vol. 7, no. 2 (august 1992), pp. 274–302.

17 Pham Le Bong, ‘de la nation annamite à la fédération indochinoise’, La Patrie 
Annamite, no. 169 (10 october 1936), p. 1.
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The indochinese nation will be the logical outcome, the last word in 
our evolution. in the meantime, the indochinese Federation will mark 
a period of transition, an intermediary stage between the Past and the 
Future. and within this indochinese Federation, one must understand 
the interdependence and the necessary harmonization of the existing 
interests. one must conceive of a bloc of developing forces in which each 
element takes its place within the composition of the whole. Moreover, 
one must finally accord the annamese element the predominant place 
merited by its [larger] numbers and [superior] qualities. in other words, 
one must recognize the right of the annamese people to make use of 
their “vital space” within the limits of the indochinese territory.18

 it would be naive to deny the imperialistic impulses driving these 
aggressive arguments, including the reference to the nazi imperial 
project for eastern europe in the 1930s. What makes these passages so 
interesting for our discussion here, though, is that if Pham Le Bong and 
Tieu vien had conceded that indochina was not exactly Dai Nam, both 
writers reveal that a new indochinese nation was coming into being in 
their minds, with the indochinese Federation serving as “an intermediary 
stage between the Past and the Future”. viewed from the interwar period, 
the Javanese were clearly not the only ones rethinking national identity 
along the geographical lines of the colonial state. While a businessman 
in vietnam today might scoff at the indochinese idea, that attitude was 
simply not the case in the 1930s. as Tieu van put it at the time, “The 
day will come when indochina will no longer be an amalgam of distinct 
and isolated countries, but rather a single country which annamese 
blood will have fertilized (aura fécondé) by breathing into this [French] 
creation his dynamism, strength of action and desire to react. That day, 
the indochinese nation will be a beautiful and living reality”. however, 
as the future anterior tense gave away, that nation was still to be born. 
nevertheless, it is clear that it was already being imagined (to borrow 
anderson’s term) and being projected both forwards and backwards into 
time and space. This is how nations begin to take form. 
 again, none of these annamese nationalists pushing the colonial 
model of indochina thought to consult Laotian, cambodian, or other 
non-viet ethnic minority groups on all this. Moreover, as long as the 
French were there, these writers seemed to have completely forgotten 

18 Tieu vien, ‘L’espace vital, le nôtre’, La Patrie Annamite, no. 307 (1 July 1939), p. 1. 
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that the siamese (Thais) and chinese looking in from the outside 
might one day have different ideas about “the coming into being” of an 
annamese-dominated indochinese nation on their respective eastern 
and southern flanks. 
 ho chi Minh would be much more careful to avoid evoking impe-
rial chapters of the annamese history and “vital spaces”, when he went 
back to the past in the early 1940s in search of symbols and myths (see 
chapter 3). he preferred to evoke historic annamese resistance against 
chinese expansionism southwards, rather than the annamese version 
of Nam Tien. indeed, these indochinese ambitions were not monolithic; 
and one would be committing a serious error to throw ho chi Minh, 
Pham Quynh, or Phan chu Trinh into the same basket with Tieu vien or 
the constitutionalists. This was particularly true for the new generation 
graduating from colonial schools during the 1920s. They were having 
indochinese visions of another kind. 
 The fiery young radical from the south, nguyen an ninh, is a case 
in point. in 1924, he wrote a famous essay on annamese nationalism 
in which he limited his discussion to the need to unify into one nation 
what French colonialism had divided into cochinchina, annam, and 
Tonkin. ninh made no mention of Laos or cambodia, he used the word 
“annam” throughout his text, and denounced “the arbitrary division” 
of the precolonial empire of annam into three parts, which, he insisted, 
“the annamese still consider to constitute the same body”. however, 
ninh revealed the pervasive power of his indochinese education when 
he chose to entitle his essay Towards the Indochinese Nation, calling such 
a nation “the greatest of [his] dreams, the dream of [his] race”.19 Unlike 
Tieu vien’s indochinese nation, what ninh’s dream symbolizes is a re-
markable confusion of two very different geo-political entities, the first 
a traditional remembrance of a unified annamese empire, the loss of 
which his father had long lamented to him as a child, and the new one 
being a French indochinese space which had been drilled into his head 
in the colonial classroom and propaganda (see chapter 1).20

19 nguyen Tinh [nguyen an ninh], ‘vers la nation indochinoise’, La Cloche Fêlée, 
no. 14 (21 april 1924), p. 1.

20 This continued in the 1930s despite curricular moves towards the “Past”. see 
‘L’inspecteur Général des colonies Moretti à M. le Ministre des colonies: Le 
baccalauréat de l’enseignement secondaire local’, pp. 7–9, 16 June 1936, group-
ing nouveau Fond, indochine, file 2495(2), box 287, caoM and ‘Utilité du 
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 in 1924, ninh (and many of the young elites of his generation) were 
lost somewhere in the gray area between the extremes of Jean Marquet’s 
imaginary vision of the indochinese future and Tieu vien’s new social 
darwinian interpretations of dai nam’s imperial past. having read 
most of ninh’s works, i have found no evidence that he harbored “he-
gemonic” or “chauvinistic” designs on western indochina, leading me 
to postulate that it was a combination of harmand, de Lannessan, and 
sarraut’s policy of association and his indochinese schooling that made 
him reach for an indochinese title, not unlike ho chi Minh or Phan chu 
Trinh before him. on 19 May 1924, ninh repeated this when he spoke 
of revolution in exclusively annamese terms but posed the question in 
indochinese-speak: “is a revolution possible in indochina?”21

 But again, people were thinking about these terms and what they 
meant. a few weeks later, in a thoughtful response to this question, a 
certain Trung Ky (meaning the central protectorate of annam) pointed 
out to La Cloche Fêlée’s readers the semantic dangers of going beyond the 
traditional boundaries of annam, reminding his readers of what he con-
sidered to be historic cambodian and Laotian hostility for annamese 
expansionism and of the ethnic contradictions inherent in ninh’s spatial 
confusion of “annam” with “indochina.” “indochina is not just annam”, 
he warned, “indochina consists of Laos where the people have their 
own habitat and are absolutely different from us. in cambodia, where 
the people have always been our age-old enemies, as well as in the Mois 
regions, we can count on few friends. it is a fact that must be recognized”. 
To this writer, an annamese-led “indochinese revolution” was simply 
out-of-line.22

 This contradiction between indochina and annam came to a head in 
the early 1930s. on the one hand, it was related to the French economic, 
administrative, transport and education systems allowing so many 
annamese to move and think in wider indochinese terms by this point 
(chapter 1). on the other hand, it was connected to a nationalist resur-
gence from 1925 that culminated in violent revolts in 1930–31. Faced 

Transindochinois’, in Sujets donnés au diplôme d’études primaires supérieures indo-
chinoise, première session, hue: direction de l’instruction Publique, 1937, p. 36.

21 nguyen an ninh, ‘Une révolution est-elle possible?’, La Cloche Fêlée, no. 15 (19 
May 1924), p. 1. 

22 Trung Ky, ‘La révolution est-elle possible?’, La Cloche Fêlée, no. 18 (16 June 1924), 
p. 1. 
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with nationalist and communist rebellions in Tonkin and annam, the 
French resurrected the idea of an indochinese Federation in an attempt 
to outline a more coherent and solid definition of indochina as a viable 
political entity. already in 1928, Governor General Pierre Pasquier had 
put forward a 19-point indochinese charter. Like sarraut (the two were 
very close), he insisted that only the maintenance of French sovereignty 
could hold the ethnic and cultural diversity of indochina together in 
order to create a “Federal Unity” and to form “the indochinese federal 
citizen” (le citoyen fédéral indochinois).23 always concerned by the need 
to preserve local identities, languages, traditions, and monarchies, 
Pasquier privately had little confidence in the reality of an indochinese 
entity. in fact, he was the man behind the first Bao dai solution limited 
to eastern indochina.24 
 nonetheless, the Federation was seen to provide the necessary ce-
ment for building an indochinese state in the face of growing unrest 
inside and outside indochina, especially as the comintern’s eastern 
Bureau started to make itself felt in asia. as Pasquier defined French 
indochina’s status in 1928: “indochina is not a colony, nor a protector-
ate or even a possession. indochina is all of this, and even more. she 
is a federation of states (une fédération d’Etats). indochina tends to be 
generally thought of (tend à faire figure) as a Federal state”.25 alexandre 
varenne, his predecessor as the head of indochina, had argued in simi-
lar terms when he referred to indochina as “a sort of federal state”. To 
both men, only France and federalism could provide the unifying “ce-
ment” (sarraut’s preferred term well into the 1950s) that would blend 

23 ‘La politique indochinoise du gouvernement’, L’Asie Française, no. 283 (october 
1930), p. 306; ‘Pierre Pasquier: Gouverneur Général de l’indochine’, 30 January 
1934, pp. 1–2, pièce 3, microfilm 15h103, service historique de la défense (here-
after, shd); and ‘Le discours du Gouverneur général de l’indochine au Grand 
conseil’, L’Asie Française, no. 285 (december 1930), p. 395 (for the citation). 

24 agathe Larcher, ‘d’un réformisme colonial à l’autre: la redécouverte de l’identité 
culturelles vietnamienne, 1900–1930’, in Série Etudes et Documents Etudes 
Indochinoises, IV (May 1995), pp. 85–96; herman Lebovics, La “Vraie France”: 
Les enjeux de l’identité culturelle, 1900–1945, Paris: Belin, 1995, chapters 3–4; and 
my ‘Un «  cul de plomb  » et un «  fou génial  »: La mobilisation corporelle des 
rois coloniaux Bao dai et sihanouk en indochine (1919–1953)’, forthcoming 
in agathe Larcher-Goscha and François Guillemot (eds.), Le Corps au Vietnam 
(Lyon: editions de l’ecole normale supérieure), forthcoming.

25 cited by Paul isoart, ‘rêver l’indochine: a propos d’un film!’, Approches Asie, no. 
12 (March 1994), p. 232, note 43.
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the diverse cultural, ethnic, religious, and political possessions into 
a larger indochinese state and identity. one day, varenne said, “i can 
see the emergence of a kind of asian [indochinese] state linked politi-
cally and economically through ever looser links to the metropole, an 
[indochinese] state which will find its place next to us just as the dutch 
indies [indonesia] stand next to holland”.26 Pasquier conceded in 1930 
that the day “each federated indochinese will be proud to feel like a son 
of France as an indochinese citizen, that day our work will have acquired 
(aura acquis) a solidness that nothing will be able to break”.27 But this 
indochinese state was still being projected in the future as the future 
anterior tense consistently revealed. and even sarraut knew that this 
was all very fragile when he conceded that without its French “armature” 
indochina would “collapse” into “scattered fragments”.28 

nGUyen van vinh–PhaM QUynh and  
The “GreaT indochina deBaTe” oF 1931

although the French never created a Federation at this juncture, 
annamese elites of all political colors were closely following the 
indochinese federal idea, the promise it held as a framework for 
annamese autonomy, as well as the revolts of 1930–31 it was designed 
to combat. in fact, the federal ideas advanced by the French set off a 
parallel series of debates in communist and non-communist circles not 
only over a future indochinese state, but also over how to reconcile the 
geographical limits of annamese nationalism with the indochinese 
model required by the French. if ho chi Minh had first encountered 
this contradiction in 1919 when the Courrier saïgonnais took him to 

26 ‘M. varenne prononce à la chambre un important discours au sujet de l’indochine’, 
La Revue Franco-Annamite, no. 19 (1 april 1930), p. 13. on indonesia, see William 
h. Frederick, ‘The Man Who Knew Too Much: ch.o. van der Plas and the Future 
of indonesia, 1927–1950’, in hans antlöv and stein Tonnesson, eds, Imperial 
Policy and South East Asian Nationalism, London: curzon Press, 1995, pp. 34–62.

27 ‘Le discours du Gouverneur général de l’indochine au Grand conseil’, L’Asie 
Française, no. 285 (december 1930), pp. 395, 399; Georges nouelle, ‘Le citoyen 
colonial’, Les Annales Coloniales, 29 november 1930; and ‘Un important discours 
de M. le Gouverneur Général’, La Revue Franco-Annamite, no. 30 (16 september 
1930), p. 15. 

28 charles robequain, Images du monde: Indochine, Paris? Firmin didot, 1930, 
preface by albert sarraut.
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task for confusing annam with indochina, a decade later it was Pham 
Quynh’s turn.
 What became something of the first “great debate” over the reality 
of indochina has its origins in Pham Quynh’s travel notes on his trip to 
Laos in late 1930 (see introduction and chapter 1). in an article entitled 
Fédéralisme Indochinois et Nationalisme Annamite, Quynh conceded that, 
although annam was not alone in an envisioned Federation discussed 
by Pasquier and varenne in 1928, the annamese remained the most 
important partner for the French in indochina. as we have seen, Pham 
Quynh welcomed annamese expansion into Laos and felt it only natural 
that the annamese play the leading role in building French indochina 
with the French. But would the annamese become indochinese or 
simply dominate it from within a federation? To Quynh it was clear. 
“annam” came first, with federalism being the only way to “conciliate” 
the annamese nation with the French indochinese concept. although 
Pham Quynh understood that the French conceived of their colonial 
state in indochinese terms, he was a firm believer in the monarchy and 
the French protectorate treaties theoretically assigning powers to the 
King. Moreover, he strongly supported Pasquier’s bid to use the monar-
chy and Bao dai to head off nationalist and communist backed revolts 
at precisely the this time. indochina, yes, but only on the grounds that 
a federation protected and allowed for the continued existence of the 
annamese monarchy, a corresponding annamese constitution, and an 
emerging national identity within it. Pham Quynh could only go so far 
down the indochinese road.29 
 if Pham Quynh sought a preponderant place for his projected 
annamese monarchy within the confines of the French-led indochinese 
Federation, his cultural and political nemesis, nguyen van vinh, came 
down in favor of an Etat indochinois de fait. This formed the central idea 
of the latter’s 1931 political program, which rejected the French protec-
torate, indeed the monarchy, in favor of instituting direct rule. For vinh, 

29 Pham Quynh, ‘Fédéralisme indochinois et nationalisme annamite’, France-
Indochine, no. 3,325 (28 november 1930), p. 1. see also his essays ‘vers une 
constitution’, Nam Phong, no. 151 ( June 1930), pp. 39–46; Pham-Quynh, 
‘anticipation: ce que sera l’annam dans cinquante ans’, Nam Phong, no. 154 
(september 1930), pp. 17–19; as well as a.e. Babut, ‘Les idées de Pham-Quynh: 
Un projet de constitution’, La Revue Franco-Annamite, no. 32 (16 october 1930), 
pp. 1–4.
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it was clear: the French would never let go of their conceptualization of 
the colonial state along indochinese lines. an annamese state or nation 
could never exist independently of it and only with difficulty from within 
it. Moreover, Pham Quynh was fooling himself to think that the French 
would allow the cochinchinese colony to be united with the northern 
protectorates to reproduce a national monarchy such as the one Gia 
Long had first established in 1802. Tonkin remained separate in practice 
from the court in annam despite promises made otherwise in the late 
nineteenth century. if the annamese were going to achieve increased 
autonomy as promised in sarraut’s indochinese charter, then they 
would have to accept not only indochinese federalism but also the idea 
of remaking themselves as “indochinese”. To vinh, the French would as 
such find it easier to recognize the reality of an indochinese state and its 
“indochinese citizen” rather than an independent annamese one.30

 yet nguyen van vinh went a step further than Quynh and the 
constitu tionalists to join Tieu vien, by actually calling for the grafting 
of annamese patriotism on to the indochinese colonial model. This was 
justified on the grounds that there was nothing wrong with the historic, 
westward expansion of the annamese. immigration was a natural phe-
nomenon. social darwinism only confirmed the annamese manifest 
destiny. The ethnic viet worked productively in Laotian mines, on 
cambodian plantations, and throughout the indochinese bureaucracy. 
Like Pham Le Bong, vinh was deeply interested in developing western 
indochina economically. he had traveled to Laos and cambodia and had 
written prolifically in support of immigration westwards, concessions to 
annamese settlers, and he would even leave his editorship and family to 
search for gold in the rugged indochinese west. he died in the highlands 
of Laos in 1936, while telegraphing back reports on indigenous cultures, 
gold prospecting, and indochinese politics.31

 Quynh broke with vinh over the idea of direct rule via an “indochinese 
state” taking his colleague to task for “speaking indochinese” when he 
should have been “speaking annamese”. annamese nationalism could 

30 nguyen van vinh, ‘Le citoyen indochinois,’ L’Annam Nouveau, (15 March 1931), 
p. 1 and nguyen van vinh, ‘enFin un programme,’ L’Annam Nouveau, (5 april 
1931), p. 1.

31 nguyen van vinh, ‘chercheurs d’or au Laos’, L’Annam Nouveau, (5 and 9 april 
and 7 May 1936), p. 1. 
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Figure 12: crossing the indo-chinese line: Pham Quynh in Laos (Nam Phong,  
January 1931). Pham Quynh is on the far right.
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not be grafted on to an indochinese model, annam could not give way 
to indochina, for the geo-historical abstraction of French indochina 
itself was incompatible with a conflicting notion of “annam”, which 
continued to exist despite French attempts to build an indochinese 
structure on top of it. Quynh explained this contradiction between 
French colonialism and annamese nationalism nicely as follows:

But ethnically and linguistically, indochina has never existed and will 
never exist. Politically, it could take form within the context of a Federal 
assembly; but there will never be a citizen in flesh and blood. no doubt, 
Mr. vinh will answer us by saying that he wanted above all to say annamese 
when saying indochinese, and that this dispute over words is silly. But on 
the contrary i find it very important, for, depending on the point of view 
you take, annamese or indochinese, the problem changes entirely. seen 
from the indochinese angle, it is basically a federal question […]. But 
seen from the annamese angle, the problem is uniquely national. and the 
annamese nation is a reality that dances before the eyes […].32

 Unlike Quynh, vinh was ready to go with the French model of 
indochina as a new geographical delimitation for annamese national-
ism. To him, annamese immigration westwards and their role in the 
functioning of the indochinese colony would eventually fill in the blank 
spaces. it was just a question of time. More importantly, he was con-
vinced that, despite Pasquier’s support of the monarchy (which vinh 
did not share), the French could only conceive of the colony’s overall 
future in indochinese, federalist terms. Pasquier himself had conceded 
as much in 1928. it was essential, nguyen van vinh argued, “to link 
French imperialism to the future of an annamese nation”, for it would be 
“impossible to get the French to admit the existence of an annamese na-
tion living independently of the general evolution of their indochinese 
creation”. vinh went to the core of French justifications for associating 
the annamese with their indochinese creation. indeed, one can ask 
whether he had been re-reading harmand and de Lannessan when he 
wrote the following paragraph:

all right, indochina is a French creation, but does not this creation 
have for a base our country of annam? […] i distinguish perfectly, 
like Mr. Pham Quynh, between the indochinese point of view and the 

32 Pham-Quynh, ‘Les conceptions politiques de M. vinh’, France-Indochine, no. 
3,432 (10 april 1931), p. 1.
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annamese one. But i intend to conciliate the two points of view between 
which i see no incompatibility. […] While repeating that our country 
is not called indochina but annam, i submit nonetheless that French 
indochina is the fulfillment of an annamese destiny with French power. 
Whatever you call it, this fact remains.33

 Quynh balked firmly at taking this geographical leap of faith, calling 
for the elaboration of an annamese constitution, not an indochinese one. 
he reminded his feisty counterpart of just how difficult it would be to weld 
annamese nationalism to the French model of indochina. Backtracking 
on his own support of annamese immigration westwards, Pham Quynh 
concluded that the gap remained too wide. deeply involved in promoting 
the first “Bao dai solution” and mobilizing the monarchy against revolu-
tionaries, Pham Quynh held the line for the “real” annam: 

as i said, indochina is a French creation […], whereas annam has 
always had and will always have its own national existence. […] Like 
us, Mr. vinh calls for a constitution, but with the key difference that he 
proclaims an indochina that remains nothing but a simple geographical 
and political entity, for which we have little need, whereas we seek a 
constitution for annam, which is truly a national reality to which we are 
tied by the most profound sentiments of our soul.34

Quynh’s defense of the annamese line is elegant; but if he did not like 
the indochinese pattern of vinh’s nationalist clothes, if he rejected the 
idea of achieving an indochinese constitution (sarraut’s charter), he 
carefully downplayed his own penchant for “speaking indochinese” (see 
chapter 1). 
 Moreover, days before Quynh and vinh had begun slugging it out 
over the annamese and indochinese lines, both men had been caught 
off guard when an unnamed Laotian writer took them both to task in 
the pages of France-Indochine for belittling Laotian culture and history 
and pointed out that annamese immigration to Laos was considered 
by the Laotians to constitute a real and immediate danger.35 even 
Prince Phetsarath entered the debate during a brief stopover in hanoi. 

33 nguyen van vinh, ‘Mes conceptions politiques jugées par M. Pham-Quynh,’ 
L’Annam Nouveau, Part i (12 april 1931), p. 1. 

34 Pham Quynh, ‘Les conceptions politiques de M. vinh’, p. 1. 
35 Thao-oun, ‘réponse à M. Pham-Quynh’, France-Indochine, no. 3,404 (7 March 

1931), p. 1. 
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interviewed by the same paper, he criticized his annamese colleagues 
publicly, saying that “the annamese are already too prone to think 
only of annam when they speak of indochina”.36 The Laotians saw 
the indochinese idea very differently from their eastern neighbors. 
Phetsarath continued: “First of all, all confidence in French promises 
fades away and the indochinese Federation appears, to the weakest na-
tions making it up, like an eye wash designed to allow the annamese to 
rule over the others, under the protection of the French flag”. For the 
Lao prince, Laos existed, but not indochina.37 
 The fear that the French were creating a dangerous alliance in the 
form of the indochinese state extended into cambodian circles, too. 
The widely read Revue du Pacifique paraphrased the ideas of an un-
named “cambodian mandarin” in January 1934 as follows: “and yet too 
many French, even at this very moment, see indochina as a homogene-
ous and annamese country. [however,] it is too often forgotten that 
if an indochinese Union exists administratively, there is no indochina 
from an historical, geographical or ethnic point of view. and there is 
certainly no such thing as [being] indochinese”. nguyen van vinh read 
this article carefully before firing off a letter to the editor dismissing 
this cambodian’s anti-indochinese mentality as absurd. in vinh’s view, 
he was more the exception than the rule. The cambodians remained 
“sweet” and “indifferent” things.38 he was wrong.

coLoniaL LiTeraTUre To The rescUe 

These Laotian and cambodian rejections of indochina were not isolated 
incidents. as we shall see in chapter 4, they were part of an intercon-
nected debate within the Laotian and cambodian elites on the contours 
of their own national identities. The expanding indochinese road sys-
tem and transportation systems bringing annamese to the West played 

36 interview by France-Indochine, ‘La questionne laotienne: opinions du Prince 
Phetsarath’, no. 3,416 (21 March 1931), p. 1. Phetsarath is paraphrased in this 
interview.

37 ‘La questionne laotienne’, p. 1.
38 signed “X…”, cambodian mandarin and Paul chassaing, ‘La politique indigène 

de la France au cambodge, appréciée par un Mandarin cambodgien’, La Revue 
du Pacifique, no. 1 (15 January 1934), p. 147; and nguyen van vinh, ‘annamites 
au cambodge’, L’Annam Nouveau, no. 347 (7 June 1934), pp. 1–2. even if this is 
a French official speaking for Mr. X, it only reinforces my point that the Laotians 
and cambodians were not experiencing indochina. see chapter 4. 
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a part in stimulating this “reawakening”. significantly, the Laotians 
and cambodians were not alone combating these Franco-annamese 
pretensions. in fact, several French colonial administrators located in 
western indochina took up the anti-indochinese crusade and pushed 
for specifically Laotian and cambodian patriotic identities. Whereas 
Jean Marquet had spun colonial indochina in annamese ways in the 
Five Flowers in 1928 (see chapter 1), two years later another colonial 
official, roland Meyer, defended a Laotian identity in his novel entitled 
Komlah: Visions d’Asie.39 Meyer worked in the cambodian and Laotian 
civil services where he developed a life-long passion for these countries, 
their cultures, languages, and religions. he was proficient in Khmer and 
Lao and published perhaps the first grammars for both languages.40 
 his hostility to the idea of indochina forms one of the key messages 
of his colonial novel, Komlah. in it, much like Marquet, he marches us 
across indochina. yet it is Meyer, not young Laotian students, who trav-
els as Komlah. our French protagonist describes Laos and cambodia in 
glowing terms, the “Promised Land” and a “nirvana”. he portrays east-
ern indochina in the darkest of images: “funerary”, “somber”, “severe”, 
and “gray”. Most disturbing in his eyes were the ever-larger number of 
annamese moving westwards and the failure of the French to protect 
the Laotians and cambodians against this tide. he lamented the fact 
that new roads linking Laos to annam hardly boded well for his beloved 
Laos. it would be, he wrote, “the end of Laos”. The only solution was for 
colonial administration to take action. republican values obligated the 
French to protect the small and the weak against the stronger annamese, 
whatever the economic imperatives of building the colony might be.41

 it is easy to dismiss this colonial literature as irrelevant to our discus-
sion of contesting concepts of space. The problem, however, is that the 
apparition of novels like Komlah point up the extent to which colonial 
administrators – the French – took part in this wider debate and used 
print media to make their cases in favor of their preferred countries. 
and whether it should be Marquet, Meyer, or even Pierre Pasquier’s 

39 roland Meyer, Komlah: Visions d’Asie, Paris: editions Pierre roger, 1930. 
40 roland Meyer, Cours de langue laotienne, vientiane: imprimerie du Gouvernement, 

1924 and Cours de cambodgien et lectures cambodgiennes, Phnom Penh: imprimerie 
de a. Portail, 1929.

41 Komlah, pp. 105, 151. charles rochet also wrote a Lao grammar. 
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Annam d’autrefois, all of these Frenchmen were convinced that they 
knew the “real” identities of “their” countries. each writer promoted 
“tradition”, “authenticity” and the like in defense of his respective coun-
try. Moreover, the themes chosen by Jean Marquet, roland Meyer, 
Pham Quynh, nguyen Tien Lang, and many others in these publica-
tions were being diffused in new and more powerful ways than during 
the colonial period, absorbed by an increasing number of indochinese 
elites increasingly at ease in French and quoc ngu by the late 1920s. in 
1925, for example, Marquet delivered a conference to the members of 
the Education Society of Tonkin headed by Pham Quynh. our French 
expert of annam opened by announcing that for him indochina was 
the annamese, “being superior both in number and worth to the other 
indochinese peoples” who, he argued, “would be fatally absorbed” one 
day or the other by the annamese. Before a Tonkinese audience, he 
could go further than he did in the Five Flowers by actually calling for 
the full-scale “colonization” of Laos by the annamese. it was destiny, 
he said, and it was justified because the “lazy” Laotian was not willing 
to do the “work” that only the “industrious” annamese could do. his 
thoughts were later published in a serialized essay entitled L’Avenir du 
pays d’Annam and reproduced in the Moniteur d’Indochine, the Bulletin 
d’Enseignement Mutuel du Tonkin, and translated into quoc ngu by Quynh 
himself and published in the pages of Nam Phong.42 
 it is hard to believe that some of Marquet’s thinking did not rub off 
on Pham Quynh when he set out for Laos in 1930. in fact, a close reading 
of Quynh’s travelogues on Laos shows that he borrowed liberally from 
Meyer’s thoughts on the notion of “indochina” and from Marquet’s 
argumentation in favor of annamese immigration.43 in 1939, Marquet 
published another book entitled the Chant du Coq in which he returned 
to the theme of annamese expansion. as he wrote in a personal dedica-
tion to Bao dai: “soon the Mekong river will be the final western wall 

42 Jean Marquet, L’Avenir du pays d’Annam, Quinhon: imprimerie de Quinhon, 
1926, pp. 2–3, 35. 

43 compare Pham Quynh, ‘vientiane la poussièreuse’, p. 1, with Marquet, L’Avenir…, 
p. 3; and Woodside, Vietnam and the Chinese Model, pp. 234–261 for a geo-cultural 
backdrop. Quynh cites Meyer in his travel accounts. in 1940, Pham Quynh relied 
on his 1931 travelogue to Laos to describe to annamese schoolchildren the cus-
toms and living conditions of the Lao. see ‘nha o cua nguoi Lao’, Bulletin général 
de l’Instruction publique, no. 1 (september 1940), p. 9. 
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of your three clawed empire! cochinchina, annam and Tonkin”.44 as 
in the Five Flowers, historic annamese expansion and the superiority of 
annamese confucian culture were two of Marquet’s favorite themes.
 none of this was lost on roland Meyer. as a friend of the Lao 
(Komlah) and as an ally of Prince Phetsarath, Meyer took it upon 
himself to promote the indian side of “indo-china”. one had to choose, 
Meyer liked to say, between the “indo” or “china”, the hyphen being 
symbolic of a ethno-cultural fault line that French colonialism had failed 
to bridge.45 Meyer called for the “renaissance” of a Laotian identity 
through the careful resurrection of ancient “traditions” of a uniquely 
“indo-Buddhist” nature (not “indo-chinese”!), the rebuilding of long-
lost monuments, and the use of monks and reformed pagoda schools as 
ways of forming a Laotian elite in communion with its roots. as Meyer 
wrote of his calling: “Let us on the contrary rebuild the ruins, search the 
treasures of the original traditions of this country and its neighbors of 
indo-Buddhist formation. There we will discover their past and the laws 
of their evolution. and just as an archeologist constitutes a crumbling 
palace from the surviving elements, let us build for the use of our pro-
tected (protégés) a monument of social organization that will provide 
them a renaissance in line with their past”.46 
 Meyer was not interested in the annamese regions of indochina, only 
its western parts. a year later, he would take quiet satisfaction when the 
Institut bouddhique came to life thanks to the work of susan Karpelès of 
Ecole Française d’Extrême-Orient. Prince Phetsarath was one of the main 
guest speakers at the inauguration celebrations, speaking in defense of 
this rebirth of Laotian Buddhism and “Tradition”. Worried, Pham Quynh 
criticized in his travel notes on his trip to Laos these French “fanatics of 
Laos” and rejected their efforts “to return to the Laotian the awareness of 
their national traditions, religions and arts”, all which would complicate 
the emergence of an indochinese Federation and endanger annamese im-

44 cited by e. Pujarniscle, ‘ecrivains français d’indochine: Jean Marquet’, Sud-Est, 
no. 11 (april 1950), p. 12. 

45 i owe the phrase, “cultural fault line”, to david P. chandler, ‘The Tragedy of 
cambodian history’, Pacific Affairs, vol. 52, no. 3 (Fall 1979), p. 411. 

46 Meyer, Komlah, p. 103 for the quote and pp. 102–104, 246–247 on using a Lao 
identity. as Meyer wrote of himself on page 22: “Mais sa curiosité n’est pas satis-
faite; il aspire à posséder, outre la mentalité profonde du peuple, la notion exacte 
de son histoire obscure, de son art antique, de ses croyances et de sa religion, et il 
se plonge dans ses méditations et dans ses études [..]”.
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migration westwards.47 rather than pushing a Franco-annamese special 
relationship in indochina dating from the days of harmand and Beau, 
Meyer insisted that it was a terrible error for the French to try to build a 
homogenous indochina identity. it went against history itself. The ethno-
cultural fault dividing the two halves of indochina was only too real.

From this point, the French mission in indochina is not to unify this 
hybrid mass of protectorates [and colonies] by forcing the assimilation 
of the weakest with the strongest, the subjugation of the old indian 
colonies of the western part of the peninsula with the ancient chinese 
provinces of the annamese coast. her role is to allow each one to renew 
its national characteristics within the context of the fertile education 
provided by French peace, all the while giving them the possibility to 
play their particular role within the indian or chinese orbits of the 
civilization from which they emerge.48 

Little wonder vichy found precious allies in colonial administrators 
such as Meyer (see chapter 5). 
 This did not, however, bode well for those wanting to create an 
inclusive indochinese identity. The entry of these patriotic-minded 
colonial administrators into the indochinese brawl, determined to push 
separate “Laotian” or “cambodian” identities, only reinforced an already 
evident “anti-indochinese” sentiment among Laotian and cambodians 
(see chapter 4). Moreover, local elites were reading and reflecting upon 
the ideas being tossed around in this colonial literature, educational 
manuals, travelogues, and book reviews, all of which was intersecting 
in interesting yet complicated ways with a deeper level of annamese, 
Laotian, and cambodian geographical conceptions of the world around 
them.49

47 see the report of suzanne Karpelès and related documents on the Buddhist institute 
in Bulletin de l’Ecole Française d’Extrême-Orient, tome XXXi, no. 1–2 ( January–
February 1931), pp. 331–335 and for a penetrating discussion, see Penny edwards, 
Cambodge: The Cultivation of a Nation, 1860–1945, honolulu: University of hawaii 
Press, 2007 chapters 7–8. 

48 Meyer, Komlah, p. 134.
49 see Woodside, Vietnam and the Chinese Model, pp. 234–294. on indochinese 

literature, see Louis Malleret, L’Exotisme indochinois dans la littérature française 
depuis 1860, Paris: Larose editeurs, 1934; denys Lombard, Rêver l’Asie, Paris: 
editions de l’ecole des hautes etudes en sciences sociales, 1993; and henri 
copin, L’Indochine dans la littérature française, des années vingt à 1954: Exotisme et 
altérité, Paris: L’harmattan, 1996.
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 The French creation of indochina had set in motion a complex 
series of cause-and-effect relationships and reorientations in local 
conceptions of space. By the 1920s, annamese were tapping into a 
new vision of indochina, taking what the French had offered them 
as a road-map, an alliance, and molding it into something new, often 
linking up with a pre-colonial annamese imperial vision of peninsular 
geography. By 1930, national identity in indochina had become a very 
complicated business. it depended on who you were and where you 
were standing in time and space in the indochinese realm. vinh want-
ed to become “indochinese”. Pham Quynh accepted an indochinese 
federation but insisted on remaining “annamese”. nguyen an ninh 
dreamed of being both, whereas Prince Phetsarath insisted that “Laos 
existed”.
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C h A P t e r  3

A n n A m e S e  r e v o Lu t I o n A r I e S  b et w e e n 
I n d o C h I n A  A n d  v I et n A m

A
nnamese allied with the French were not the only ones strug-
gling with the French concept of indochina. Paradoxically, 
those opposed to the French colonial project, not least 

of all the communists, were most receptive to the idea. in fact, at the 
very moment that Pham Quynh and nguyen van vinh were arguing 
over “annam” and “indochina”, a remarkably similar debate divided 
annamese revolutionaries. For the communists in particular, the ques-
tion was similar but with a key twist: could ethnic viet communism be 
grafted onto the indochinese structure? communists would oppose 
imperialism, the highest form of capitalism according to Lenin, but 
they would use the contours of the colonial state as their spatial modus 
operandi. The colonial concept was certainly not alien to young radicals. 
They were armed with indochinese educations, fresh from courses on 
its history and geography, and avid readers of books, editorials, and 
travelogues covering Laos and cambodia.1 Like nguyen an ninh, many 
of them were already speaking of an indochinese revolution in enthusi-
astic terms by the late 1920s. in their eyes, there was nothing necessarily 
contradictory about ninh’s 1924 vision of “the indochinese nation” or 

1 The well-known communist author, To-hoai, explained to Georges Boudarel in 
the 1950s that he discovered cambodia and the uplands of annam while traveling 
as a journalist in the 1930s for Tieu Thuyet Thu Bay. To-hoai, Récit du pays thai, 
hanoi: editions en Langues etrangères, 1958, translated by Georges Boudarel, 
preface, p. Xv and on cambodia: n.B. and T.h. [To hoai], ‘chut nang chieu con 
lai’, Tieu Thuyet Thu Bay, no. 433 (3 october 1942), pp. 7–8 and 25. 
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“revolution”. French colonialism had been promoting the pattern for 
decades and the comintern had now begun to push it.2

 complicating things was the fact that “indochina” had competition 
from other spaces. of particular importance was the nationalist resur-
rection of the term “vietnam”. The vietnamese nationalist Party (Viet 
Nam Quoc Dan Dang, or vnQdd) latched on to it and charged it with 
powerful cultural meaning in the late 1920s, the symbol of national in-
dependence and the incarnation of territorial unity running from north 
to south. The vnQdd’s leaders rejected Pham Quynh’s alliance with 
the French, but they agreed with him that the ethnic viet nationalists 
could not and should not become indochinese in “flesh and blood”. The 
communists, however, mirrored nguyen van vinh’s position in that they 
realized that the comintern, like the French, were thinking uniquely in 
terms of the colonial model of indochina. Like nguyen van vinh, com-
munists such as Truong chinh were ready to make the indochinese leap 
of faith, convinced that federalism would provide the needed cement to 
do it. But like their counterparts allied with the French, anticolonialists 
of all political colors had a terribly hard time figuring out whether they 
should oppose the colonial state on annamese, indochinese, or, for the 
first time, vietnamese grounds. 

vieTnaM or indochina? 

as we saw in chapter 1, the French had been pushing the reality of a 
Franco-annamese indochinese project since the late nineteenth century. 
The French, however, were not the only ones pushing the indochinese 
model or federalism. The comintern instructed its afro-asian revolu-
tionaries to organize themselves spatially along the borders of the colo-
nial states they were opposing. according to this policy, there could be 
no “Javanese” or “annamese” communist parties, only “indonesian” and 
“indochinese” ones. The imperial states were the constituted sovereign 
realities against which local communists now had to struggle. Moreover, 
the soviet Union offered an important model of federalism to the com-
munist world. after all, it was a massive, multi-ethnic state dominated by 
one “historical nation” (russia), which had sacrificed its core identity to 

2 ‘ve van de Lap dang cong san dong duong’, in Ban nghien cuu Lich su Trung 
Uong Xuat Ban, Van Kien Dang, 1930–1945, Tap I, hanoi: nha Xuat Ban su That 
[hereafter, nXBsT], 1977, pp. 9–17.
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the modernizing idea of a larger union based on soviets.3 in 1929, ethnic 
viet revolutionaries put the comintern’s orders into practice by forming 
the communist Party of indochina (Dong Duong Cong San Dang) and 
the League of indochinese communists. The boundaries of their revo-
lutionary action were approved in three words: “complete indochinese 
independence!” (Dong Duong hoan toan doc lap!)4 
 not every annamese revolutionary, however, was ready to make this 
indochinese leap. ho chi Minh for one balked when it came time to 
create a new and unified communist party in 1930. Like Pham Quynh, 
he still had one foot planted in the pre-colonial world of the annamese 
empire and the other in this new French indochinese realm. it was more 
than a simple quarrel over words as in 1919 (see chapter 2). in 1930, the 
name of the party would define the geographical scope of communist 
activities and lay out the type of postcolonial state ethnic viet com-
munists would strive to create. in the course of one conversation, ho 
not only rejected “annamese” (referring to the short-lived annamese 
communist Party, An-Nam Cong San Dang) because of connotations of 
chinese domination, but he allegedly found “indochina” (Dong Duong) 
“too wide” a framework for annamese-run revolutionary activities given 
the ethnic diversity of the French colony.5 
 Moreover, according to a communist vietnamese historian, ho ar-
gued in a mini geography lesson that the word “indo-china” could be con-
fused with a larger geo-political space falling between india and china, 
encompassing Burma, Malaya, siam, cambodia, Laos, and annam (see 
chapter 1). as for the idea of a “French indochinese communist Party”, 
he suggested that this would do little to dissipate the confusion. as for 
“annam”, it was too often confused with the central protectorate of the 

3 ‘au cœur des incertitudes en russie, le problème national’, Le Monde Diplomatique, 
(February 1995), pp. 22–23 and Bohdan nahaylo and victor swoboda, Après 
l’Union soviétique, les peuples et l’espace post-soviétique, Paris: Presses universitaires 
de France, 1994.

4 Ban nghien cuu Lich su Trung Uong, Nhung Su Kien Lich Su Dang, Tap I (1920–
1945), hanoi: nha Xuat Ban su That, 1976, pp. 148, 163, and 180; huynh Kim 
Khanh, Vietnamese Communism, ithaca: cornell University Press, 1983, p. 124; 
and conseiller Politique, Le Viet Minh et le Parti Communiste Indochinois, 1949, pp. 
22–24, box 10h620, service historique de la défense (hereafter, shd). 

5 Tran cung and Trinh dinh cuu, in Ngon Duoc, hanoi: nha Xuat Ban su That, 
1980, pp. 112, 114 and Cac van kien co ban cua hoi nghi thanh lap Dang, hanoi: 
nha Xuat Ban su That, 1983, p. 29, note 2.
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same name to work.6 For the moment, ho and his partisans settled on 
“viet-nam”. it appears that such reasoning won out shortly thereafter, 
when ho presided over formation of a unified vietnamese communist 
Party (vcP, Dang Cong San Viet Nam). The guiding revolutionary slo-
gan became: “complete vietnamese independence!” (Viet Nam hoan 
toan doc lap!) several terms and spatial concepts were thus at work in 
early annamese radicalism.7

 The use of “viet-nam” at this juncture deserves a special detour in 
our discussion of contesting annamese concepts of space. since World 
War i, this word had been increasingly used by a range of nationalists 
who sought to capture the idea of an eternal national identity. a key date 
in this semantic shift towards vietnam was, unsurprisingly, the conjunc-
ture of 1930–31. To many a nationalist (but by no means all), the idea of 
“annam” had become increasingly problematic, since it implied a state 
of humiliating submission to foreign rule, first the chinese, then the 
French. By resurrecting “viet-nam”, several nationalists sought to create 
and project a strong counter identity, one that evoked the unification of 
the northern and southern parts of the country in the early nineteenth 
century, and evoked a centuries-old tradition of struggle against foreign 
domination.8 The militant scholar-patriot, Phan Boi chau, had given this 
term a clear nationalist hue when he formed the Vietnamese Restoration 
Association (Viet-Nam Quang Phuc Hoi) and wrote his History of the 
Loss of the Vietnamese Country (Viet-Nam Quoc Vong Su).9 Pham Quynh 
had used “viet-nam” as early as 1917 to evoke a timeless tradition and 
identity10 and, three years later, Tran Trong Kim opened his Outline 

6 nguyen nghia, ‘Gop them mot it tai lieu ve cong cuoc hop nhat cac to chuc cong 
san dau tien o viet-nam va vai tro cua dong chi nguyen ai Quoc, Tap Chi Nghien 
Cuu Lich Su, no. 59 (February 1964), p. 7.

7 see captured icP documents from 1935–1939 in Troupes de l’indochine, eM, 
2ème Bureau, service de renseignements central, no. 206–2/srM, ‘Bulletins 
mensuels de renseignements no. 30–31, mois de janvier et février’, microfilm 
15h103, shd. 

8 see Linh-nam, ‘notre appellation nationale: dai-viet? dai-nam? annam? viet-
nam?’, Sud-Est, no. 6 (november 1949), p. 32 and Jean rispaud, ‘Un curieux 
problème historique: Les origines du nom de viet-nam’, Revue française d’histoire 
d’outre-mer, (1er trimestre 1959), pp. 199–207.

9 ‘viet-nam hoi Quang Phuc chuong Trinh’, original in box 354, service de 
Protection du corps expéditionnaire (hereafter, sPce), centre des archives 
d’outre-mer (hereafter, caoM). 

10 Pham Quynh, ‘Luan thuyet: van quoc ngu’, Nam Phong, (1917), p. 80.
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History of Viet-Nam (Su luoc Viet-Nam) by asking his readers to give up 
“an-nam” in favour of “viet-nam”.11 ho followed suit in 1923 when he 
set up a nationalist paper, Hon Nam Viet (soul of nam-viet), although 
he had initially arranged the two syllables in the same way as Gia Long 
had done, “nam viet”.12 ho turned to the more familiar order, vietnam, 
in 1925, when he established the Vietnamese Revolutionary Youth League 
(Viet Nam Thanh Nien Cach Mang Dong Chi Hoi). This occurred during 
the well-known nationalist outpouring that swept eastern indochina 
in the wake of Phan Boi chau’s arrest and Phan chu Trinh’s death in 
1925–26.

The naTionaLisT resPonse

Much stronger competition for the appropriation of the term viet-nam 
came from the non-communist, fiercely anticolonialist vnQdd, set in 
motion by nguyen Thai hoc and nguyen Khac nhu in early 1928. The 
non-communist nationalist party is particularly important at this junc-
ture. it had direct links to Phan Boi chau and strong roots in a militant, 
ethnocultural patriotism, which it kept alive during the icP’s 1928–35 
journey into the desert of anti-nationalist internationalism in favour of 
a proletarian, indochinese identity.13 More than any other group at the 
time, the vnQdd made a conscious effort to put the word vietnam 
firmly in the patriotic vocabulary – writing it in “blood and iron” (bang 
mau va sat) if need be. although nguyen Khac nhu had used the word 
“annam” in earlier writings, by the end of the 1920s he and others truly 
felt that the viet race was on the point of extinction. Going a step further 

11 Tran Trong Kim, Viet-Nam Su-Luoc, hanoi: Trung Bac Tan van, 1920, p. 1. not 
counting the preface, the first page of Tran Trong Kim’s Outline History of Viet 
Nam is entitled: Quoc Hieu (National Appelation). he lists all the names of the 
country (and the list is long), before insisting on “viet-nam”. This work was a 
standard textbook for students in southern schools until 1975. Tran Trong Kim, 
Viet-Nam Su Luoc, vol. i, saigon: Ministry of education, 1971, pp. 3–4.

12 nguyen ai Quoc, ‘hon nam viet’, 15 May 1923, p. 1, in box 3, sLoTFoM, iii, 
caoM. 

13 ‘Qu’est-ce qu’un annamite?’, La Lutte, no. 31 (29 april 1935), pp. 2–3; daniel 
hémery, Révolutionnaires vietnamiens et pouvoir colonial en Indochine, Paris: 
Maspero, 1975, pp. 105–106, 113–147 and christopher e. Goscha, ‘Tradition 
militante et rénovation culturelle au vietnam: réflexions sur le vnQdd et le 
TLvd et la rupture d’un courant non-communiste (1907–1946)’, Paris: Mémoire 
de dea, Université de Paris vii, 1994, pp. 23–48. according to daniel hémery, 
during the life of the famous revolutionary paper, La Lutte, the word “vietnam” 
only appeared one time, on 8 May 1935. hémery, Révolutionnaires, p. 105.
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than Phan Boi chau, vnQdd leaders took cultural symbols of ethnic 
identity, such as “rivers and Mountains”, “children of the Lac hong”, 
and “people of the same family” and started linking them to a modern, 
citizen-based concept of the nation which they insisted on calling 
“viet-nam”. in the call to arms disseminated days before the unforget-
table suicide attack of yen Bay (and at the precise moment that ho was 
arguing in favour of a vietnamese communist Party in hong Kong), 
hoc and nhu went so far as to demand that the people shout “Long live 
viet-nam!” (Viet Nam Van Tue!) before shedding their “blood” for the 
“nation” (quoc gia).14 Moreover, the postcolonial state these nationalists 
had in mind when launching their uprising was a Vietnamese republic, 
not an indochinese one like the communists. 
 The uprising failed but the power of the word, Vietnam, became 
legendary on 17 June 1930 with the execution of nguyen Thai hoc. 
stepping last onto the scaffold at daybreak, he defied the French in 
culturally powerful terms, when he bowed to the vietnamese crowd and 
then screamed with a blood-chilling northern accent – Viet Nam van 
tue! – shortly before being decapitated. That very afternoon his fiancée 
took her life moments after signing a double suicide note addressed both 
to her would-be husband and to the fatherland, vietnam.15 Paul arnoux, 
indochina’s super flic who witnessed both these events, was so worried 
that the vnQdd was reactivating a militant side of the vietnamese 
identity that he suspected Phan Boi chau’s very hand behind yen Bay.16 
in his report to Governor General Pierre Pasquier, arnoux described 
hoc’s insistence on the term Viet Nam to explain to his superiors the 
force of this two-syllable rejection of the French colonial order. Pasquier, 
the erudite expert on annamese civilisation that he most certainly was, 
understood only too well the militant culture that was resurging before 

14 comité central du vnQdd, ‘Proclamation adressée au Peuple’, pp. 1–3, in 
Recueil de documents relatifs à la propagande révolutionnaire en Indochine au cours du 
1ere trimestre 1930, document 3, GG, box 7F4, caoM. 

15 My discussion of nguyen Thai hoc’s execution comes from Paul arnoux’s secret 
report to Pierre Pasquier: Police de l’indochine, secret, no. 7880/sg, hanoi, 18 
June 1930, ‘compte rendu de P[aul] arnoux’, pp. 1–2, in grouping nouveau 
Fond, indochine, file 2525, box 323, caoM and Louis roubaud, Viet-nam, la 
tragédie indo-chinoise, Paris: Librairie valois, 1931, pp. 161–62.

16 ‘arnoux à Monsieur le résident supérieur au Tonkin: déclaration faite par 
nguyen van nho’, no. 3791-s, hanoi, 20 March 1930, in file no. 2 Phan Boi chau, 
box 353, sPce, caoM. nguyen van nho was nguyen Thai hoc’s brother.
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his eyes. The republication of Pasquier’s pro-monarchical, tradition-
minded Annam d’autrefois coincided with the appearance of several 
annamese articles coming down in favor of the word viet-nam. and it 
is no accident that Pasquier simultaneously resurrected the indochinese 
Federal idea and masterminded the first “Bao dai solution” at this point. 
Well into the 1940s, French strategists relied on indochinese federal-
ism and the mobilization of local monarchies as the best way to hold on 
colonially against the rise of “vietnam” (on vichy, see chapter 5).17

 nonetheless, despite its powerful semantic transformation in the 
early 1930s, the word “viet-nam” remained largely unknown to the 
common folk and was most certainly new for many nationalists at the 
time.18 That hoc, nhu, and Tran Trong Kim had to ask the people to 
pronounce this term instead of “annam” is in and of itself revealing. Less 
than a month after the execution of hoc, the famous poet Tan da (who 
had known nhu well) defended the place of “annam” in his literary re-
view, An-Nam Tap Chi, insisting that neither scholars nor peasants were 
accustomed to the word “viet-nam” in their daily language, only “an-
nam”.19 even Bay vien, future leader of the secret and often violent Binh 
Xuyen, was stunned upon arriving at the top-security prison at Poulo 
condor in the early 1930s to hear communist and non-communist po-
litical prisoners yelling “viet-nam” instead of “annam”. as a vnQdd 
prisoner explained to him: “The word “annamite” is from now on to be 
banished from our language. it is a word used by the colonialists. our 

17 Pierre Pasquier, L’Annam d’autrefois, essai sur la constitution de l’Annam avant 
l’intervention française, Paris: société d’éditions géographiques, maritimes et 
coloniales, 1930. on the cultural politics of colonial monarchy in indochina, see 
my ‘Un «  cul de plomb  » et un «  fou génial  »: La mobilisation corporelle des 
rois coloniaux Bao dai et sihanouk en indochine (1919–1953)’, forthcoming in 
agathe Larcher-Goscha and François Guillemot (eds), Le Corps au Vietnam Lyon: 
editions de l’ecole normale supérieure.

18 i rely on the vietnamese debates on the name of the country occurring at this 
same conjuncture. among others, see Linh chieu, ‘annam, viet-nam, hay la 
dai-nam’, Trung Lap, no. 6356 (26 January 1931), p. 1; Phan Khoi, ‘nen Xung 
viet-nam la Phai’, Trung Lap, no. 6367 (7 February 1931), p. 1; Le Quang van, ‘Ta 
co the tay chay an-nam hay khong?’, Luc Tinh Tan Van, no. 3,716 ( January 1931), 
p. 1; Bui The My, ‘ve van de dat ten cho nuoc nam’, Luc Tinh Tan Van, no. 3,745 
( January 1931), p. 1; Phan Khoi, ‘dinh chinh lai cach xung cua nguoi viet-nam’, 
Phu Nu Tan Van, no. 59 (3 July 1930), p. 9; huong Giang, ‘Faut-il appeler autre-
ment l’annam et les annamites’, Echo Annamite, (30 april 1927), p. 1. 

19 nguyen Khac hieu [Tan da], ‘Kinh ngo cung doc-gia chu vi’, An-Nam Tap Chi, 
no. 14 ( July 1930), pp. 1–3
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patrie is to be called by its historic name: vietnam. We, the vietnamese, 
are all sons of the same race. remember this, my brother”.20 in short, 
“viet-nam” was taking form in the minds of revolutionary leaders, above 
all those of the vnQdd, but was not on the lips of the entire popula-
tion. however, when it comes to planning a nationalist revolution, it is 
more often than not the elite that takes the lead in creating new symbols, 
words, and myths. arnoux understood perfectly well what was going on, 
and the Sûreté continued to translate Vietnam systematically into French 
as Annam. The european population understood too from this point or 
soon thereafter that the word “vietnam” and “vietnamese” implied a 
challenge to the colonial order upon which French indochina rested and 
their well-being depended. it is no accident that most european settlers 
refused to use the word “vietnam” or “vietnamese” well into the 1950s, 
if not later.21

 newspapers and conversations circulated the idea of “vietnam”. 
so did French authors writing about the colony. Louis roubaud is a 
case in point. This famous French journalist had witnessed the execu-
tion of nguyen Thai hoc with the head of the Police and published a 
sympathetic account of the events of the early 1930s, entitled Viet-Nam: 
la tragédie indochinoise. his book was read widely both in France and 
indochina. in it, roubaud provides a detailed and rather sympathetic 
account of vietnamese anticolonialism. he was certainly the first to 
bring the vnQdd to a wider audience with a riveting account of its rise 
and fall of the party and the execution of nguyen Thai hoc. The title 
is of course noteworthy for our purposes, too. not only was it the first 
time that the word “vietnam” had appeared publicly in print in French, 
at least to my knowledge, but it also brings us back to this on going con-
tradiction between “indochina” and what was now replacing “annam” 

20 Quoted by Pierre darcourt, Bay Vien: le maître de Cholon, Paris: hachette, 1977, 
p. 95. Lexicographer, dao duy anh listed the word “viet-nam” in his 1931 Han-
Viet Dictionary and in his Franco-annamite dictionary of 1936. it appears under 
the French entry for “annam”. however, his predecessor, Paulus cua, in his 1896 
annamese dictionary, did not list “viet-nam”. he gave the country’s name as 
Nam-Viet and Dai Viet.

21 While i will not take up the question here, many a european settler referred to 
himself as “indochinese” or a “Français d’indochine” by the 1930s, just as many 
europeans referred to themselves as “algerians” (or “americans” for that matter). 
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to become “vietnam” in the nationalist discourse, a term which i will 
now take up in my text.22

coMMUnisT UncerTainT y

in early 1930, ho chi Minh shared the vnQdd’s preference for 
“vietnam”. nonetheless, if the nationalist Party limited its revolution-
ary purview to the eastern part of the peninsula for the next thirty years 
of its topsy-turvy political life, ethnic viet communists could not escape 
the pull of the French indochinese model pushed by the comintern. 
indeed, many of them embraced it. during a central committee meet-
ing in october 1930, on instructions from the comintern, the vcP 
became the indochinese communist Party (icP, Dang Cong San Dong 
Duong). cambodia and Laos became a part of the Party’s geopolitical 
domain in view of the indochina-wide nature of French colonialism and 
the colonial state.23 There was strong support from young vietnamese 
militants pushing a proletarian line, some of whom accused ho of 
narrow-minded nationalism.24 Forming an indochinese alliance with 
Laotian and cambodian anticolonialists also attracted those convinced 
that strength came in numbers. as the internationalist line ran, the 
Laotians and cambodian were also among the oppressed of French 
indochina. all three peoples had thus to struggle together in order 
to overthrow colonial domination and since the form of that colonial 
domination was indochinese, the communists would have to adopt the 
same geopolitical model for its revolutionary operations. 

22 roubaud, Viet-Nam. roubaud was so moved by what he saw at yen Bay that he 
could not wait for the first page to define the term “viet-nam” for his readers. 
Perturbed by this move towards “viet-nam”, nguyen van vinh countered in 
favour of “annam” in 1932. see the debate in ‘annam, dai nam ou viet nam?’, 
L’Annam Nouveau, (9 June 1932), pp. 1–2. however, it would be too simplistic 
to assume that “vietnam” was off limits to colonial nationalists like nguyen van 
vinh or Pham Quynh. Pre-1945 documents show that Pham Quynh used it in 
1917, 1931, and 1945. 

23 ‘Goi cho nhung nguoi cong san o dong duong’, in Van Kien Dang, vol. i, pp. 
31–49. 

24 cited by Khanh, Vietnamese Communism, p. 185 and sophie Quinn-Judge, ‘ho 
chi Minh: new Perspectives from the comintern Files’, Vietnam Forum, no. 14 
(1994), updated version kindly provided to the author by Mrs. Quinn-Judge. For 
a full discussion of ho chi Minh and early vietnamese communism, see sophie 
Quinn-Judge, Ho Chi Minh: The Missing Years, Berkeley: University of california 
Press, 2003. 
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 yet we need perhaps to conduct more research into this question 
before classifying ho chi Minh narrowly as “pro-vietnamese” and 
“anti-indochinese” or as “more” “nationalist” than “communist”. These 
classifications of ho chi Minh tend to be ideological categories that 
tell us more about the state of contemporary historiography in vietnam 
and elsewhere than about the complexities of these 1930–31 debates 
on contesting concepts of space at the time. instead, we might ask as a 
hypothesis whether ho simply chose “vietnam” as a compromise solu-
tion needed to unite competing communist groups unwilling to shed 
their own labels when it came time to create a unified Party? as we have 
seen, in the late 1920s there was already an “indochinese communist 
Party” (Dong Duong Cong San Dang and not Dang Cong San Dong 
Duong) and an “annamese” one (An-Nam Cong San Dang), neither of 
which was keen on shedding its name. “vietnam” was still available as 
something of a compromise solution.25 second, a close reading of ho’s 
proto-communist review, Youth (Thanh Nien), shows that there was 
already an indochinese proletarian line flowing into the revolutionary 
youth League he operated in Guangzhou (canton). in 1926–27, for 
example, a long series of front-page political essays, entitled Nationalist 
Revolution and the Nation, appeared in ho’s review. Quoting Lenin, the 
editorialist argued that the bourgeois class had created “nationalism” as 
a way of controlling the toiling masses. The correct line was to be found 
in an internationalist community of proletarians. The indochinese pat-
tern was there, too: “in indochina, not only must we fight against the 
european and native capitalists, but we must also unite and stir our pro-
letarian compatriots within the five pays of the Union to rise up against 
these tyrants”.26 it is hard to believe that ho was unaware of all of this, 
given his editorial duties at this precise period and his membership in 

25 This comes from an official communist source, writing in 1964 and not in 1976, 
nguyen nghia, ‘Gop them mot it tai lieu’, p. 7, on the compromise solution and also 
Truong chinh, ‘essai sur la révolution vietnamienne, rapport lu devant le congrès 
(plenum sic) national du Parti (Février 1951)’, Book i, pp. 33–34, published by 
the central executive committee, 1952, captured and translated by the French 
and Historique du PCI au Lao Dong, pp. 3–5, in ‘Le Parti ouvrier vietnamien ou 
dang Lao dong viêtnam’, haut commissariat de France en indochine, B.c.r.i., 
no. 1200/y, 21 May 1952, box 10h620, shd.

26 Unsigned, ‘La Patrie’, Thanh Nien, no. 77, 23 January 1927, complete collection 
translated by the French and held in sLoTFoM, série v, box 16, caoM. For the 
entire debate, see ‘La Patrie’, Thanh Nien, nos. 74–77, 79, 81–82, 1926–1927, p. 1 
each time.
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the comintern.27 Third, it is possible that ho said “vietnam” in 1930 
because he understood the ethnic contradictions inherent in the viet 
use of the indochinese model in view of the complex racial diversity 
of the “peoples” of indochina and the difficulty viet revolutionaries 
would have in promoting “Laotian” or “cambodian” revolutions. Use 
of “vietnam” may have allowed him to evoke a needed heroic tradition, 
while keeping revolutionary activities limited, geographically, to the 
east.28

 To some extent, ho chi Minh was caught somewhere in the middle. 
on the one hand, the momentum of French colonialism and the inter-
national communist movement in which he was moving and building 
vietnamese communism pulled him in indochinese ways. after all, ho 
planted the seeds of Lao communism from bases in northeastern siam. 
a dedicated internationalist, he helped get the Malayan communist 
party off the ground in the early 1930s. on the other hand, a simultane-
ous resurgence of an ethnic viet patriotism specifically limited to the 
eastern part of the peninsula checked ho’s indochinese temptations. ho 
must have known that this contradiction between the internationalist 
line (indochina) and a nationalist one (vietnam) was emerging as a 
divisive issue in debates between ranking vnQdd and youth League 
militants. and it would manifest itself even more violently in encounters 
at Poulo condor in the 1930s.29 ho must have found it difficult around 
1930–31 to harness and then keep this militant patriotism in step with 
the internationalist line and the required indochinese model.30 ho’s fail-
ure to convert nguyen hai Than, an older patriot of the early Phan Boi 

27 during this period, eighty copies of each edition were edited and printed by ho 
chi Minh and nguyen hai Than, ‘annexe à la note noël no. 213 du 1 octobre 
1925, 26 et 27 septembre 1925, renseignements fournis par Pinot au cours de 
l’entrevue avec n. chez M’, box 365, sPce, caoM. 

28 Cac van Kien co ban, p. 29, note 2. 
29 Jean-claude demariaux, Les secrets des îles Poulo-Condor, le grand bagne indochi-

nois, Paris: J. Peyronnet, 1956, pp. 171–73; Tran huy Lieu, ‘Phan dau de tro nen 
mot dang vien cong san’ in Hoi ky Tran Huy Lieu, hanoi: nha Xuat Ban Khoa 
hoc Xa hoi, 1991, p. 164; and Peter Zinoman, The Colonial Bastille: A History 
of Imprisonment in Vietnam, 1862–1940, Berkeley: University of california Press, 
2001. 

30 see the icP’s critique of the yen Bay uprising: ‘Ky niem cuoc tan sat o yen Bay, 
chung ta nen nho nhung deu gi?’, Co Vo San, no. 3 (1 February 1931), pp. 1–3, in 
box 48, slotfom série iii, caoM. 
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chau school of thought, to the communist camp in 1925 underscored 
the difficulty of reconciling these two currents.31 
 Whatever ho’s precise thinking, the re-written october Political 
Platform of the icP addressed this spatial and semantic contradiction 
by incorporating cochinchina, annam, Tonkin, cambodia (Cao-mien), 
and Laos (Ai-Lao) into a new political unit referred to as the “land 
of indochina” (xu Dong Duong). Besides continuing the call for the 
overthrow of feudalism, the implementation of land reform, and the 
expulsion of French imperialism, the icP picked up the earlier slogan 
calling for “complete indochinese independence!”32 as a communist 
journal explained: “although these three countries are made up of 
three different races, with different languages, different traditions, dif-
ferent behaviour patterns, in reality they form only one country. […] 
although the Party’s name is only a form, since the form is important 
for the revolution, the change has to be made”.33 in april 1931, as Quynh 
and vinh were wrapping up their debate on the limits of vietnamese 
nationalism, the comintern officially recognized the icP.34

 young militants were no doubt more at ease with this indochinese 
“form” than ho or Pham Quynh. They could look to the soviet Union 
as a helpful reference point in creating an indochinese union. second, 
if nguyen van vinh and Tieu vien saw an indochina in capitalist terms 
by 1930, communists saw a budding indochinese proletariat in the form 
of the growing vietnamese working class toiling away in Laotian silver 
mines and cambodian rubber plantations. By the mid-1930s there were 
around 6,000 vietnamese coolies working in Laotian mines, among 
whom novice communists had been militating since 1930 (the future 
head of the Ministry of Public security, Tran Quoc hoan, joined the 
party while toiling away in a silver mine in Laos).35 a few years later, 

31 Mission noël, envoi 281, 4 May 1926, ‘rivalité entre nguyen ai Quoc et nguyen 
hai Than’ and annexe à note noël, no. 201, 29 July 1925, ‘Traduction d’un rap-
port de Pinot’, files 1925 and 1926, box 365, sPce, caoM. 

32 Tran Phu, Luan cuong chinh tri nam 1930 cua Dang, hanoi: nha Xuat Ban su That, 
1983, pp. 11, 16–17. This is a post 1979 document.

33 cited by Khanh, Vietnamese Communism, p. 128. 
34 ‘dans l’internationale: de très importantes questions ont été discutées’, 

L’Humanité, (25 april 1931), confirmed in ‘Lich su dang cong san dong-duong’, 
Part iii, Thoi-The, no. 14 (19 February 1938), p. 3. 

35 charles robequain, L’Evolution économique de l’Indochine française, Paris: centre 
d’études de politique étrangère, 1939, p. 292; hoang van hoan, Giot Nuoc trong 
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these populations were of such a size that vietnamese communists start-
ed forming their own Workers associations in vientiane and Thakhek 
alongside the non-communist bureaucrats’ Amicales. and technology 
and political relaxations were such that in 1937–38 vietnamese com-
munists could send administrative instructions by telegraph to their 
western indochinese cells.36

 in cambodia, vietnamese communists concentrated their activities 
on the thousands of ethnic viet coolies working on eastern cambodian 
plantations, in small-scale industries, and among the young annamese 
bureaucrats working in Phnom Penh.37 Things continued in this direction 
during the laxer Popular Front period, when vietnamese communists 
organized the famous “indochinese congress” (Dai Hoi Dong Duong), 
whose Laotian and cambodian branches centred, unsurprisingly, on 
vietnamese urban communities in western indochina. icP activists 
attracted hardly any ethnic Khmer or Lao elite or proletarian support. 
in short, indochinese communism remained a largely ethnic viet affair 
despite the indochinese framework.38 as long as the vietnamese failed 
to bring the cambodians and Laotians into their revolutionary system, 
the creation of a shared indochinese socialist community would remain 
elusive.
 nonetheless, the indochinese congress is significant because it 
was yet another effort by vietnamese communists to actualize in more 
concrete terms the wider entity they had been conceptualizing since the 
late 1920s. and both the Popular Front government and international 

Bien Ca, Beijing, np, 1986, pp. 70–71; and Geoffrey c. Gunn, Rebellion in Laos: 
Peasants and Politics in a Colonial Backwater, Boulder: Westview Press, 1990, pp. 
32–57. 

36 ‘Thai do cac nha cam quyen o Thakhek doi voi viec xin lap ai huu Tho Thuyen’, 
Tin Tuc, no. 23 (3–8 august 1938), p. 4 and ‘cung ong ha van Thoat o vientiane’, 
Tin Tuc, no. 37 (24–28 september 1938), p. 2.

37 e. delamarre, L’émigration et l’immigration ouvrière en Indochine, hanoi: 
imprimerie d’extrême-orient, 1931, pp. 17, 27, 33–37; ‘Tim hieu ve dang 
cPc [cam-pu-chia/cambodia]’, hanoi: Military Library, undated but clearly 
post-1979, pp. 7–8; and the vietnamese tracts translated in Police de l’indochine, 
service de la sûreté du cambodge, no. 270-sG, Phnom Penh, 1 april 1931, in box 
225, résidence supérieur, cambodge, caoM. 

38 ‘Tim hieu ve dang cPc’, pp. 8–9 and Georges Freysey, ‘Le peuple cambodgien et 
la commission d’enquête parlementaire’, Le Travail, no.1 (16 september 1936), p. 
4. The best discussion of this congress remains daniel hémery, Révolutionnaires 
vietnamiens et pouvoir colonial en Indochine, Paris: Maspero, 1975.
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communist movement were still requiring the indochinese model for 
imagining the postcolonial, revolutionary state. The icP kept in step on 
both counts. its revolutionary slogan remained “complete independence 
of indochina” with a view to creating a “soviet republic” of indochina. 
as the political organ headed by a ranking communist duong Bach Mai 
put it in 1938: “Must we always repeat that as communists we would 
never cease to be the determined partisans of the independence of 
indochina and of the construction of socialism in this country”.39 
 French colonial administrators and vietnamese communists had 
thus one thing in common throughout the 1930s. Both were envi-
sioning parallel, though opposing, indochinese states as the political 
endpoints in the evolution of the colony. in a resolution approved at 
the icP’s Macao congress of 1935 (which ho did not attend), com-
munists promised the Laotian, cambodians, and other ethnic minori-
ties the right to “self-determination”, but they also aimed to place them 
within the wider state to be called the “soviet Union of the indochinese 
republic” (Lien bang cong hoa xo-viet Dong-duong).40 even the central 
committee of the communist Party of china supported the idea of a 
future political structure to be known as “soviet indo-china”.41 in 1939, 
another internal communist document explained that the postcolo-
nial state would be called the “Federal Government of the democratic 
republic of indochina” (Chinh Phu Lien Bang Cong Hoa Dan Chu Dong 
Duong).42

 even ho chi Minh could go indochinese if need be. While he may 
have had private doubts about the viability of the indochinese model, 
in practice he seems to have accepted the new line demanded by the 
comintern and many vietnamese revolutionaries. in a letter dated 20 

39 ‘La défense de l’indochine’, Le Peuple, (5 april 1938), p. 1 and also ‘notre poli-
tique’, L’Avant-garde, no. 1 (29 May 1937), pp. 1, 4. 

40 ‘nghi quyet ve cong tac trong cac dan toc thieu so’, in Van Kien Dang, vol. i, pp. 
528–535.

41 as this document read: “The frontier separating china from indo-china stretches 
for several hundred kilometres. […] it is not the first time that the communist 
Parties of china and indo-china are linked up by the closest fraternal bonds in 
the struggle against the common enemy”. ‘open Letter to the communist Party 
of indo-china from the central committee of the communist Party of china’, 
august 1934, translated in Straits Settlements Police, Political Intelligence Journal, 39 
september 1934, pp. 77–80, GG, caoM.

42 Nhung Su Kien, p. 484.
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april 1931, he scolded dissenting colleagues in the annam section 
who balked at accepting the indochinese name on the grounds that 
“cambodia and Laos would first have to be [properly] organised.” he 
reminded them of comintern instructions calling for the creation of an 
indochinese-wide Party.43

 after spending much of the 1930s in Moscow, ho returned to the 
vietnamese revolutionary scene in 1940–41. in order to attract wide 
social support for a new national front, he breathed new life into the 
word “vietnam” through the Viet Nam Doc Lap Dong Minh (Vietnamese 
Independence League, or Viet Minh for short). yet this does not necessar-
ily mean that he or his followers had abandoned the indochinese model. 
in what may be a compromise to the internationalist indochinese line, 
vietnamese communists, including ho, attempted simultaneously to 
form both a cambodian independence League (Cao-Mien Doc Lap 
Dong Minh) and a Laotian independence League (Ai-Lao Doc Lap 
Dong Minh). Working together, the three national leagues were part of 
a vietnamese vision of a larger federated entity that was to be known 
as the indochinese independence League (Dong Duong Doc Lap Dong 
Minh). This wider indochinese front would be directed by a “central 
executive committee” (Tong Bo) under which three national “commit-
tees” (chap uy) would represent “each country of the Union”.44 The icP’s 
national front, like the communist party itself continued to operate along 
indochinese lines. even in his famous letter to his countrymen (written 
in chinese) in 1941, ho too gave away a 1930s comintern accent when 
he criticized the French for having ceded parts of “our land” (dat dai cua 
ta) to Thailand. ho was referring to western cambodia and Laos – not 

43 Gouvernement Général de l’indochine, direction des affaires Politiques et de la 
sûreté Générale, Contribution à l’histoire des mouvements politiques de l’Indochine 
Française, Documents – Volume IV., hanoi: np, 1933, ‘Traduction de la lettre autog-
raphe de nguyen ai Quoc, envoyée de hong Kong, le 20 avril 1931, au comité 
central du Parti communiste indochinois,’ p. 114, compared with original in box 
365, sPce, caoM.

44 stein Tønnesson, The Vietnamese Revolution of 1945, London: sage Publications, 
1991, pp. 124 and 150, note 46, citing a French intelligence translation of the viet 
Minh’s 1941 Political Programme and Tran huy Lieu, et al., Tai Lieu Tham Khao 
Lich Su Cach Mang Can Dai Viet Nam: Phong Trao Chong Phat Xit va Cac Cuoc 
Khoi Nghia Bac Son, Nam Ky, Do Luong, volume 10, hanoi: nha Xuat Ban van su 
dia, 1957, p. 49.
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vietnam.45 according to the Party regulations approved during the 
eighth Plenum of the icP’s central committee on 20 May 1941, “the 
icP is the unique forward army of the proletarian class of indochina. 
it is the leader of this class and of the universality of the indochinese 
people, working for a revolution of liberation and working for the total 
independence of indochina [… in view] of realising socialism, the first 
stage of communism”.46 The slogan of a “Union of socialist indochinese 
soviet republics” was allegedly dropped during this Plenum, but it 
did not rule out the possibility of a future “[indochinese] Union of 
democratic republics” as the projected postcolonial state.47 Until mid-
1945, the ethnic-viet icP leadership envisioned the creation of three 
revolutionary states existing together within the political framework of 
an indochinese Union or Federation. Like their vietnamese opponents 
allied with the French, however, vietnamese communists never thought 
to ask what the Laotian and cambodians might have thought about go-
ing indochinese.

45 ‘Thu cua cu nguyen ai Quoc Gui ve nuoc nam 1941 (6 June 1941)’, in Minh 
Tranh and hoang Luong, Tap Chi Nghien Cuu Lich Su, no. 249 (February 1990), 
p. 49; ‘Thu cua cu nguyen ai Quoc Gui ve nuoc nam 1941 (6 June 1941)’, as 
reproduced and translated from chinese by Tran huy Lieu, Tai Lieu tham khao 
lich su, vol. 10, p. 61; Trinh van Thao, Vietnam du confucianisme au communisme, 
Paris: L’harmattan, 1990, p. 220; and ‘Letter from abroad (1941)’ in Bernard Fall, 
Ho Chi Minh on Revolution, Selected Writings, 1920–1966, new york: Frederick a 
Praeger, 1967, p. 132. 

46 ‘Traduction d’une brochure en annamite, Page de titre: ‘réglements sommaires 
du Parti, 2ème édition’, p. 1, signed “approuvé par l’ensemble de la viiième 
assemblée du comité central, le 20 mai 1941”. This document was seized in the 
office of the executive committee of a “special v[iet] M[inh] cell” [rather an icP 
one] at hanoi by an agent of the “Us intelligence service”. haut commissariat de 
France pour l’indochine, Le conseiller diplomatique, no. 3803/c.d., very secret, 
4 august 1947, in volume 161, asie-océanie, indochine, archives du Ministère 
des affaires étrangères. 

47 hollis c. hebbel, ‘The special relationship in indochina’, in Joseph J. Zasloff, ed., 
Postwar Indochina, Washington: Foreign service institute, 1988, p. 110.
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C h A P t e r  4

C o n t e s t i n G  s pa C e  a n d  p l a C e 
i n  i n d o C h i n a :  l a o t i a n  a n d 

C a m b o d i a n  V i e w s

F
ew, if any, of the Laotian and cambodian elites wanted to go 
indochinese. however, they most certainly had something to 
say about all of this indochinese talk on the part of the French 

and vietnamese. Lao Prince Phetsarath was not the only one to speak 
out (chapter 2). in fact, the vietnamese exchange of 1931 between Pham 
Quynh and nguyen van vinh was matched by a second “great” debate 
on the idea of “indochina” pitting vietnamese against cambodians. This 
second exchange focused not only on cambodian reservations about 
the spatial reality of indochina; it also discussed in detail the place each 
of them would or would not hold in such an indochinese state. agreeing 
on a territorially delineated colonial state was only part of the equation; 
defining who belonged to it as “citizens” was just as important. 
 in a myriad of ways, the dynamics of colonialism not only engen-
dered complex interactions between the colonized and the colonizer as 
we have seen in the previous three chapters, but it also set into motion 
a new set of “inter-colonial” asian connections among the colonized, 
ones which directly affected the nature of the “colonial encounter”, to 
borrow Georges Ballandier’s famous term.1 Many among the Laotian, 
cambodian, vietnamese, and chinese subject elites engaged each other 
and the French in intense and fascinating debates about the political, 
legal, cultural, and economic place each group held in the colonial state. 
and this second “great” debate among the colonized can also shed new 
light on why indochina, unlike indonesia, failed to emerge as an opera-

1 Georges Balandier, ‘La situation coloniale: approche théorique’, Cahiers 
internationaux de sociologie, vol. Xi (1951), pp. 44–79.
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tional, shared model for imagining and realizing a postcolonial state. To 
put it bluntly, the Laotians and cambodians wanted nothing to do with 
indochina, whether vietnamese or French.2 

reconFiGUrinG inTer-asian conTacTs 
in a TiMe oF coLoniaLisM

Few would disagree that the creation of French indochina reconfigured 
the nature of inter-asian contacts inside the new colonial state, as did 
the dutch colonial project in “indonesia” and the British ones in india, 
Malaya, and the straits settlements. For one, vietnamese, Laotians, 
cambodians, and a variety of “ethnic minorities” were now living within 
the same state – a colonial one ruled by a european power. This was 
historically unprecedented: the dai nam empire had never managed 
such an extensive state or centralized control over Laos, cambodia, or 
the highlands. second, the French facilitated vietnamese and chinese 
immigration to and within all of indochina. The mechanics of this had 
important demographic, social, and political effects that became major 
points of contention during the colonial period and long after decoloni-
zation set in. in 1874, an early colonial census noted 4,452 vietnamese 
out of a total cambodian population of 746,424. in 1911, after signifi-
cant vietnamese immigration, the totals were 79,050 vietnamese versus 
1,360,188 cambodians. Ten years later, however, the vietnamese popu-
lation in cambodia almost doubled to 140,225 out of a total Khmer 
population of two million. While these numbers are most certainly 
subject to caution, the impact of French colonialism on vietnamese 
movements into cambodia is clear. The most visible manifestation of 
this increase in immigration obviously occurred in urban centres, above 
all in Phnom Penh where the vietnamese numbered only 18,990 in 
1921, but represented 61.51% of the total urban population.3 There, 
as we discussed in chapter 1, they worked as bureaucrats, shopkeepers, 

2 By ‘inter-asian’ here, i mean exchanges among the colonized asians residing 
within the French indochinese colonial state. i develop this approach further in my 
‘inter-asian debates and intersecting colonial encounters in French indochina: 
Three case studies’, Modern Asian Studies, vol. 43, part 5 (september 2009), pp. 
1189–1228. on the indonesian side, see david henley’s work, ‘ethnographic 
integration’. 

3 alain Forest, Le Cambodge et la colonisation française: Histoire d’une colonisation 
sans heurts (1897–1920), Paris: L’harmattan, 1980, pp. 445–448 and Khy Phanra, 
‘La communauté vietnamienne au cambodge à l’époque du protectorat français 
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policemen, and tailors. They increasingly played a role in the colonial 
transformation of western indochina, working away as mechanics and 
plantation workers, pumping gas, and driving buses across the pre-colo-
nial borders dividing vietnam from cambodia and Laos. in July 1936, 
the cambodian population topped three million, with the vietnamese 
numbering 191,000.4 
 again, there was nothing unique about this. across colonial southeast 
asia, european colonizers increased chinese and indian immigration to 
help man and build their colonial states. new shipping lanes, roads, rail-
way lines, canals, buses, cars, and even outboard motors led to increased 
movements of more people, who were moving faster and further than 
before. The colonial need for cheap labour in southeast asia, the coastal 
and maritime colonization of china by the european powers, and of 
course the weakness of the Qing and subsequent nationalist states in 
china well into the 1930s, facilitated massive movements of chinese im-
migrants into southeast asia. in 1879, there were some 45,000 chinese 
living in cochinchina. in 1921, the French counted around 156,000.5 
even more chinese moved to the British straits settlement, above all 
singapore, while indians immigrated to Burma in large numbers to work 
in the British india colonial bureaucracy and urban economy in rangoon 
and Mandalay. indeed, indian civil servants circulated within the wider 
British colonial state, including the colonial province of Burma, like the 
thousands of vietnamese pushing paper in colonial offices in the western 
pays of Laos and cambodia.
 if Laotian and cambodian nationalists would later resent this 
French reliance on the vietnamese – and the vietnamese the French 
economic dependence on the chinese – both forgot that the French 
would have been just as willing to work with vietnamese commercial 
networks had they existed or to recruit and dispatch ethnic Khmer and 
Lao civil servants or laborers to work in hanoi, saigon, or the mines of 
hon Gay had the latter been so disposed. The French preferred instead 

(1863–1953)’, Paris, doctoral thesis, Université de la sorbonne nouvelle, Paris 
iii, 1974, pp. 211–219. 

4 cambodge, ‘note de la résidence supérieure sur l’etat social des populations du 
cambodge et activité administrative’, p. 2, file Bc, box 23, commission Guernut, 
centre des archives d’outre-mer (hereafter, caoM). 

5 Tsai Maw-Kuey, Les Chinois au Sud-Vietnam, Paris: Bibliothèque nationale, 1968, 
p. 38. 
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Figure 13: indochinese Postal service (brochure held in ecole nationale des Langues 
orientales et vivantes, Paris)
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to tap into pre-existing chinese commercial networks and vietnamese 
bureaucratic proclivities in order to operate their local indochinese 
commercial networks, administration, public works, and postal ser-
vices. Moreover, vietnamese elites collaborated with the colonizer in 
much greater numbers and with more fervour than the cambodians and 
the Laotians. if the French developed a policy of “Franco-annamese 
collaboration” with the vietnamese after World War i (see chapters 1 
and 2), they never created such a colonial policy for the cambodians, 
the Laotians, or the upland populations until the Japanese and Thais 
forced vichy France to do so (see chapter 5).6

 as we saw, colonial stereotypes also influenced how the asian colo-
nized would come to view each other during the colonial period. From 
the outset, the French considered the vietnamese to be more “indus-
trious”, “intelligent”, and “cunning”, whereas the cambodians and Lao 
were characterized as “childlike”, “sweet”, and “lazy”.7 This reinforced the 
French proclivity to recruit the more “dynamic” vietnamese. speaking 
of the vietnamese working as civil servants in the Résidence supérieure 
in cambodia in the 1930s, one French administrator said that they 
had “provided precious services while waiting for the Khmer to evolve 
sufficiently to take the place of the annamese in his [the cambodian’s] 
own country: as the secretaries, technical agents, mailmen, doctors, 
and indochinese veterinarians, etc.”8 such arguments served as mantras 
throughout the colonial period and were often taken up by the colo-
nized themselves. as biased as they were, these clichés impacted upon 
how asians perceived each other and often reacted (see chapter 2). 
 The colonial transformation of demographics and inter-ethnic 
relations in western indochina posed a problem for the French by the 

6 on Franco-annamese collaboration, see agathe Larcher-Goscha, ‘La légitimation 
française en indochine: Mythes et réalités de la collaboration franco-vietnamienne 
et du réformisme colonial (1905–1945)’, Paris, doctoral thesis, Université de 
Paris vii, 2000. 

7 These stereotypes are present in French official and non-official documents and 
discourses. For a nice example, see albert Peyronnet, senator from allier, ‘La 
rénovation du cambodge’ in Les Annales Coloniales, 31 March 1914. on this 
question, see alain Forest, ‘Les portraits du cambodgien’ in ASEMI, volume iv, 
no. 2 (1973), pp. 81–107. 

8 Le Bon, ‘résidence de Kratié, enquête no. 3’, sub-file résidence de Kampot, 
enquête no. 3, 1 June 1938, file commission d’enquête dans les territoires d’outre-
mer, enquête no. 3, Migrations intérieures, box 96, commission Guernut, caoM. 
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1930s. This was particularly true in cambodia. For if the French had 
justified their colonial intervention there in the late nineteenth century 
on the grounds that they had “saved” the cambodians from being swal-
lowed by the Thais and the vietnamese, this claim was contradicted by 
the French decision to rely on vietnamese bureaucrats and workers to 
run the lower but vital levels of the colonial state in cambodia. By the 
1930s, several colonial administrators who had long lived and worked in 
the country knew it and began calling for protective policies that would 
directly affect the nature of inter-asian interactions well into the post-
colonial period. Frenchmen such as Louis Manipoud, roland Meyer, 
and charles rochet became active supporters of western indochinese 
interests and identities, considering themselves to be more Lao and 
Khmer than the Lao and Khmers themselves (on colonial defenders of 
local patriotisms, see chapter 2). speaking of the problem of vietnamese 
emigration to cambodia, one French official wrote around 1938:

The immigrating French subject or protégé9 undoubtedly has the right 
to our solicitude; however the indigenous [the cambodians] has fought 
too hard for his independence for the protecting country [France] to 
help develop [vietnamese] colonies, who remain for the cambodians 
“foreigners”. in his misfortune, the cambodian turned to us in full 
confidence. By organizing, administratively, mass migrations [of ethnic 
vietnamese to cambodia], we would run the risk of losing the friend-
ship of the cambodian country (pays).10

 That said, despite memories of pre-French vietnamese expansion and 
domination of cambodia, the two peoples were not always “hereditary 
enemies” – no more than the chinese and vietnamese were destined 
to remain “eternal” adversaries in spite of some one thousand years of 
chinese imperial rule of “an-nam”. sino-vietnamese marriages were 
common long before the French arrived and chinese traders had long 
contributed to the economic and cultural vibrancy of pre-colonial 
vietnam. nor were relations between cambodians and vietnamese 
always antagonistic. numerous uprisings in the nineteenth century 
had witnessed vietnamese catholics and cambodians joining together 

9 That is: the ethnic vietnamese from the cochinchinese colony (subjects) or from 
the protectorates of annam or Tonkin (protected subjects). 

10 P. chalier, Pursat, file enquête no. 3-a Questions générales, not dated, box 96, 
commission Guernut, caoM (circa 1938). 
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against colonial expansion.11 There were also (and still are) mixed 
marriages between vietnamese and cambodians and many a southern 
vietnamese could speak Khmer – and vice versa. The well-known 
cambodian nationalist, dap chhuon, had two vietnamese wives at one 
point. son ngoc Thanh’s mother was sino-vietnamese. vietnamese in 
cambodia could participate in cambodian cultural events at the local 
levels. and it is worth noting that former cambodian King norodom 
sihanouk never hid the fact that his father spoke vietnamese as a second 
language, not French.12

 The problem was that an increasing number of vietnamese located 
in urban centres, pushing pencils in the colonial bureaucracy or toil-
ing away on rubber plantations, bumped up against an urban-based 
cambodian and Laotian nationalist elite increasingly opposed to the 
growing role the vietnamese were playing in the administration and 
modernization of their state, colonial or not, and increasingly angry at 
the French colonizer for allowing these “foreigners” to do so. rather 
than continuing to see the vietnamese (or the chinese though in more 
complex ways) as important historical contributors to the development 
of the cambodian and Laotian states and economies as in the past, mod-
ern cambodian and Laotian nationalists increasingly began to construct 
the vietnamese as “outsiders”, a threat to an emerging, inclusive national 
identity in the making during the colonial period.
 colonial legal categories reinforced this “othering” by creating new 
social groups based on divide and rule, race, politics, economics, law 
not to mention the complex, drawn-out nature of the French conquest 
of indochina (1859–1907). Like the modern nation-states spreading 
across europe in the nineteenth century, european powers created new 
territorially bounded spaces in the non-Western colonial world with ac-
companying legal categories defining who belonged to these new colonial 
domains and their subunits – and who did not.  in the national context 

11 Forest, Le Cambodge, p. 458 and his ‘cambodgiens et vietnamiens au cambodge 
pendant le protectorat français (1863–1920)’ in Pluriel, no. 4 (1975), pp. 3–24. 

12 ambassade de France au cambodge, ‘Gorcé au Mae’, 2 March 1959, p. 4, volume 
11, series cambodge, grouping cLv [cambodge Laos vietnam], archives du 
Ministère des affaires étrangères (hereafter, Mae); d.v.c., ‘Le théâtre cambodgien 
vu par un annamite’, Le Khmer, (11 January 1936), p. 2; and norodom sihanouk, 
Souvenirs doux et amers, Paris: hachette, 1981, p. 42. apparently sihanouk’s father 
spoke vietnamese fluently.
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sweeping europe in the nineteenth century, nation-states tended to intro-
duce inclusive nationalities or citizenship based on the concepts of jus solis 
or jus sanguinis.13 however, in their colonial manifestations in the “dutch 
indies”, “British Malaya”, and “French indochina”, things were very differ-
ent. european nation-states would not necessarily extend French or British 
citizenship to their newly annexed colonial ones. other than a handful of 
the colonized who were “naturalized” French, the “colonized” never ob-
tained full French citizenship via the empire. This was true in algeria; it 
also applied in indochina. nor did it follow that the european colonizers 
would necessarily create an all inclusive, homogenous colonial citizenship 
for all those subjects residing within their respective territorially bounded 
states in asia and africa. in indonesia and indochina, therefore, colonial 
subjects never became full-fledged dutch or French citizens. nor did they 
become legally defined “indonesian” or “indochinese” colonial citizens.14 

13 rogers Brubaker has argued for nineteenth-century France and Germany that the 
constitution of modern citizenship marked “a crucial moment in the development 
of the infra structure of the modern state and the state system” rogers Brubaker, 
Citizenship and Nationhood in France and Germany, cambridge, Mass.: harvard 
University Press, 1992, p. 72.

14 new scholarship has provided insights into the emergence of modern european 
colonial citizenship and its impact upon relationships between the colonizers and 
colonized and especially that of the métis, the offspring of mixed marriages. see 
emmanuelle saada, ‘Paternité et citoyenneté en situation coloniale: Le débat sur 
les “reconnaissances frauduleuses” et la construction d’un droit imperial’ Politix, 
volume 17, no. 66 (2004), pp. 107–136; her ‘volontés de savoir coloniales: les 
enquêtes sur les métis, 1908–1937’, in Gérard Grunberg and Monique Lakroum 
(eds), Histoire des métissages hors d’Europe: nouveaux mondes, nouveaux peuples, 
Paris: L’harmattan, 1999, pp. 65–685; her Les enfants de la colonie: Les métis de 
l’Empire français entre sujétion et citoyenneté, Paris: Éditions La découverte, 2007; 
Lora Wildenthal, ‘race, Gender, and citizenship in the German colonial empire’, 
in Frederick cooper and ann Laura stoler, eds, Tensions of Empire: Colonial 
Cultures in A Bourgeois World, Berkeley: University of california Press, 1997, 
pp. 263–283. on colonial categories in dutch indonesia and British Malaya, 
see charles coppel, ‘The indonesian chinese. Foreign orientals, netherlands 
subjects, and indonesian citizen’ in Barry hooker (ed.), Law and the Chinese in 
Southeast Asia, singapore: institute of southeast asian studies, 2002, pp. 131–149 
and c. Fasseur, ‘cornerstone and stumbling block. racial classification and the 
late colonial state in indonesia’ in robert cribb (ed.), The Late Colonial state in 
Indonesia: Political and Economic Foundations of the Netherlands Indies. 1880–1942, 
Leiden: KiTLv Press, 1994, pp. 31–55; charles hirschman, ‘The making of race 
in colonial Malaya: political economy and racial ideology’, Sociological Forum, vol. 
1, no. 2 (spring 1986), pp. 330–361; and his ‘The Meaning and Measurement 
of ethnicity in Malaysia: an analysis of census classifications’, Journal of Asian 
Studies, vol. 46, no. 3 (august 1987), pp. 555–582. as important as this body of 
scholarship most certainly is, hardly any of it touches upon how colonial categories 
affected relationship among the colonized themselves. 
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only politically independent Thailand, Turkey, and Japan were in a posi-
tion to apply modern nationalist notions of citizenship to all the subjects 
of their territorially bounded states in a nationally, inclusive way.15

 rather than creating and imposing one indochinese nationality for 
their indochinese colonial state, the French created a variety of legal 
identities for the “indigenous” (indigènes) living within the indochinese 
Union. Those born in the French colony of cochinchina, for example, 
the “cochinchinese”, became French “subjects” (sujets français), not 
French citizens (citoyen français). Those coming from the protectorates 
(that is the ‘annamese’, ‘Tonkinese’, ‘Laotians’, cambodians, and the na-
tive denizens of Kouang Tcheou Wan) were considered legally to be pro-
tégés français (French-protected subjects; again, not French citizens).16 at 
a second territorial level, that of the indochinese colonial state, ethnic 
viet born or residing in “cochinchina” were defined by colonial law as 
“cochinchinese nationals”, while the annamese and the Tonkinese en-
joyed their own nationalities corresponding to their respective territories. 
in other words, territorial nationalities existed for the cochinchinese, 
the annamese, and Tonkinese pays/regions. There was no such thing as 
“vietnamese” colonial citizenship or nationality, because “vietnam” did 

15 The Thais understood the power of modern nationality well, to the point of using 
their own racially constructed categories for nationality to justify the deconstruction 
of western French indochina along Thai national lines. see david streckfuss, ‘The 
Mixed colonial Legacy in siam: origins of Thai racialist Thought, 1890–1910’ in 
Laurie sears, Autonomous Histories, Particular Truths: Essays in Honor of John Smail, 
Madison: University of Wisconsin center for southeast asian studies, Monograph 
no. 11, 1993, pp. 123–143; Thongchai Winichakul, Siam Mapped: A History of the 
Geo-Body of a Nation, chiang Mai, silkworm Books, 1994; and soren ivarsson, 
‘Making Laos our space: Thai discourses on history and race, 1900–1941’ 
and akiko iijima, ‘The Nyuan in Xaignaboury and cross-border Links to nan’, in 
christopher e. Goscha and soren ivarsson (eds), Contesting Visions of the Lao Past: 
Lao Historiography at the Crossroads, copenhagen: nias Press, 2004, pp. 239–264 
and 165–180, respectively.

16 in French colonial law, “indigenous” (the equivalent of the British colonial term of 
“native” at the time) referred generally to the “aboriginal population” of a colonial 
territory that had been annexed by France (a colony) or placed under a protectorate 
or a mandate. Sujets français could be an indigenous vietnamese from the legally 
constituted colony of cochinchina, or those “born in and resident in” the colonial 
“municipalities” of hanoi, haiphong, and Tourane (da nang). French protégés 
could be ethnic vietnamese from the protectorates of Tonkin, annam, Laos, or 
cambodia. Theoretically, French colonial law apparently considered Laos to be 
a colony and hence its members sujets français. henry solus, Traité de la condition 
des indigènes en droit privés: colonies et pays de protectorat, Paris: recueil sirey, 1927, 
pp. 11–12, 35–45, 55.
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not exist as a legally and internationally recognized state. nor was there 
an inclusive “annamese nationality” regrouping all the ethnic viet living 
in cochinchina, annam and/or Tonkin. and most importantly for our 
purposes here, at the level of the colonial state, the indochinese Union 
created in 1887, the French never created an inclusive indochinese colo-
nial citizenship for all those residing within this space.17

 The French classified the ethnic chinese as “asian foreigners” or 
Asiatiques étrangers. The French maintained and consolidated pre-existing 
chinese congregations (bang) for their own economic interests. Unlike 
the Japanese,18 the chinese were theoretically subject to vietnamese law 
and courts as Asiatiques étrangers and not to French law. in reality, how-
ever, the chinese congregational heads answered to the French colonial 
state, often paid very high taxes, and continued to serve as economic 
intermediaries and sources of labour for the colonial power. according 
to the colonial legal specialist henry solus, the French categorization of 
the “chinese” as “Asiatiques étrangers” was based on “race” rather than 
on French notions of jus solis.19 Thus, by maintaining the congregations 
apart on racial grounds, the French made it harder to assimilate the 
chinese into the local populations during the colonial period and sowed 
the seeds for inter-ethnic tension later on.20 

17 significantly, inside the indochinese colonial state, each pays was given its 
own colonial nationality. during the interwar period, ethnic minority groups 
born within or residing in one of the five colonial sub-units of indochina were 
considered to be “nationals” of that pays. separate colonial civil codes existed for 
each of the five pays. see, for example: Code Civil de l’Annam (partie française), 
hue: imprimerie Phuc Long, 1936, p. 13, Livre Premier des Personnes: Titre 
premier de la nationalité, articles 13, 14, 15, and 17. according to article 14, non-
viet ethnic minorities were defined legally as annamese subjects: “sont également 
considérés comme sujets annamites tous individus issus de groupements ethniques 
non rattachés à une nationalité jouissant de la personnalité internationale et fixés 
de façon permanente sur le territoire de l’annam”.

18 Their level of “civilization” was deemed by the French to be such that Japanese 
enjoyed the same legal status as europeans. see also c. Fasseur, ‘cornerstone and 
stumbling block’, pp. 31–55.

19 solus, Traité de la condition des indigènes en droit privés, pp. 60–71 and Louis nicolas, 
Les étrangers et le domaine cambodgien, Paris: Éditions domat, Montchrestien, 
1934, p. 149. 

20 solus, Traité de la condition des indigènes en droit privés, pp. 64–65, 176 and Melissa 
cheung, ‘The Legal Position of ethnic chinese in indochina under French 
rule’ in Barry hooker, Law and Chinese in Southeast Asia, singapore: institute of 
southeast asian studies, 2002, pp. 32–36. 
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 it is not sure that French colonial experts truly grasped the poten-
tially divisive force that their categories could have on relations among 
the asian colonized and even for the survival of their own colonial state. 
This was despite the fact that one of French indochina’s most eminent 
legal experts at the time, ernest hoeffel, had put his finger on the prob-
lem when he wrote the following:

To grant to a select few of them a particular legal status can be seen as a 
kind of privileged status, especially when it is analogous to the special 
status reserved for the nationals of the protecting people [the French]. 
This spreads the seeds of future dissensions, ever growing rivalries; it 
is tantamount to breaking the unity of the country, the cohesion of its 
interests and its normal social evolution.21 

 Unlike the nation-states in europe rogers Brubaker has analyzed 
expertly, the colonial state tended to create a heteroclite range of legal 
categories and in so doing generated a new set of divisive inter-asian 
tensions, exchanges, and differences not only over space but also over 
place. This is at the heart of the second great indochinese debate of the 
1930s. 

acT i: The “GreaT” vieTnaMese–caMBodian 
deBaTe oF The 1930s

if the vietnamese regretted not being able to turn the chinese into 
“vietnamese” in the 1930s,22 many of these same vietnamese fought 
tooth and nail against cambodian efforts to limit ethnic viet immigra-
tion westwards, to expel those living in cambodia, or to transform them 
into Cambodian subjects. during the 1930s, vietnamese, cambodian, 
and French elites became involved in a drawn-out debate focused 
mainly on two issues: 1) the cambodian legal right to assimilate the 
immigrant vietnamese, turning them into cambodian nationals, and 2) 
the vietnamese attempt to block this cambodian assimilation by advo-
cating a wider, inclusive indochinese citizenship based on the colonial 
territorial model. such an indochinese citizenship, it was thought, would 
allow the vietnamese to live, work, and move in western indochina free 
from cambodian and Laotian control and assimilation. 

21 cited by Khy Phanra, ‘La communauté vietnamienne au cambodge’, p. 313.
22 on the relationship between the chinese and the vietnamese, see my ‘inter-asian 

debates’, pp. 1189–1228.
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 it was a question of time before the question of colonial nationality 
became an issue. Mention of it had been made in the 1931 debates over 
the spatial concept of indochina between Pham Quynh and nguyen 
van vinh (see chapter 2). in october of that year, La Presse indochinoise 
reported that the Résident supérieur in cambodia had unilaterally ex-
pelled to cochinchina an “annamese mayor” (meaning an ethnic viet 
village leader in this instance). This decision was apparently the result of 
a local altercation between his “annamese village” and Khmers living in 
the area. La Presse indochinoise asked whether the colonial state had the 
legal right to expel this “annamese” from cambodia, since this particular 
individual had been born in the pays of cambodia. after all, this writer 
continued, the French assimilationist conception of nationality, jus solis 
in particular, should have turned anyone born in that territory (the pays 
of cambodia) into one of its nationals, regardless of ethnicity. Territory, 
not ethnicity, should define belonging. 
 But did the French concept of an inclusive nationality apply in 
the colonial state and to its colonized, the paper asked? “What is the 
legal status of an annamese born in cambodia?” the author wondered. 
Thinking in republican terms, the apparently French editors defended 
the annamese/viet individual born in cambodia along metropolitan 
nationally-inclusive lines:

in France, a foreigner who is born there [in France] is French. But here, 
in [colonial] cambodia? We would be very happy to be informed of this 
matter. and this is a useful matter [to elucidate]: For here we will have 
all the annamese [ethnic viet] in cambodia who are going to have a 
reason to begin trembling, if the bizarre procedure that we have noted 
becomes a regularized one.23

in other words, could a fellow colonized of the same French indochinese 
colonial state be deemed – legally – a ‘foreigner’ in one of its member 
pays, especially if he/she had been born in that territory? and to what 
degree would ethnicity/race (jus sanguinis) or place of birth/territory 
(jus solis) – determine legal belonging in the colonial context? This was 
clearly an important question for those threatened by expulsion or for 

23 ‘Point de droit: Peut-on expulser du cambodge un annamite qui y est né : surtout 
quand il a raison?’ La Presse Indochinoise, no. 346 (3–4 october 1931), p. 5.
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those determined to control immigration. it also brings out the prob-
lems of indochinese identity in very revealing ways. 
 shortly thereafter, a second article appeared, penned by a vietnamese 
who had consulted a French lawyer about the Résident superieur’s recent 
decision. according to this legal expert, the Résident supérieur’s decision 
to expel the annamese was illegal, because the annamese in question 
had been born in the pays of cambodia. Territory trumped ethnicity. 
This did not, however, change the colonial outcome: the vietnamese 
mayor in question was forced to leave cambodia. as this vietnamese 
writer asked his readers, “are we thus at the mercy of any decision to run 
us out of this country?”24 

iMaGininG caMBodian coLoniaL 
naTionaLiT y: assiMiL aTion or eXcLUsion?

Things cooled down for a while and then, in 1934, La Presse indochinoise 
set off a bigger debate, when it published a series of vietnamese letters 
critical of the cambodian mentality and ingratitude they had shown to-
wards the vietnamese and for what the latter had done for the develop-
ment of cambodia.25 Just as the chinese residing in eastern indochina 
could speak of vietnamese “lethargy” and “ingratitude”,26 so too did 
an equally insensitive stereotype bring vietnamese and cambodian 
nationalist elites into heated confrontation. Four cambodian writers 
stand out in terms of their responses and arguments to the vietnamese 
and the French: nimo rathavan, “i.K.”, Khémarak Bottra, and above 

24 ‘Le statut des annamites nés et travaillant au cambodge’ in La Presse Indochinoise, 
no. 347 (10–11 october 1931), p. 6. Unfortunately, we have no study of such 
questions based on the legal archives of the indochinese colonial state. if the 
colonized were writing in newspapers, they were most certainly trying to defend 
themselves before colonial courts. such sources would provide a gold mine of 
information on such complex questions of nationality, race relations, and social 
history. on the history of the legal status of the vietnamese in indochina, see Jean-
christophe careghi, ‘Le statut personnel des vietnamiens en indochine de 1887 à 1954’, 
aix-en-Provence, thesis, Université d’aix-Marseille, 2002 (which i have not been able to 
locate). 

25 achay, ‘Frères ennemis: se résoudra-t-on enfin, à une politique ethnique au 
cambodge ?’ La Presse indochinoise, (30 June–1 July 1934), p. 5 and nguyen ngoc 
Qui, L’Aurore cambodgienne, (7 June 1934), p. 1.  

26 see part i of my ‘inter-asian debates’, pp. 1189–1228.
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all Khemeravanich, which means “Khmer commerce”.27 While they all 
naturally objected to this pejorative characterization of the cambodian 
“soul”, what really concerned them was the need to control continued 
vietnamese immigration and to assimilate those “foreign asians” living 
in cambodia into legal cambodians.28

 Khemeravanich launched the first volley from the cambodian side. 
on 1 July 1934, he initiated a series of articles supporting cambodian 
grievances and opposing the privileged position and activities of the 
vietnamese in cambodia. he argued that the colonial level of the 
cambodian administration should be reserved for the cambodians, not 
the “foreign” annamese. he insisted that just as a Polish national would 
not be allowed to work in the French bureaucracy as a foreigner, so too 
should the vietnamese be barred from working in the cambodian civil 
service. The difference, of course, was that France and Poland (at least at 
this point) were separate nation-states, whereas annam (vietnam) and 
cambodia were legal sub-units of a larger indochinese colonial state. 
despite what happened to the ethnic viet mayor above, the “annamese” 
were technically not “foreigners” in French indochina. Khemeravanich 
knew it, but he was thinking in increasingly nationalist terms, cambodian 
ones: “it’s not the same thing, you will tell me. The annamese is not a 
foreigner; he’s an indochinese and cambodia is an integral part of the 
indochinese Union. ah! That beautiful Union! you said it yourself, i 
admit it, in your article. But after all, this Union, it has opened all our 
gates to the annamese immigrants. The Union is the reason for all our 
troubles.”29

 Khemeravanich contested the viability of indochina as a territorial 
entity for the Khmers. “i’m not a jurist”, he lamented, but “was it we who 
instituted this indochinese Union? did anyone ever ask our opinion 
before creating it?”30 The question now, he said, was to determine “to 

27 Unfortunately, i have been unable to identify these four individuals. it seems clear 
that they are using noms de plume. 

28 nimo rathavan, ‘vraiment? cambodgiens et annamites’ in La Presse indochinoise, 
no. 486 (21–22 July 1934), p. 6.

29 Khemeravanich, ‘Frères ennemis: il y a, pourtant, place pour tout le monde au 
cambodge’ La Presse indochinoise, (30 June–1 July 1934), p. 6.

30 Khemeravanich, ‘Frères ennemis?’, p. 6. 
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whom does cambodia belong?”31 The answer was obvious, of course. 
Two weeks later, Khemarak Bottra responded that cambodia belonged 
to the cambodians: “cambodia to the cambodians and cambodians 
for cambodia”. This slogan was on the lips of budding cambodian 
nationalists everywhere in the 1930s.32 it emerged, however, as less of 
an anticolonialist response to French “exploitation” than as the expres-
sion of a nationalist desire to distinguish a cambodian identity from 
the indochinese one being pushed by so many French and vietnamese 
(chapter 1). These elites were also perfectly aware of the fact that albert 
sarraut’s reformism and policy of collaboration formed an exclusively 
Franco-annamese partnership.
 nevertheless, the mantra – cambodia for the cambodians – still left 
unanswered who could and could not be a member of this “cambodian” 
territory. Was it, for example, ethnicity or place of birth that defined 
membership? Khemeravanich provided an assimilationist answer to 
this question. ethnically non-Khmer nationals, such as the vietnamese 
(and the chinese), could become “cambodian” nationals, he argued. To 
turn them into cambodians, however, he called for three things. First, 
all these individuals born or residing in cambodia had to learn to speak 
Khmer. This language would ensure their “khmerization”, as he put it. 
instruction in the Khmer thus had to be mandatory in all cambodian 
classrooms, including the vietnamese and the chinese ones. Like na-
tionalists the world over, Khemeravanich insisted that school would 
be “an excellent instrument” for the nationalization of cambodia’s 
foreigners.33 second, Khemeravanich called for the creation of a chair 
in cambodian Literature in order to improve and enrich the Khmer 
language. Third, he requested that all “annamese” be held accountable 
before the cambodian courts.34 on this last point, he was determined 
to terminate colonial categories, which had effectively accorded extra-
territoriality to certain asians living on cambodian territory by remov-
ing them legally from local law and courts. Khemeravanich was willing 

31 ‘À qui donc appartient le cambodge ?’ La Presse indochinoise, no. 488 (4–5 august 
1934), p. 4. 

32 Khémarak Bottra, ‘cambodge aux cambodgiens et cambodgiens pour le 
cambodge’, La Presse indochinoise, no. 490 (18–19 august 1934), p. 6. 

33 ‘À qui devrait appartenir le cambodge ?’ La Presse indochinoise, no. 491 (26 august 
1934), p. 6. 

34 Ibid. 
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to keep cambodia colonial, but on the condition that the vietnamese 
were assimilated to this wider cambodian nationality and held account-
able before cambodian courts.35 significantly, he was not arguing along 
racialist, exclusionist lines, but rather along inclusive, assimilationist 
ones.
 another cambodian nationalist using the initials “i.K.” chimed in 
along similar lines in 1937. he, too, called for the mandatory teaching of 
the Khmer language in all public and private schools in cambodia. The 
vietnamese language should only be allowed to be taught as a “second 
foreign living language”. second, he requested that all Asiatiques étrang-
ers living in cambodia be held accountable before cambodian courts. 
Finally, vietnamese immigration had to stop momentarily in order to 
promote a policy of “khmerization” of cambodia’s ethnically diverse 
populations. Like Khmeranavich, i.K. was no ethno-culturalist. he 
insisted that cambodian nationality be bestowed on any “yellow child 
born in cambodia”.36

 What worried Khemeravanich and i.K. was that continued vietnamese 
immigration would create a mass of non-assimilated foreigners living 
and working outside of Khmer national control: “But these reforms of 
a scholastic and legal nature, designed to assimilate the annamese [into 
cambodians], will not be able to bear fruit as long as the immigration 
movement continues to intensify, as is the case for some time now”. and 
like the vietnamese keen on controlling the chinese, Khemeravanich 

35 contrary to what is commonly asserted, the French language was not imposed 
at all levels of the colonial education system. Local languages and traditions 
continued to be taught for fear of creating “uprooted” youngsters (déracinés) and 
revolutionaries. in cambodia, the French also allowed instruction in vietnamese 
in order to facilitate the training of their much-needed vietnamese bureaucrats. 
in 1918, vietnamese was recognized as a local native language. in 1925, ethnic 
vietnamese students in cambodia could obtain the Certificat d’Études élémentaire 
in vietnamese. The potentially divisive nature of this policy is obvious in light 
of the increasingly large numbers of ethnic vietnamese living in urban centres 
and sending their children to school. in 1926, the proportion of Khmer students 
to vietnamese ones in cambodia was at 49%. in 1929, it increased to 53%. This 
language policy constituted an obstacle to absorbing the vietnamese into the 
cambodian national community that Khemeravanich was envisioning above. Khy 
Phanra, ‘La communauté vietnamienne au cambodge’, pp. 201–202. 63 Khmer 
students attended the collège sisowath in 1923 against 61 ethnic vietnamese. 
in 1929, there were 246 Khmer students and 259 ethnic vietnamese elementary 
students in the sisowath school.

36 i.K., ‘réponse à l’aimable M. vu dinh da: L’immigration annamite au cambodge’ 
in La Presse indochinoise, (2 september 1937), p. 4. 
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called for a halt to vietnamese emigration to cambodia. he submit-
ted his suggestions to the King of cambodia, who, he said, still had 
important judicial powers as the head of a protected state. But again, he 
insisted that ethnic vietnamese could and should become “cambodian”, 
because “cambodia belongs to all of its members regardless of racial or 
religious differences”.37 Jus solis clearly had its proponents among the 
cambodians in the 1930s, much to the surprise of the vietnamese and 
the French. 

coLoniaL indochina or coLoniaL caMBodia? 
choosinG The TerriToriaL doMain

The problem was that cambodian colonial nationalists had to deal with 
two potential territorial states at the time: the nation-state of cambodia 
they were imagining in their heads and the indochinese colonial-state in 
which they were living as colonial subjects. While cambodian national-
ists wanted to Khmerize the entire population of cambodia, they en-
countered a major legal hurdle: cambodia did not exist as an independ-
ent state. it was but a sub-unit (a pays) of the legally constituted colonial 
state called the indochinese Union. This is where the indochinese entity 
proposed by the French met increasingly fierce national resistance from 
cambodian nationalists, who saw the pays of cambodia as the only pos-
sible bounded territorial unit for defining citizenship, whether colonial 
or national in design. The emphasis on cambodia and on an inclusive 
cambodian nationality was the only way to halt vietnamese immigra-
tion. This was the driving issue. an indochinese colonial state and 
corresponding indochinese citizenship would prevent the cambodians 
from controlling ethnic viet immigration into their pays and would 
instead assimilate the ethnic Khmers into a wider indochinese citizen-
ship in which they would suddenly become a minority compared to the 
indochinese of ethnic viet origin. 
 conversely, determined to head off the “Khmerization” of ethnic 
viet living in cambodia, many vietnamese understood the importance 
of pushing not only for the creation an indochinese Federation, but also 
for the establishment of a corresponding indochinese colonial citizen-
ship. hostile to just such an eventuality, Khemarak Bottra argued as fol-

37 ‘À qui devrait appartenir le cambodge ?’ La Presse indochinoise, no. 491 (26 august 
1934), p. 6. 
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lows to his vietnamese readers tempted by the idea of going indochinese 
along legal lines:

of course, cambodia is not a province: it is a real country with its national 
patrimony and its consciousness of its future. Though it constitutes part 
of the indochinese Union, it must be considered separate in terms of 
its development in all areas and in terms of the use of its resources. it 
can only be considered an integral part of the i.U. [indochinese Union] 
in terms of its [foreign] relations and external security. […] i can well 
imagine that the French ideal is to lead all of the indochinese countries 
together. But nothing prevents it from [administering indochina] by 
its parts [pays], in responding to each in terms of its own means. […] 
and as for the accomplishment of its obligations in the future, France 
should adopt the idea of “annam for the annamese and annamese for 
annam” just as she should support “cambodia for the cambodians 
and cambodians for cambodia”. There you have something which is 
entirely logical and equitable.38

 Unlike their vietnamese and French counterparts, very few Khmer 
nationalists before World War ii were willing to speak of “indochina 
for the indochinese”, let alone indochinese citizenship. as Khemarak 
Bottra put it, “as for France, it’s always the same for her; she’s always for 
the i.U. [indochinese Union].”39 not this cambodian colonial subject. 
in 1937, in what would have struck French colonial thinkers as heresy, 
Khemeravanich called for the deconstruction of the French indochinese 
colonial state in favour of creating a separate Khmer colonial state 
closer in line with the cambodian national form he had in mind. it was 
this smaller territorial space, which would serve as the basis of a new 
cambodian nationality of an assimilationist if colonial kind:

The institution known as the indochinese Union, the equivalent in fact 
of the annexation of cambodia by the annamese, is bad for our national 

38 Khémarak Bottra, ‘cambodge aux cambodgiens et cambodgiens pour le 
cambodge’, p. 6. This phrase emerged in 1934 apparently. it was directly linked to 
increasing Khmer demands to have a bigger role in their administration and jobs. 
‘À qui devrait appartenir le cambodge ?’ La Presse indochinoise, no. 491 (26 august 
1934), p. 1. 

39 Khémarak Bottra, ‘cambodge aux cambodgiens et cambodgiens pour le 
cambodge’, p. 6. one French official reported to Paris that the creation of a 
Dominion indochinoise would not work because “there were not yet common 
indochinese aspirations”. ‘note d’ensemble sur les problèmes évoqués par les 
vœux politiques’, p. 27, in box BK.iv, Guernut commission, caoM.
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future. if, in effect, the annamese countries and our own belonged to 
different masters,  for example the former to the netherlands and us 
to the French  – our frontier in the east would have survived and the 
annamese would not be able to stride across it without having to deal 
with endless passport formalities. i have the firm conviction that the 
generous French people will not let such a situation continue for long in 
cambodia, something which they would have never allowed in France. 
if not, then [France] will have to answer before history. Those who 
hold the levers of power should put themselves in our shoes in order to 
govern us. They should make an effort to Khmerize here all Asians who 
are not Khmers, which is about one third of the population! in short, 
the French should give us at least the semblance of a having a national 
government.40

 The problem of course was that the colonial state was territori-
ally indo chinese; cambodia was but a subgroup. in a fascinating twist, 
however, several cambodians came up with a solution they found else-
where in colonial southeast asia. on 2 september 1937, “i.K.” asked 
the French to detach cambodia from French indochina, to administer 
it as a separate colonial entity. This coincided with the 1937 British 
separation of the province of Burma from the colonial state of “British 
india” (in part because of Burmese hostility to growing numbers of 
indians working within the province). cambodia, like Burma under 
the British, would remain a French colonial state, but it would adopt an 
assimilationist nationality transforming the ethnic viet (and chinese) 
into “cambodians”. The reality of colonial indochina was clearly already 
in trouble down below, among the colonized, long before the Japanese 
brought down the entire house in March 1945.41 
 This cambodian–vietnamese exchange also brought the colonizer into 
the picture. in november 1937, the Résident supérieur, Mr. Thibaudeau, 
called on cambodian elites to quit complaining, to take their destiny 
into their own hands, and to put cambodia on the road to “progress”. 
if “cambodia was to be for the cambodians”, he retorted, then the 
cambodians had to work harder. yes, he responded, the vietnamese 
had long dominated civil servant posts; but it was because cambodian 

40 ‘L’éternelle question’, L’Annam Nouveau, no. 677 (15 august 1937), p. 1, which had 
first appeared in the Presse indochinoise, as a response to chu ha (my emphasis). 

41 i.K., ‘réponse à l’aimable M. vu dinh da: L’immigration annamite au cambodge’, 
La Presse Indochinoise, (2 september 1937), p. 4. 
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youths had never demonstrated the same enthusiasm for working in the 
colonial bureaucracy. The French had had no choice but to rely on oth-
ers while waiting for the cambodians to step up.42

 Mr. Marinetti, the delegate for cambodia to the Ministry of the 
colonies, a man who considered himself to be “more Khmer than the 
Khmer themselves” (his words), also opposed these cambodian calls 
for separatism. The British may have detached Burma from British 
india, but it was unthinkable for the French to do so in indochina. The 
bottom line, as he commented in the “great” vietnamese–cambodian 
debate of the 1930s, was that “in cambodia, we live under French law”, 
meaning that colonial indochina took precedence over cambodia in 
territorial terms. While he did not say it, he was implicitly calling on 
the cambodians to be good little indochinese citizens instead of seces-
sionist-minded nationalists. however, he forgot to mention that there 
was still no such thing as a legally constituted category or definition of 
“indochinese citizenship” for turning those living within the territorial 
borders of colonial indochina into proper “indochinese” citizens.43 
 our cambodian colonial nationalists were not impressed. in a re-
markable extension of the debate, Khemeravanich responded directly 
to the colonizer, Mr. Marinetti, via the press. he criticized this French 
defender of cambodia publicly by saying that, if he were really “more 
Khmer than the Khmer”, then he should logically try to change French 
laws detrimental to the cambodians’ very identity. speaking ironically, 
he called on this French friend of cambodia, as cambodia’s representa-
tive to the Ministry of colonies, to support cambodian interests or, 
implicitly, to get out of the way: “is it not the duty of the administra-
tion to help them [the cambodians] to stand up since they admit that 
they are unable to do it themselves? it is a request which we send to 
the government”.44 Khemarak Bottha was even blunter: “and as long as 
[France] does not change its current, disastrous indochinese regime to 

42 Khy Phanra, La communauté vietnamienne au Cambodge, pp. 234–236.
43 Marinetti, ‘Le problème irritant de l’immigration annamite’, L’Annam Nouveau, 

no. 692 (7 october 1937), p. 1. 
44 Khemaravanik, ‘Le problème annamite au cambodge’, L’Annam Nouveau, no. 693 

(10 october 1937), p. 4. 
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which it forces our Kampuchea to join, how can France deserve the title 
of protector of the Khmer, tell me?”45 
 it appears that this friend of cambodia, Mr. Marinetti, woke up 
to cambodian calls for change. around 1938, still as a member of 
the Conseil supérieur de la France d’Outre-mer, he sent a report to the 
Ministry of the colonies, arguing that the French had to respond to the 
needs of all the indochinese, and not just to those of the vietnamese. 
This was a significant change of tack in French policy dating from the 
days of Paul Beau and Jules harmand. Marinetti asked the government 
to reserve administrative posts for members of the cambodian elite 
and, in a major volte-face, he solicited a greater degree of political and 
economic “autonomy” for cambodia within the indochinese edifice. 
he concluded that these “reasonable demands” were needed and that it 
would be “unforgivable not to implement them”. colonial alliances and 
policy were clearly changing by the late 1930s. 
 vietnamese editors of La Tribune Indigène were stunned by what 
they saw, shocked that Marinetti, a French colonial administrator, 
could make such a colonial concession to cambodian nationalists. 
Many vietnamese feared that the French government might just pursue 
some of his suggestions. To them, Marinetti’s recommendation of in-
creased autonomy for cambodia within French indochina smacked of 
separatism. in such a scenario, what would happen to their “nationals”, 
if cambodia were to attain increased legal autonomy decision-making 
powers vis-à-vis the rest of indochina? La Tribune Indochinoise, the 
mouthpiece for southern cochinchinese elites allied with the French, 
replied that rather than advancing towards a break-up of the colonial 
state along national lines, it was essential to move towards the creation 
of a more inclusive indochinese identity.46 La Tribune indochinoise asked 
why the cambodians were talking of leaving indochina when the French, 
in fact, were trying to turn the Federation into a reality: “But why evoke 
such an eventuality, when for ages French policy has precisely tried to 
turn the indochinese Union into a homogenous and harmonious fed-

45 Khemarak Bottra, ‘cambodge aux cambodgiens’, p. 6. 
46 Khy Phanra, La communauté vietnamienne au Cambodge, p. 234 and ‘L’autonomie 

cam bodgienne ?’ La Tribune Indigène, no. 1746 (10 august 1938), p. 1, 4. 
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eration in all its connections?”47 Fearful that the French would accede 
to cambodian demands for increased autonomy, these vietnamese 
focused their sights on the French indochinese model as the best way 
to protect their nationals in Laos and cambodia from the potential 
“khmerization”, “laoification”, or expulsion discussed above. as one 
vietnamese responded to Khemeravanich’s separatist arguments: “it is 
necessary to think of indochina as a great family whose members must 
love one another, protect each other, help each other and support one 
another mutually”.48 Bui Quang chieu, the leading spokesmen for the 
constitutionalist party, had already spoken in 1931 of the need to create 
an “indochinese citizenship” in order to hold indochina together.49 
 as this long debate shows, colonial legal categories were clearly 
on the minds of the colonized, directly affecting relations among 
“indochinese” elites during the colonial period. These categories were 
contested, resented, and often rejected, but they were also coveted 
and pushed by the colonized depending on where one was residing 
in colonial indochina. These categories contributed directly to how 
the colonized saw themselves in relation to the colonizer and in rela-
tion to other colonized asian groups living in the colonial state. as Bui 
Quang chieu’s case shows, one could demand the nationalization of 
the chinese on the one hand, while simultaneously defending a special 
colonial status for vietnamese subjects in cambodia if not the creation 
of indochinese colonial citizenship.50 Balandier’s colonial encounter was 
anything but static. differences over place as much as space had begun 
during the colonial period, not after it, as our last debate demonstrates. 

acT ii: The FaiLUre oF indochinese 
ciTiZenshiP: The decree oF 31 May 1935 in L aos

in 1935, the French set off a third, related indochinese debate, when 
they approved an assimilationist definition of nationality for the co-
lonial territory of Laos. in so doing, the colonizer paradoxically if not 

47 ‘Une thèse étrange de M. Marinetti: L’autonomie cambodgienne?’ La Tribune 
Indochinoise, no. 1746 (10 august 1938), pp. 1–2. 

48 La Xuan choat, ‘À propos de la lettre de M. Khemeravanick’, La Presse indochinoise, 
no. 672 (29 July 1937), p. 3. 

49 Bui Quang chieu, ‘Le statut du citoyen indochinois’, speech given in saigon in 
1931, cited in file Bc, box 23, commission Guernut, caoM. 

50 see part one in my ‘inter-asian debate’, pp. 1189–1228.
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disingenuously called into question the reality of French indochina as 
a viable territorial framework with a corresponding citizenship. This 
occurred on 31 May 1935, when Louis Marty, the former head of the 
indochinese Sûreté now stationed to Laos, signed into law a decree that 
changed in the stroke of a pen the legal status of ethnic viet living in 
Laos. This law effectively placed ethnic vietnamese/annamese51 villag-
es and their headmen under the legal supervision of Laotian authorities 
(chau muong). Unlike the chinese congregations in eastern indochina, 
the vietnamese in Laos could no longer legally bypass the local Laotian 
authorities to deal directly with the French colonial authorities (though 
they continued to do so). Theoretically, the vietnamese chief had to deal 
both with the French Résident supérieur and the Lao naiban and/or tas-
seng, who determined who would be chief of the ethnic viet groupings.52

 outraged, vietnamese nationalists across indochina argued that 
such a legal change could potentially exclude vietnamese from moving 
to Laos, where as the subordination of the vietnamese living in Laos to 
Laotian authorities could transform these ethnic vietnamese colonial 
subjects into Laotian nationals! numerous vietnamese went straight to 
local libraries to study the French legal texts themselves. They returned 
with revealing arguments. For one, some said, French law as laid down 
in the 1884 treaty held that, as French protégés and sujets, “the annamese 
abroad will be placed under the French protectorate”. Therefore, they 
could not be subjected to “foreign” Laotian authority. Those vietnamese 
residing or working in Laos were thus subject to French legal authority, 
not that of the Laotians.53 conversely, if a protected ethnic Lao subject 
could not be subordinated to Tonkinese or annamese mandarins and 
nationalities in eastern indochina, then how could the ethnic viet sujet 
protégé be placed under local Lao control in Laos? Both were protec-

51 as the legal language put it: “tout sujet ou protégé français indochinois, originaires 
d’un autre pays de l’Union que le Laos”.

52 ‘arrêté’, vientiane, 31 May 1935, signed Louis Marty, file 2398 (2), box 271, 
nouveau Fonds, indochine, caoM and Pham huy Luc, ‘Le statut politique 
des annamites au Laos’, La Tribune Républicaine, no. 13 (1 March 1936), p. 6. 
children born in Laos of an “indochinese mother and father who are not Lao” 
would not be required to obtain an identity card on obtaining adult status. While 
it was not stated explicitly, it appears that they would be considered as Laotian 
colonial nationals. 

53 nam dan, ‘sous la couple des autorités laotiennes’, La Gazette de Hue, no. 40 (29 
november 1936), p. 1, 3. 
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torates.54 or, as another argument ran, the French had to protect the 
vietnamese protected subjects from “nationalization”, even from within 
the indochinese colonial state!

From its position, by establishing its tutorship over our country, France 
assumed the task of protecting annam (meaning Tonkin, annam, and 
cochin china) and its nationals both on the inside and the outside 
[outside “annam” or “indochina”?]. however, it was never a question 
for France to delegate her authority to a third power above all when 
this power is Laos, that is, a country which, until a recent past, was a 
tributary of our country.55

 When the Popular Front’s Guernut commission turned to Laos in 
1937, the vietnamese president of the Association mutuelle et sportive 
des Annamites petitioned the French to elaborate a new legal status for 
the ethnic vietnamese in Laos so that they did not have to become 
Laotian nationals. he specifically asked for the abrogation of the May 
1935 decree, which had established the “arbitrary pre-eminence of the 
indigenous”, that is the “Laotian”, over the vietnamese in Laos. Because 
of their modernizing role in developing Laos, this representative felt 
that the vietnamese deserved a special legal status. The French Résident 
supérieur did not think so, defending to the Ministry of the colonies the 
importance of the 1935 decision:

This [vietnamese] petition, inspired by questions of pride, i would even 
say of a racial nature (quite strange to find in an element that complains 
precisely of being subject to “racial prejudice”), is unfounded. it is nor-
mal that, living in the Laotian country, the annamese immigrants are 
subject to the control of the authorities of this country. in practice, this 
text has not been applied, at least not in the province of vientiane or in 
Luang Prabang where the tong truong (viet village head) works directly 
with the residence. at the most, one could allow the annamese in Laos 
located in urban centres to interact directly with the residents concern-
ing their affairs, but they should [nonetheless] not be exonerated from 
the indispensable control of the indigenous [Laotian] authorities.56

54 Pham huy Luc, ‘Le statut politique des annamites au Laos’, La Tribune 
Républicaine, no. 13 (1 March 1936), p. 7. 

55 nam dan, ‘sous la couple des autorités laotiennes’, La Gazette de Hue, no. 40 (29 
november 1936), p. 3. 

56 ‘résidence supérieure au Laos, 2B, no. 52BP/aG, vientiane, 21 december 1937, 
p. 2, file Bc, box 23, commission Guernut, caoM. 
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 The Résident supérieur’s argument that it was “normal” that those 
living in Laos were subordinated to indigenous, Laotian authorities no 
doubt thrilled Laotian nationalists like Phetsarath and his counterparts 
in cambodia seeking the right to assimilate via law. however, it also set a 
major legal precedent that ran against the creation of a wider indochinese 
legal identity. in fact, it legally opened the way for the non-indochinese 
assimilation of other ‘foreign’ asian groups located in other territorial 
subunits (pays) in the indochinese Union.57 in other words, the 1935 
decree was a landmark in identity making in colonial indochina, for it laid 
the legal foundations for defining and constituting membership along 
national lines. and all of this was occurring during the colonial period. 
 vietnamese elites were shocked, seeing themselves on the nation-
alist losing end of these new colonial legal decisions. and in certain 
ways, they were. after all, “vietnam” remained divided into three le-
gally distinct entities and nationalities. To my knowledge, the French 
never considered adopting legal changes to unify Tonkin, annam, and 
cochinchina into one single territorial entity complete with its cor-
responding citizenship.58 To make matters worse, republican chinese 
nationalists had successfully negotiated an international treaty with 
the French by which many chinese and sino-vietnamese métis (ming 
huong) living in indochina would be considered as chinese “nationals”, 
and not as “cochinchinese” or “indochinese” ones. in a revealing objec-
tion, in late 1935, a vietnamese writer, nam dan, noted acerbically:

at the time when the chinese immigrants residing in annam [mean-
ing all three vietnamese pays] benefit from a favourable [legal] system 
developed by the new Franco-chinese convention and see themselves 
promoted to the ranks of privileged foreigners [like the Japanese], it is 
to say the least strange that the annamese immigrants in Laos are held 
to such a strict legal ruling and they (the annamese) become there [in 
Laos] diminished nationals (ressortissants).59

57 in 1939, under Khmer nationalist pressure, the Résident supérieur limited eligibility 
for the exam for secretaries in his Résidence to cambodian candidates and “sujet 
français” born in cambodia. Khy Phanra, ‘La communauté vietnamienne au 
cambodge’, p. 235. 

58 Was this because demands for such unity and citizenship were less vocal than 
those of the Khmer and the Lao? This question remains unclear. 

59 nam dan, ‘Pour une amélioration de leur statut politique’, La Gazette de Hue, no. 
41 (6 december 1935), p. 1. 
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 The problem was that in the end the French defined the categories, 
not the vietnamese. The latter were part of a colonial state and this time 
the French were backtracking on their policy of conceiving of indochina 
in aggressive Franco-annamese terms (see chapter 1). if the vietnamese 
hoped to prevent the potential nationalization of their compatriots into 
Laotian and cambodian colonial subjects, the only other remaining 
legal alternative they had at their disposal was, again, to push for the 
creation of an indochinese federal state in which they would constitute 
the majority. This meant supporting a wider, inclusive indochinese 
citizenship that would override the contesting national ones the Laotian 
and cambodians were advocating. Bui Quang chieu, the editor of La 
Tribune indochinoise and one of the first to make this connection in 1931, 
was a fervent supporter of creating an indochinese citizenship. Less than 
a year after the application of the 1935 decree on Laos, he argued that 
the political structures for building an indochinese identity were already 
in place: “in the Grand Conseil de l’Indochine,” he said, “Lao members 
mingle fraternally with those of annam, Tonkin, and cochinchina. even 
better, these representatives of Laos and cambodia merge very often 
their votes with those of the annamese on a number of questions”.60 he 
categorically opposed the 1935 Lao decree, knowing full well that it set 
a precedent for the legal break-up of indochina right down the middle. 
in February 1936, he returned to the indochinese idea, saying that while 
he understood the French desire to slow “annamese expansion” west-
wards, he countered that this immigration was only natural since the 
vietnamese played the major role in the policy of Franco-vietnamese 
collaboration and in the modernization of the colony. he warned im-
plicitly, however, that the 1935 decision, if maintained, would mean 
that the “indochinese Union is nothing but a vain formula”. and he was 
right. indeed, as of 1936, there was still no such thing as a coherent, 
inclusive French indochinese colonial state or citizenship.61 There was 
no indochinese federation. 
 These categories had particularly important consequences for the 
ethnic viet living in Laos and cambodia as they quickly realized. in a 

60 Bui Quang chieu, ‘Les annamites au Laos’, La Tribune Indochinoise, no. 1378 (5 
January 1936), p. 1. 

61 Bui Quang chieu, ‘L’expansion annamite en indochine’, La Tribune Indochinoise, 
no. 1391 (17 February 1936), p. 1. 
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1938 editorial, one annamese journalist pleaded with the French to al-
low “annamese” children access to the same educational opportunities 
in cambodia as the cambodians. The French administration “cannot 
ignore [...] its annamese children. Logically, they must be considered 
with less rigour by the fact that they, too, are indochinese and one-
hundred percent French subjects. it is thus not excessive to ask whether 
an indochinese [read: an annamese residing in cambodia] can or can-
not attend the schools of indochina [read: in cambodia]”.62 as compli-
cated as these legal categories most certainly were, all of these exchanges 
among the colonized confirm that few if any Laotian and cambodian 
elites were ready to go indochinese on the eve of World War ii. 

62 dinh van Toi, ‘L’ouverture des portes des écoles publiques aux enfants annamites’, 
La Vérité, (24 december 1938), p. 2.  
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C h A P t e r  5

o n e  L A St  t ry ?  v I C h y ’S  t u r n

O
n the eve of World War ii, notions of place and space in French 
indochina were real, but they were also very contested among 
nationalists living on both sides of the indochinese divide. on 

the one hand, the idea of an “indochinese nation” was quite conceivable 
for many vietnamese, both for those allied with the French and those 
working against them. on the other hand, by the mid-1930s Laotian 
and cambodian nationalists had adopted a remarkably hostile attitude 
towards Franco-vietnamese talk of indochina, seeing it as a major threat 
to realizing nation-states along “Laotian” and “cambodian” lines. among 
the vietnamese, the “indochinese” model also had serious competition 
from those pushing an inclusive identity anchored in and uniting the eth-
nic viet of Tonkin, annam, and cochinchina in the form of “vietnam”. 
 The colonizer was just as confused. in spite of all the talk of creat-
ing an indochinese federation to counter nationalists and communist 
threats to the colonial order, the French had yet to create such a state 
or a corresponding citizenship. French indochina remained an amalgam 
of colonies, protectorates, and military territories. renewed foreign and 
anti-colonialist threats during World War ii led the French to dust off 
their federal idea under the vichy regime, stimulate local patriotisms, 
and mobilize monarchs to do so. The only thing that was really new 
under vichy was that the Japanese occupation of all of indochina, com-
bined with Thai territorial designs on Laos and cambodia, saw colonial 
authorities officially extend their policy of collaboration to Laos and 
cambodia for the first time.1 however, far from representing a break 

1 For more on sarraut, Pasquier and the cultural politics of indochinese monar-
chies, see my ‘Un « cul de plomb » et un « fou génial »: La mobilisation corporelle 
des rois coloniaux Bao dai et sihanouk en indochine (1919–1945)’, forthcoming 
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with the past, vichy’s governor general Jean decoux largely continued 
albert sarraut and Pierre Pasquier’s dual policy combining indochinese 
federalism on the one hand with the mobilization of monarchies and 
local traditions on the other. The goal was the same: to hold on to 
indochina colonially. Keeping these two policies on track, however, 
would be no mean feat for vichy authorities because 1941 was not 1919 
when albert sarraut made his van Mieu speech, nor was it 1930–31 
when Pierre Pasquier tried to head off revolts. Moreover, long before 
decoux took over at the helm in indochina, the notion of indochinese 
federalism or of an indochinese identity was already in deep trouble. 
and by stimulating local patriotic identities and monarchies, decoux’s 
team only made the creation of an indochinese state all the harder to 
realize.

The WeaKness oF The indochinese ModeL 
on The eve oF WorLd War

True, indochina had taken form in many vietnamese minds by World 
War ii. however, as the Japanese moved into northern indochina in late 
1940, this concept did not yet have the critical mass needed to allow 
for an indochinese leap of faith. some might argue that time was the 
real problem. a few more decades of French colonialism, accompanied 
by large-scale industrialization and ethnic viet immigration westwards, 
and the mechanisms of colonialism might well have transformed the 
indochinese idea into a concrete bureaucratic and economic reality for 
enough vietnamese to go indochinese. Pham Le Bong and Tieu van 
certainly thought so, as we saw in chapter 2. 
 nor did material connections have the time to take hold down 
below. had the Trans-indochinese railway penetrated widely into Laos 
and cambodia as sarraut had originally envisioned it in 1921, instead 
of linking vietnam down the middle, the indochinese house would 
have had a firmer material base upon which to set its foundation. But 
the French first laid tracks for southern china before heading south-
wards to saigon. The hanoi-saigon railway was not completed until 
1936, only four years before the Japanese occupation, while the lines 
between saigon and Phnom Penh and between vinh and Thakhek were 

in agathe Larcher-Goscha and François Guillemot (eds), Le Corps au Vietnam, 
Lyon: editions de l’ecole normale supérieure.
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never completed before the war. no train ever moved south from hanoi 
to saigon via vientiane, Battambang, and Phnom Penh. in French 
indochina, the rail system never had the time to link the different regions 
and local economies of the colony into an Indochinese unit (though of 
course it did link people along its route and contributed to vietnamese 
unity!)2 as a French rail expert wrote on this subject in 1936, “the 
Trans-indochinese line will constitute firstly a material and tangible link 
in the union of the different pays of the indochinese Federation. But 
it will take years before ‘a sense of [an indochinese] nation’, to borrow 
Mr. albert sarraut’s term, can emerge from this amorphous mass of 
races”.3 it is, however, true that an unprecedented network of roads and 
canals linked cambodia to cochinchina, annam, and Tonkin. however, 
colonial route 13 – the real Trans-indochinese line running down the 
entire Mekong valley – was only completed in the mid-1930s.4 as for 
Laos, it was only in late 1930s as the Thai threat began to loom large that 
increased public works projects started, linking this wayward son more 
closely to the indochinese family.
 Time and transport connections were important, but there was 
more to it than that. Benedict anderson is certainly right to emphasize 
differences between the dutch and French education policies, the latter 
implementing language policies that worked against a common bureau-
cratic language, and eventual indochinese identity, while the former 
facilitated an indonesian person, with a language that was not Javanese, 

2 in an astonishing affirmation, david del Testa seems to think that i don’t think 
trains and railroads link space and time. see his “imperial corridor’: association, 
Transportation and Power in French colonial indochina’, Science, Technology & 
Society, vol. 4, no. 2 (1999), pp. 346–347, note 4. What i argued and what i restate 
here in the clearest, possible terms is that the railway and the train could not link 
people and mentalities in an Indochinese way for the simple fact that no train to 
this day runs through western indochina (vietnam alone is not indochina), that 
means via Laos and cambodia. That the railway linked people and contributed to 
reinforcing a vietnamese idea of space and identity is obvious. 

3 andré Maignan, L’achèvement du transindochinois (La ligne Tourane–Nha-Trang), 
Paris: Larose editeurs, 1936, pp. 14–23 for the quote (my emphasis). see david 
del Testa, ‘Paint the Trains red: Labor, nationalism, and the railroads in French 
colonial indochina, 1898–1945’, Phd, University of california, 2001 and Tran 
van Trai, Les chemins de fer de l’Indochine, Paris: Librairie L. rodstein, 1941, pp. 
78–83 for excellent accounts of the train service. 

4 For two wonderful vietnamese accounts of colonial route 13, the real indochinese 
highway, see nguyen Khac nguyen, Tren Duong Thuoc Dia So 13 (conférence faite 
à l’aFiMa), hanoi, 23 april 1939 and hy sinh, et. al, Con Duong so 13, hanoi(?): 
asiatic édition, 1940(?). 
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but a shared Malay (Bahasa Indonesia).5 no such unifying language 
emerged in colonial indochina, not even French. Backed by the colonial 
education system and a wider strategic desire to re-root the colonized in 
their “traditions”, languages, and colonially controlled and sanitized pa-
triotic pasts, vietnamese, Laotians, and cambodians continued to learn 
their respective languages and individual “traditions”. The widespread 
idea that the colonized only learned about their ancient ancestors the 
“Les Gaullois” and did so in French is erroneous. colonial strategists led 
by sarraut and especially Pasquier incorporated educational programs 
that sought to stimulate local patriotisms, monarchies, and languages 
in order to combat those who would contest the French right to rule 
and position the French and their local allies as the real repositories of 
vietnamese, cambodian, and Laotian identities and pasts.6 True, French 
had served as a connecting language for nationalists trying to com-
municate with each other across the indochinese divide in the 1930s 
(chapter 4); however, neither French nor vietnamese for that matter 
ever obtained the critical mass needed to make it “the” indochinese 
language for everyone, certainly not for ethnic Lao, Khmer, and viet 
peasant majorities. The contrast to the French Maghreb is clear.
 Moreover, in French indochina, at least until 1940, the Laotian and 
cambodians were not experiencing indochina like the vietnamese. 
Their participation in the French Indochinese administration remained 
miniscule. official travel lists in the Bulletins administratifs leave no 
doubt that Laotian and cambodian bureaucrats were not going east 
to work in vinh or saigon as often as the vietnamese were going 
west to work in Phnom Penh or vientiane.7 For cultural differences 

5 Benedict anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of 
Nationalism, London: verso, 1991, 2nd edition, pp. 124–130.

6 agathe Larcher, ‘d’un réformisme colonial à l’autre: la redécouverte de l’identité 
culturelle vietnamienne, 1900–1930’, in Série Etudes et Documents Etudes 
Indochinoises, IV (May 1995), pp. 85–96; herman Lebovics, La “Vraie France”: 
Les enjeux de l’identité culturelle, 1900–1945, Paris: Belin, 1995, chapters 3–4; 
christopher Goscha, ‘Un « cul de plomb » et un « fou génial »’. 

7 see also ‘conclusion du résident supérieur au Laos, eutrope’, in Rapport de 
Tezenas du Montcel (document in my possession), p. 12. one might note that 
Prince souphanouvong was schooled in eastern indochina and France. he was 
as much at ease in French as in vietnamese. his voyage east and marriage to a 
vietnamese gave perhaps more substance to his ability to go indochinese in a 
vietnamese way. see, for example, the letter he penned in the viet Minh’s official 
mouthpiece to French officials in october 1945 criticizing their efforts to turn 
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too complex to explore here, the Laotians and cambodians did not 
share the confucian politico-cultural penchant for linking education 
to bureaucratic careers.8 The French reinforced these divergences by 
promoting reformed Pagoda schools for the cambodians and Laotians 
that were never designed to train indochinese civil servants, let alone 
to bring the eastern and western halves of indochina together despite 
the indochinese speak.9 The number of Khmer students formed in 
these Pagodas in cambodia increased from 53 in 1924 to 3,000 in 1930, 
reaching 51,991 in 1946, whereas in Laos 2,375 Lao students attended 
115 schools, increasing to 7,549 youngsters in 387 Pagoda schools in 
1935. There they learned Khmer or Lao, studied a little Buddhism and 
history, and even absorbed some French-programmed stereotypes of 
the chinese and vietnamese before returning to their villages.10 
 of those few who undertook advanced studies in eastern indochina, 
most were of royal blood. Prince sihanouk was a graduate of chasseloup-
Laubat in saigon (like his father), whereas Prince souphanouvong stud-
ied at the Lycée albert sarraut in hanoi. Unlike the indonesians, the 
paths of vietnamese, Laotian, and cambodian students and bureaucrats 
simply did not cross very often, be it in the Pagoda schools, scouting 
organizations, the colonial army, or the “indochinese university” lo-
cated in hanoi.11 The division of the western indochinese bureaucra-
cies into two separate halves – the indigenous one staffed by Laotian 

eastern indochina against its western half. ‘Le Prince souphanouvong répond au 
commissaire de la république Française’, La République, no. 8 (25 november 
1945), pp. 1 and 4. as he concluded this letter: « Le Laos comme l’indochine, 
n’est pas près de disparaître ». 

8 see for example alexander Woodside’s excellent Lost Modernities: China, Vietnam, 
Korea, and the Hazards of World History, cambridge, Mass: harvard University 
Press, 2006. 

9 direction de l’instruction Publique, 20 May 1936, ‘Le directeur de l’instruc-
tion Publique en indochine à M. l’inspecteur Général des colonies Moretti en 
Mission’, p. 10, d. 2495 (2), box 287, nF, caoM.

10 ‘L’enseignement au Laos: Les écoles de pagode’, pp. 11–12 and Pascale Bezançon, 
‘Les écoles de pagode rénovées au cambodge», in Les Cahiers de l’Asie du Sud-Est, 
publication de l’inaLco, no. 31 (1992), pp. 7–31.

11 anderson has also made this point in Imagined Communities, pp. 125–130. 
scouts in cambodia were divided along ethnic lines. in Phnom Penh, ethnic viet 
youngsters belonged to the Le van duyet section, the Khmer to the sisowath 
and norodom groups, and the French to chanoine cornette. see Chef, no. 51 
(december 1941), partie officielle, secteur de Phnom Penh. Lao or rhadé scouts 
were hard to find. 
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and cambodians and the indochinese one manned overwhelmingly 
by vietnamese – hardly created shared work experiences. There were 
certainly exceptions, but they were rare. Traditions, cultures, languages, 
education, associations, and work remained largely distinct.12 and as we 
saw in chapter 4, Laotian and cambodian elites were increasingly op-
posed to the special Franco-vietnamese relationship in indochina, with 
the problem of increasing vietnamese immigration being highest on the 
list. 
 The hyphen in the word “indo-china” was thus important, symbolic 
of a deeper, cultural divide which the French did not succeed in bridging, 
even though they dropped the hyphen around 1930.13 in 1936, an of-
ficial representative concluded that the idea of the “indochinese Union” 
remained mysterious: “Time and again, the existence of cambodia and 
Laos seems to have been simply forgotten (semble avoir été simplement 
oubliée), without a doubt the result of what could be called the mystique 
of the indochinese Union”. on reading this report, French Governor 
General, rené robin, took issue with this interpretation but conceded 
nonetheless that efforts had to be made to bring the Laotians and 
cambodians into the indochinese family. “For reasons of a political 
order”, he insisted,

i do not think that this Union can be considered by the Laotians in only 
symbolic terms. if we do not get the Laotians to understand the neces-
sity and above all the interest that they have in rallying to this Union, 
under French sovereignty, we run the risk of seeing them turn their gaze, 
no longer towards the other indochinese pays [i.e., Tonkin, annam or 
cochinchina], but towards the left [right, sic] bank of the Mekong [read: 
siam which was becoming Thailand at this same time] … .14

12 nor did cambodian, Laotian, or vietnamese elites team up in the colonial capital 
of Paris, for example, to rethink the future together. Part of this is no doubt linked 
to the fact that, compared to the vietnamese, fewer Laotian and cambodians 
were going to study in France. of those “western indochinese” elites who did 
go to France, none of them became as involved in politics as their vietnamese 
counterparts. The most highly trained Laotian nationalist of the time, Prince 
Phetsarath, certainly did not join forces with vietnamese in France to re-imagine 
the postcolonial state in indochinese terms. For anticolonial connections in the 
metropole, see Benedict anderson, Under Three Flags: Anarchism and the Anti-
Colonial Imagination, London: verso, 2007. 

13 ‘indochine ou indo-chine’, Annam Nouveau, 5 March 1931, p. 3.
14 ‘Utilité du remplacement par étapes des auxiliaires annamites’, p. 13. 
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 The head of the French official delegation sent by the Popular Front 
government to investigate the needs and desires of the local popula-
tions came to a similar conclusion when he wrote: “There is not yet an 
indochinese aspiration shared by all our protégés […]. certain good 
intentioned souls have taken up this idea of an indochinese Federation 
and support it with their authority. although one must not reject this 
hypothesis outright, it seems difficult given the present situation to envi-
sion seriously the constitution of an indochinese Federal state”.15 indeed, 
during the Popular Front period (1936–39), the ideas of an indochinese 
Federation, dominion and autonomy were debated yet again but were 
never – to my knowledge – advocated by Laotians or cambodians. in 
1937, vietnamese representatives of the Chambre du Tonkin asked 
for the constitution of an indochinese Federation of five pays, each of 
which would be equipped with a senate containing an equal number of 
“French” and “indochinese” representatives. as an autonomous entity, 
this Federation would have its own army.16 nothing came of this. and as 
long as coherent political status for indochina did not come into being, 
one French observer wrote, France would find it difficult to bestow a real 
“personality” to the idea of “indochina”.17 it is hard to disagree. 
 What French colonial thinkers seemed to have forgotten in the 
1930s is that for decades they had predicated their colonial rule in 
indochina on a special relationship with the vietnamese. They seem 
to have been caught completely off guard by the intensity of the 
cambodian and Laotian attacks on the Franco-vietnamese conception 
of indochina in the 1930s (chapter 4). and yet as soon as trouble was 
in the air, the French instinctively fell back on indochinese federalism 
and the policy of channelling local monarchies and patriotisms their 

15 ‘note d’ensemble sur les problèmes évoqués par les vœux politiques’, p. 27, in cG, 
box Bk, iv, Tonkin, caoM. 

16 Patrice Morlat, La Répression coloniale au Vietnam (1908–1940), Paris, 
L’harmattan, 1990, p. 244, n. 69. This is almost certainly a reference to the 
indochinese Federal ideas advanced by Pham huy Luc in 1936 and 1937. similar 
arguments were debated in a wide-range of leading quoc ngu papers, with the most 
interesting ones to be found in Tan Viet-Nam in october 1937. ‘Truc-tri hay tu-tri’, 
Tan Viet-Nam, no. 11 (6 october 1937), p. 1; ‘hoa-uoc chi la cai nha pha tuong’, 
Tan Viet-Nam, no. 14 (16 october 1937), p. 1; and ‘neu dong-duong duoc Tu-
Tri’, Tan Viet-Nam, no. 13 (13 october 1937), p. 1.

17 harlay, ‘Un dominion indochinois est-il possible?’, Le Courrier de Haiphong, (17 
december 1938). 
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way. vichy was no exception to this rule. in 1939 and 1940, convinced 
finally that the cambodian elites and their political aspirations had to 
be taken seriously, Résident Supérieur Thibeaudeau informed Governor 
General catroux then his vichy successor, admiral Jean decoux, of 
the cambodian demands of a non-indochinese kind. however, like 
sarraut and Pasquier, decoux could not accept cambodian objec-
tions to indochinese federalism at the very moment he was moving to 
resurrect it. he could not countenance the potential disassociation of 
indochina along cambodian and Laotian lines as the Thais resumed 
their efforts to deconstruct French indochina from the west and the 
Japanese moved in from the north. Upon taking power, decoux thus 
rejected the cambodian proposals calling for a “Burmese solution”. The 
indochinese colonial model had to take precedence and maintain its ter-
ritorial integrity. The result under vichy was an even more fanciful set of 
indochinese fictions than ever before.18

indochinese redUX – vichy

Faced with Japanese occupation and Thai efforts to roll back indochina in 
the west, decoux tried earnestly to create a “real” and “living” indochinese 
identity.19 By 1941, Japanese troops had occupied all of indochina. Given 
France’s collaboration with nazi Germany, Tokyo’s main ally, decoux 
remained in place to run French indochina under Japanese supervision. 
That said, Japanese occupation made it clear to the indochinese that 
the French were not invincible, nor did they exercise a monopoly over 
relationships with the colonized. although the Japanese shared decoux’s 
hostility towards the communists led by ho chi Minh, they nonetheless 
supported a range of patriotic groups often hostile to the French, such 
as the cao dai and hoa hoa, and such nationalists as son ngoc Thanh, 

18 Khy Phanra, ‘La communauté vietnamienne au cambodge à l’époque du pro-
tectorat français (1863–1953)’, Paris, doctoral thesis, Université de la sorbonne 
nouvelle, Paris iii, 1974, p. 237. For such fiction, see ourot souvannavong, ‘Les 
annamites et nous’, Indochine, no. 57 (october 1941), pp. 3–5 and for the dreams 
of a new indochinese civilization cemented together by the French, see Tan nam 
Tu, ‘civilisation indochinoise’, Indochine, no. 42 (25 June 1942), pp. 1–5.

19 on French cultural policies during this time, see eric T. Jennings, Vichy in the 
Tropics: Pétain’s National Revolution in Madagascar, Guadeloupe, and Indochina, 
1940–1944, stanford: stanford University Press, 2001 and anne raffin, Youth 
Mobilization in Vichy Indochina and its Legacies, 1940–1970, Lanham: Lexington 
Books, 2005. 
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Phetsarath, and ngo dinh diem. Moreover, the Japanese alliance with 
the Thais allowed Bangkok to resurrect its nineteenth-century greater 
Thai policy (discussed in chapter 1) and obtain large swaths of territories 
in western Laos and cambodia. as Paul Beau had feared in the late 19th 
century, the Thais began rolling back French indochina in 1941, four 
years before the Japanese brought down the colonial state.
 in a careful balancing act, decoux and his entourage went to work 
devising cultural policies to sustain indochina French in its hour of 
greatest need.20 adhering to cultural and educational policies underway 
in vichy France but already in existence in indochina since the revolts 
of 1930–31 (see chapters 2 and 4), decoux stressed “Tradition” and 
the idea of “discovering” and “resurrecting” the “True” cambodian, 
vietnamese, and Laotian patrimonies as part of a larger indochinese one 
to be led by la Mère Patrie. Like sarraut and Pasquier, decoux turned to 
indochinese federalism to hold the line against France’s enemies and ex-
panded his predecessors’ support of Bao dai to include the Laotian King 
sisavangvong and his cambodian counterpart, norodom sihanouk. 
These local monarchs would help the French to reach and mobilize the 
“people” in favor of the French.21

 decoux’s highly erudite cultural team consciously fanned particular 
patriotisms through subtle propaganda drives, the formation of youth 
groups, as well as expanding sporting, scouting, and youth organisa-
tions.22 Textbooks were rewritten, articles evoked the glorious nation-
alist histories of the three patries of indochina, Buddhist tradition and 
confucian values received pride of place, victories against the Thais 
proliferated, though Nam Tien was conspicuously absent (chapter 1). 
national anthems, flags, and symbols were designed and diffused for 
all three countries. significantly, vichy never endowed the indochinese 
Federation with its own flag or national anthem.23 decoux’s entou-

20 Maurice ducoroy, Ma trahison en Indochine, preface by admiral decoux, Paris: 
Les editions internationales, 1949, p. 110 and ‘note du vice-amiral à vichy’, 3 
april 1942, file 1201, grouping nouveau Fond, indochine, caoM.

21 see my ‘Un « cul de plomb » et un « fou génial ». 
22 see Jennings, Vichy in the Tropics, chapters 6–7 and raffin, Youth Mobilization, 

chapters 2–4. 
23 on discovering, see Jean saumont, ‘notre programme’ and duong Quang ham, 

‘culture française et culture annamite’, both in Indochine, no. 1 (12 september 
1940), pp. 1–2, 3 respectively. Wonderful examples of the ‘real’ vietnam and 
cambodia are in Premiers pas sur la piste, Fédération indochinoise de scoutisme, 
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Figure 14: vichy and indochinese traditions (Dan Bao, 5 March 1942)
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rage did, however, organize tours to bring youth and leaders together 
in indochinese ways. in 1943, the Tour d’Indochine sent hundreds 
of vietnamese, cambodian, and French youths pedalling feverishly 
across all of indochina. The main idea behind this 4,000-kilometre race 
was, according to its main organizer Maurice ducoroy, to allow these 
indochinese youth to “study the customs and traditions, to observe 
the sites throughout the lands they would cross, [and] to realize on 
the ground (sur place) the diversity of indochina […]. Through these 
representatives of the indochinese youth, we were hoping that, after 
having contemplated and reflected [on what they saw], they would be 
able to announce the truth [of the indochina] surrounding them”.24 
even sihanouk took pleasure in attending the football (soccer) matches 
alternating between his cochinchinese alma mater, chasseloup-Laubat 
in saigon, and the sisowath lycée in Phnom Penh. The new king of 
cambodia had proudly lit the Indochinese Torch, which “indochinese 
youths” carried solemnly from angkor Wat to hanoi in 1941.25

 decoux marched his kings throughout indochina, too. he per-
sonally crowned sihanouk in 1941 and then dispatched him into the 
cambodian countryside to rally the people to the Franco-indochinese 
cause. The governor general also sent sihanouk to vietnam and Laos as 
part of an effort to associate local monarchies in indochinese ways, while 
Laos’ sisavangvong reciprocated with visits to Phnom Penh. Thanks 
to vichy, Bao dai and sihanouk got to know each for the first time.26 
years later, sihanouk reminisced fondly on his travels around vichy 
indochina: “There again, it was decoux who sent me down the roads of 
indochina, from saigon to ha Long bay, from Qui nhon to dalat, from 
vientiane to Luang Prabang”. When French journalist Jean Lacouture 
asked him whether these “trips contributed to your ability to think of a 

manuel de l’aspirant, hanoi: Taupin, March 1944, p. 11 and the scouting manual, 
Chef, no. 46–49 ( July-october 1941), p. 12, ‘La Patrie et les Patries’. 

24 ducoroy, Ma trahison, pp. 169–189. 
25 ducoroy, Ma trahison, p.119. 
26 Goscha, ‘Un «  cul de plomb  » et un «  fou génial  »’; ha Xuan Ta, ‘ces images 

et ces symboles’, Indochine and ‘discours du vice-amiral d’escadre decoux’, La 
Patrie Annamite, no. 508 (10 January 1944), pp. 1–2 ; ‘en marge du voyage des 
souverains d’annam en cochinchine et au cambodge: Fédéralisme indochinois’, 
Indochine, no. 119 (10 december 1942), pp. 1–2.
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certain ‘indochinese’ reality”, sihanouk immediately responded in the 
affirmative:

exactly. When i speak of indochina [today], i feel it and i see it better 
than most of my interlocutors [in the 1960s]. i visited the campha 
mines and the hue palaces, the Plain of Jars and nha Trang, Tourane 
that is now danang. i loved most of all hanoi. What a beautiful place 
then, charming, noble! recently, i saw it again, certainly less beauti-
ful, wounded by the war, but still so glorious! The pride for all of us, 
indochinese!27

 These cultural policies were part of the crafting of a larger indochinese 
political identity to thwart those competing for the hearts and minds of 
the colonized. in June 1942, for example, decoux officially banned the 
term “indigène” and replaced it with the word “indochinois”.28 although 
this in no way meant a rethinking of colonial legal categories discussed 
in chapter 4, this semantic change was another attempt to think in 
indochinese terms and to increase the number of “indochinois” in the 
higher reaches of the administration, to provide them with a stake in the 
colonial state, to ensure their loyalty.
 That vichy’s indochina was increasingly based on three major 
national monarchies – annam (Bao dai), cambodia (sihanouk), and 
Laos (sisavangvong) – didn’t seem to bother decoux and his entourage. 
Faced with Thai irredentism, decoux even allowed Laotian elites started 
to ask themselves seriously: “Qui sommes nous?” he even initiated the 
policies that began to turn Laos into a unified body instead of an amalgam 
of colonies, protectorates, and military territories.29 all three could co-
exist with their own traditions thanks to the creation of an indochinese 
Federation. of course the French would run it from on high and provide 
the “cement” (a term so dear to sarraut) to hold it together down below. 
But federalism would allow for local patriotisms to evolve in alliance 

27 norodom sihanouk, L’Indochine vue de Pékin: entretiens avec Jean Lacouture, Paris: 
editions du seuil, 1972, pp. 35–36. one of many examples of the official voyage 
being used to reinforce the indochinese idea is shown by the photo display in 
Indochine, no. 119 (10 december 1942), entitled: Sous le signe du fédéralisme: Le 
Voyage des Souverains d’Annam en Cochinchine et au Cambodge. 

28 ‘en indochine: La suppression du mot «indigène»’, Indochine, no. 93 ( June 
1942).

29 Goscha, ‘Un « cul de plomb » et un « fou génial »’; Thao Poui, ‘Une voix laotienne 
: Qui sommes nous?’ Indochine, no. 56 (25 september 1941), p. 5; nhek suong, 
‘opinion cambodgienne’, Indochine, no. 62 (6 november 1941).
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with the French and in harmony with each other. in december 1942, an 
article appeared in vichy’s mouthpiece Indochine, entitled Fédéralisme 
indochinois, in which the author explained why the three pays could 
not stand alone as “nations”, but rather had to be associated within the 
tripartite framework of the “Federated nation of indochina” (nation fé-
dérale indochinoise). Given the threats posed by the Japanese, Thais, and 
vietnamese communists, “only indochina as a whole” could serve as the 
model of “a viable nation”.30 of course, each of the three countries would 
maintain their unique cultural and linguistic characteristics, “just as the 
Bretons, Basques, and corsicans had done in becoming French,” but 
they would all function politically within a newly created Conseil fédéral 
indochinois. Upon its creation in 1943, it consisted of 23 French and 30 
indochinese, of whom 24 were “annamese”, four “cambodian”, and two 
“Laotian”.31 The preponderance of the annamese within this institution 
could not have been lost on Laotian and cambodian delegates. But once 
again, the latter had little say in these matters. For reasons of a political 
order, the three indochinese patries had to recognize that they shared 
“common interests”,

that they must rely on each other, understanding above all that their 
common mission is to work together for prosperity and growth, and 
to display to the world their shared patrimony, the indochinese Union, 
linked by destiny and [then] offered by France to history (lié par le 
destin et proposée par la France à l’Histoire).32

 if this vision of indochina was not yet real, this triangular entity, 
vichy insisted in late 1942, constituted at the very least “a national virtu-
ality” (une virtualité nationale).33 and this is where the indochinese idea 
started to become surreal, even delusional. even Bui Quang chieu could 
reverse the Tribune indochinoise’s formerly aggressive cultural visions 
of the annam ese role in indochina to conclude that the “indochinese 
Federation” was becoming “a nation” and that the French language had 

30 ‘en marge du voyage des souverains d’annam en cochinchine et au cambodge: 
Fédéralisme indochinois’, Indochine, no. 119 (10 december 1942), pp. 1–2. 

31 ‘indochine: création d’un conseil Fédéral Mixte, décret no. 1525’, 31 May 1943 
and ‘note à vichy de decoux sur la création d’un conseil Fédéral indochinois’, 
both in file 2762, box 344, nouveau Fond, indochine, caoM. yet it seems, based 
on other sources, that a Conseil Fédéral was already in place by 1941. 

32 ‘Fédéralisme indochinois’, pp. 1–2. 
33 Ibid., p. 2.
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“become the common tongue of the indochinese elite”.34 The editorial 
board of the Annam Nouveau had suddenly to forget the chauvinistic ar-
guments proliferated by its founder, nguyen van vinh, to proclaim with 
decoux that the “interpenetration” and “interdependence” of indochina 
were giving rise at long last to “a living reality”:

The large-scale youth movement that has been unleashed in indochina 
under the direction of the General commissar of sports and Physical 
education, the captain ducoroy, and the common education that is 
being dispensed to all the children of indochina, will soon have fused 
(aura tôt fait de fusionner) cambodians, Laotians, and annamese into 
one unique personality. in place of the historic annamese expansion 
towards the south and the west, the French Protectorate has substituted 
[a policy of] peaceful interpenetration among the peoples of the pen-
insula favorable to a good entente and towards mutual collaboration for 
the better of the Union.35

 some semi-official essays even advanced that a new “indochinese 
civilisation” was actually “coming into being” (en train de naître), one 
which would close the gap between the indic and sinic halves of the 
indo-china debated so heatedly by Jean Marquet and Pham Quynh on 
one side and roland Meyer and Prince Phetsarath on the other (chapter 
2).36 in what is perhaps a veiled allusion to these debats, this essay ar-
gued that the cultural fault line between the eastern and western halves 
of indo-china could, in fact, be bridged: “in this way, in the cultural do-
main as well as other areas, the indochinese Federation will not become, 
to the great confusion of its detractors, an empty formula or a hybrid 
creation, but rather a living and magnificent reality”.37 another essay 
insisted in 1942 that France had created “a cultural comprehension of 
the constituting civilisations” that would give rise to “a consciousness of 
indochina, a political and cultural reality and not just a geographical and 

34 Bui Quang chieu, ‘Fédération indochinoise’, La Tribune Indochinoise, (19 december 
1941), p. 1.

35 editorial, ‘L’Union indochinoise’, L’Annam Nouveau, no. 1,064 (28 december 
1941), p. 1. 

36 Tan nam Tu, ‘civilisation indochinoise’, Indochine, no. 42 (25 June 1942), pp. 
1–5. This pen-name “Tan nam Tu” is usually associated with nguyen van vinh 
himself. if true, then this would mean that the French posthumously published his 
essay. nguyen van vinh had died in Laos in 1936.

37 Tan nam Tu, ‘civilisation indochinoise’, Indochine, no. 42 (25 June 1942), pp. 
1–5. 
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administrative grouping.”38 one writer applauding Bui Quang chieu’s 
article added that this indochinese identity was not some “spiritual, 
fragile or artificial construction, built on moving sand that the first wind 
would blow away, but it [was] a nation that possesses a shared way of 
thinking (pensée commune), [a body] of common interests”.39

 yet as of 1942 this indochinese “personality”, this “virtual nation” 
advanced by French and vietnamese was still a fiction, as the reliance on 
the future anterior tense belied yet again and as the outbreak of anti-vi-
etnamese demonstrations in western indochina from mid-1945 would 
only confirm. The appearance of Laotian and cambodian children 
personalities in what was in effect vichy’s updated version of Marquet’s 
1928 vision of a Franco-annamese indochina was too little and far 
too late for bringing the Laotians and cambodians into this magical 
indochinese wonderland “proposed” by vichy.40 one cannot help but 
concluding that vichy’s indochina was in fact an optical illusion. after 
all, decoux was suddenly asking vietnamese allies to reverse, almost 
overnight, their formerly aggressive visions of indochina, which had 
rarely included the Lao, Khmer or ethnic communities, in order to work 
in “solidarity” with their newly found western and highland brothers in 
the pursuit of a larger indochinese Family. “Peaceful interpenetration” 
was a marked departure from Tieu vien’s 1939 indochinese nation 
forged by vietnamese blood, sweat, and tears. as for the Laotians and 
cambodians, they were no doubt thrilled to finally get the attention 
of the French, but the ethnic friction caused by annamese movement 
westwards prior to World War ii would be hard to forget in such a short 
period of time.41

 This was all the more the case given that vichy worked against an 
indochinese personality by stressing inner cultural, linguistic, and eth-
nic particularities. The prestigious ecole Française d’extrême-orient 

38 Phap-nam [France-[viet]-nam], ‘Fédération indochinoise: Union et Paix’, 
Indochine, no. 104 (27 august 1942), p. 2.

39 Letter to the editor, ‘La Fédération indochinoise’, Indochine, no. 70 (1 January 
1942), p. 12. 

40 on Marquet, see Le Quang Luat, ‘L’esprit nouveau’, L’Annam Nouveau, no. 1,051 
(28 september 1941), p. 1. 

41 ourot souvannavong, in ‘Les annamites et nous’, Indochine, no. 57 (october 
1941), pp. 3–5, tries to reconcile the Lao and viet brothers into this happy 
indochinese family.
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conceded publicly that its erudite publications were aimed to “return 
to the indochinese their history” and to “awaken in them a national 
sentiment”.42 a group of equally erudite French admirers of local cultures 
and histories were thrilled to see decoux bring Laos and cambodia into 
the French indochinese project. Like Meyer before him, charles rochet 
became actively involved in building up a Laotian patriotic identity 
through the pages of Lao Nhay and sporting events, albeit he had to keep 
a lid on stoking anti-vietnamese sentiments in favor of anti-Thai ones.43 
The Laotian and cambodians could no longer be “forgotten”, but rather 
had to be promoted on the same level as the vietnamese. This only 
reinforced the consolidation of national identities along separate lines 
or along pre-colonial notions of Khmer, Lao and viet kingdoms (vichy 
went so far as to let Bao dai travel to Tonkin.). a scholarly emphasis on 
ethnology, race, and identity tended to differentiate rather than to as-
similate. The re-rooting of “local nationalisms” in their specific cultures, 
traditions, and languages by colonial administrators dating from the 
time of Pasquier, Marquet, and Meyer only made it harder for a “supe-
rior indochinese nationalism” to emerge. By exhorting the “Khmer” and 
“Lao” races against the racial imperialism of the “Thai”, the semi-official 
reviews, Indochine, Lao Nhay and Kampuchea must have triggered simi-
lar hostility towards the viet (even though anti-vietnamese articles were 
censored).44 although decoux sought to dilute such differences by using 
French as the unifying form of communication within this indochinese 

42 ‘note sur l’orientation générale de l’activité de l’ecole française d’extrême-orient 
durant les dernières années’, Indochine, no. 113 (20 october 1942).

43 charles rochet, Pays Lao: Le Laos dans la tourmente, Paris: Jean vigneau, 1946. 
on charles rochet, see soren ivarsson, Creating Laos: The Making of a Lao Space 
between Indochina and Siam, 1860–1945, copenhagen: nias Press, 2008, chapter 
4. roland Meyer was, in this sense, tens years ahead of his time. he had been push-
ing a cultural, religious, and nationalist revival in Laos and cambodia since 1930 
(if not earlier), noting already in that year the danger of the “rebirth of the national 
sentiment of the Thai”. Meyer, Komlah, pp. 101–102. 

44 ‘commissaire aux colonies à M. nolde (alger)’, 23 June 1944, file 1204, nouveau 
Fond, indochine, caoM. on the importance of ethnicity, see david henly’s 
excellent discussion, e.F. henley, ‘ethnographic integration and exclusion in 
anticolonial nationalism: comparative notes on indonesia and indochina’, 
Comparative Studies in Society and History, vol. 37, no. 2 (april 1995), pp. 
286–324. and Hymnes et Pavillons d’Indochine, hanoi: imprimerie d’extrême-
orient, 1941, in particular the words of the national anthems and the national 
flags. The word “campuchéa” was officially used for the first time here to get at 
the timeless cambodia. however, roland Meyer was perhaps the first to use it in 
this patriotic sense in his novel published in 1919, Saramani: Danseuse Khmère, 
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body, he would have had a hard time reversing existing educational and 
linguistic policies stressing the rejuvenation of local languages and tradi-
tions. and of course he had little time in which to create cambodian 
and Laotian elites competent in French and who would be capable of 
joining their vietnamese counterparts in the indochinese bureaucracy, 
another of the keys to turning the indochinese Federation into this “liv-
ing reality”.45

 had the French moved on sarraut’s post-World War i reforms and 
calls for the creation of a functional indochinese federation things may 
well have been different. But when the Japanese overthrew the French in 
March 1945, no formal indochinese Federation had been created – ever. 
a federal council apparently appeared in 1943 but no constitution or 
charter ever saw the light of day. To my knowledge, no colonized subject 
ever carried papers during the vichy period referring to him or her as a 
legally constituted “indochinese citizen”. French colonial legal catego-
ries had divided and been contested down below by the colonized for 
far too long. vichy’s attempt to assimilate the diverse ethnic populations 
in indochina into one wider identity was too little, too late, contradic-
tory, and largely ignored longstanding (and very well-known) Laotian 
and cambodian nationalist objections to the political reality of French 
indochina and hostility towards vietnamese immigration since the early 
1930s (chapter 4).46 
 as for the vietnamese, vichy accentuated things by trying to co-opt 
the “true” vietnam that had resurged in nationalist circles since 1925–30 
and then locking it into an indochinese framework. neither was fiction 
and both Pham Quynh and ho chi Minh would find themselves pursu-
ing remarkably similar policies between 1941 and 1945, when they tried 
to take hold of and promote the “real” vietnam, while striving at the 

saigon: imprimerie nouvelle albert Portail, 1919, used in the dedication and on 
the last page, p. 238. one finds it again in Komlah.

45 in 1936, a special education mission conceded that the French Language was 
not being learned by Lao pupils, unlike the vietnamese or the “West” and 
“equatorial africans”. ‘L’inspecteur Général des colonies Moretti à M. le Ministre 
des colonies: inspection Générale de l’enseignement, direction des affaires 
Politiques’, p. 7, saigon, 20 June 1936, file 2495 (2), box 287, nouveau Fond, 
indochine, caoM. The same was true in the Pagoda schools in cambodia. ‘note 
pour M. l’inspecteur Général des colonies au sujet de l’enseignement traditionnel 
au cambodge: Mission 1935–36’, pp. 3–5, in Ibid. 

46 Khy Phanra, La communauté vietnamienne au Cambodge, p. 237. 
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same time to keep it in step with indochinese orders from the French and 
the comintern respectively. decoux gave a loose rein to Pham Quynh’s 
cultural nationalism by making him Minister of education in vichy’s 
Révolution nationale in vietnam. ridiculed by the highly westernized 
self-autonomy Group (Tu Luc Van Doan), Quynh took his revenge to 
return “Tradition” to the forefront, a heritage that, in his eyes, had been 
blurred by years of unbridled westernization and competition from 
anti-colonial parties. he paid lip service to the admiral’s indochinese 
model, but what mattered most to this man was the return to confucian 
values and order, the resurrection of national symbols, culture, and the 
realization and unification of the annamese entity he had defended so 
passionately in 1931.47 
 desperate, vichy authorities tried to have it both ways. in october 
1942, decoux seemed to go further than his predecessors, when he 
became the first French official to pronounce the word “viet-nam” 
in public.48 as one pro-vichy vietnamese editorial captured the colo-
nial convergence: “The admiral, as the honorable representative of the 
Maréchal and in the name of the annamese Patrie, gives back [to the 
nation] its dignity and primacy.” What this author did not say was that 
decoux was obviously trying to co-opt one of the most powerful nation-
alist symbols since the executions at yen Bay in 1930 – the very idea of 
“viet-nam”.49 he failed miserably. The superficiality of it all was clear 
when decoux’s successor, admiral Georges Thierry d’argenlieu, for-
mally forbade colonial authorities in January 1947 from using this very 
term as the French tried yet again to build an indochinese Federation 
and mobilize monarchies, this time against vietnamese nationalists and 
communists. 

47 Pham Quynh, ‘L’accord politique de confucius et de Maurras’, La Patrie 
Annamite, no. 449 (29 april 1942), pp. 1–4.

48 amiral J. decoux, ‘allocution prononcée à l’Université indochinoise’, Indochine, 
no. 112 (22 october 1942), p. 11.

49 ‘Bai dien-van quan-trong cua quan Toan-quyen’, Dan Bao, no. 986 (12 october 
1942), p. 1 and ‘Le viet-nam et son élite’, La Patrie Annamite, no. 465 (16 
november 1942), pp. 1, 4. decoux’s move coincided nicely with celebrations in 
hanoi of the 140th anniversary of Gia-Long’s unification of “viet-nam”. The 
allusion to Pasquier’s Annam d’autrefois is the Patrie Annamite’s, not mine. on the 
idea of a “new viet-nam”, see Linh-nam, ‘notre appellation nationale’, p. 32.
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indochinese redUX – The coMMUnisTs

Perhaps the supreme irony of all this was that vietnamese communists 
were trying to have it both ways as much as the French colonialists. 
since arriving on the sino-vietnamese border in 1940, ho chi Minh 
had been preparing his own nationalist revolution. he evoked many 
of the same heroes and glorious symbols of “vietnam” as decoux and 
Quynh, and was as careful as the Governor General to avoid resurrecting 
certain chapters of vietnamese history that could irritate Laotian and 
cambodian sensibilities. Through the viet Minh nationalist front he 
initiated in 1941, ho fostered a strong counter-nationalism based upon 
an ethno-cultural identity forged in opposition to chinese and French 
domination – and not “glorious” southwards expansion (Nam tien) into 
cambodia. Unlike Quynh, he could draw upon a full-blown cultural 
militancy running from Phan dinh Phung to the vnQdd by way of 
Phan Boi chau, elements of which were to be found within his own 
communist ranks.50 in brief, ho had every intention in mid-1945 not to 
fail as the vnQdd had done at yen Bay in 1930. The Japanese defeat 
provided the favorable conditions for the communist-led viet Minh to 
take power. The irony, however, was that once ho returned to vietnam 
from china, he had to hold this resurging, militant nationalism within 
the indochinese framework demanded by the icP, the comintern, and 
the “new France” led by General de Gaulle. 
 When French indochina collapsed on 9 March 1945, vietnamese 
nationalists had still not decided how the postcolonial state would look 
territorially. even the name remained remarkably contested. But with 
the French finally gone, nationalists had to choose.51 on 12 March, for 
example, Dan Bao (People’s news) heralded formation of Imperial Viet 
Nam (Viet-Nam De Quoc).52 it was one of the first times the word Viet-
Nam had appeared publicly as the name of the country since Gia-Long. 
on 16 March, however, another daily published a proclamation refer-

50 i am thinking of Generals nguyen Binh and vuong Thua vu, both vnQdd. after 
vo nguyen Giap, they were the two most important military leaders during the 
indochina War. 

51 ‘y chung toi doi voi thoi cuc: Quoc hieu cua ta la gi?’ Dong Phat, no. 6,000 (20 
april 1945), p. 1 and dai-nam, dai-viet, annam and viet-nam, see Linh-nam, 
‘notre appellation nationale’, pp. 29–32. 

52 Dan Bao, no. 644 (12 March 1945), p.1.
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ring to the Dai Viet nation and people.53 scores of editorials published 
in the early 1940s confirm that no one national name held a clear mo-
nopoly.54 nationalists agreed, however, that “annam” was no longer an 
option, for it implied humiliations and submission to foreign powers.55 
it was only after considerable debate, on 12 June 1945, that Bao dai 
announced that the word Viet-Nam would be the official name of the 
country, thereby ending the dynastical use of such terms as Dai Viet or 
Dai Nam.56 at the same time, a cabinet meeting in mid-1945 forbade the 
use in vietnamese of the terms Nam ky, Trung ky, and Bac ky replacing 
them respectively with Nam phan, Trung phan, and Bac phan (south-
ern, middle and northern sections) as the three regional constituents of 
“viet-nam”. ho chi Minh’s government would follow suit, but dropped 
phan in favour of bo – Nam bo, Trung Bo, and Bac Bo. vietnam was finally 
coming into being.57 
 yet, if communist and non-communist nationalists had agreed on 
the name “vietnam”, they had also to choose a space. should it include 
all of French indochina or only the three ky/phan/bo? Unfortunately, 

53 ‘Bao cao nhan dan dai viet’, Dong Phat, no. 5,966 (16 March 1945), p. 1 and 
interview with hoang Xuan han, 1 august 1993, Paris. ironically, Dong Phat 
[roughly, Greater orient] was known until 9 March 1945 as Dong Phap – France 
d’Orient or by this time: French indochina.

54 nguyen van To, ‘Quoc hieu nuoc ta’, Tri Tan, no. 1 (3 June 1941), pp. 3, 17; ‘Bao 
cao nhan dan dai viet’, Dong Phat, no. 5,966 (16 March 1945), p. 1; interview 
with hoang Xuan han, 1 august 1993, Paris; Khuong viet, ‘nam Moi noi 
chuyen cu’, Dai Viet Tap Chi, no. 31 (16 January 1944), p. 6; and nguyen Tien 
Lang, ‘annam ou dai nam’, La Tribune Indochinoise, no. 2,163 (16 July 1941), p. 2.

55 ‘y chung Toi doi voi Thoi cuc: Quoc hieu cua ta la gi?’ Dong Phat, no. 6,000 (20 
april 1945), p. 1. 

56 ‘noi cac viet-nam da hop ky dau tien’, Dong Phat, no. 6,008 (7 May 1945), p. 
1; ‘a propos du drapeau national de l’empire du viet-nam’, L’Opinion-Impartial, 
no. 50 (12 May 1945), p. 1; ‘an-dinh Quoc-hieu, Quoc-Ky va Quoc-ca’, Dong 
Phat, no. 6,052 (28 June 1945), p. 1; and Linh-nam, ‘notre appellation nationale: 
dai-viet? dai-nam? annam? viet-nam?’, Sud-Est, no. 6 (november 1949), p. 32.

57 interview with ho Ta Khanh, 10 december 1993, Boulogne and hoang Xuan 
han, 4 March 1994, Paris and ‘Bo chu “Bac ky Bao ho”’, Dong Phat, 3 July 1945, p. 
1. yet “bo” was officially used by the Kim government to replace “ky” before ho 
chi Minh’s government came to power. compare: ‘Kham sai Bac Bo viet-nam’, 
Dong Phat, no. 6,055 (27 June 1945), p. 1 with no. 6,022 (20 May 1945), p.1, us-
ing Bac Ky and also Historique de la Libération de l’Indochine : L’Indochine après la 
capitulation japonaise (15 août–15 octobre 1945), pp. 45–46, in Bulletin d’etudes, 
n° 30, documentation de l’etat-Major de la défense de l’indochine, Présidence 
du Gouvernement Provisoire de la république française, Paris, 18 July 1946, p. 
16, note 1.
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we do not know how Pham Quynh felt on this question in his role as ad-
visor to Bao dai (the viet Minh executed him in september 1945). We 
do know, however, that many tried to have it both ways. Like the French 
in 1919–21, 1930–31, 1937–39, and 1941–42, they saw the federal idea 
as the best way out of this spatial conundrum. on 31 March, an official 
circular in Dong Phat announced that the term “French indochina/
dong Phap” would be dropped officially, but the words “indochina/
dong duong” and “indochinese peoples/dan dong duong” remained 
intact.58 on 25 april, an editorial appeared in the daily Binh Minh ar-
guing for an indochinese Federation (Lien Bang Dong Duong), not as-
sociated with the French. albeit vaguely defined, it envisioned a union 
of the states of vietnam, Laos, and cambodia, which together would 
constitute a central committee to govern the postcolonial indochinese 
Federation.59 an important politician, nguyen van Luyen, developed 
this idea in greater detail in the widely read Trung Bac Chu Nhat in early 
august. aware of rising anti-vietnamese feelings in Western indochina, 
he guaranteed that, as a part of a national indochinese Union (Dong 
Duong Lien Hiep Quoc), Laos and cambodia would share power with 
vietnam as part of a tripartite federal government in charge of Foreign 
affairs, defence, and Finances. By combining their economic potential, 
communications systems, and defence, he continued, they could not 
only create a “great nation”, an indochinese Federation, but they could 
also become “indochinese citizens” (cong dan Dong Duong).60

 The French also kept thinking in indochina terms. in the wake of 
the Japanese coup de force ending French indochina, one of charles de 
Gaulle’s top hands in asia, Léon Pignon, advocated an indochinese iden-
tity in directives outlining a new Federation: “We should not hesitate, 
and it is the opinion of a good number of annamese, to think Indochinese, 
and not only annamese or cambodian”.61 he envisioned plans for the 
legal constitution of an “indochinese citizen” and an “assembly”.62 There 
was nothing new about any of this, as we have seen throughout this 

58 ‘Thong-cao’, Dong-phat, no. 5,979 (31 March 1945), p. 1. 
59 do Tu, ‘Lien Bang dong duong’, Binh Minh, no. 31 (25 april 1945), pp. 1–2. 
60 nguyen van Luyen, ‘Giao thiep’, no. 256, pp. 2–4, 27 and no. 257, pp. 7 and 24.
61 cited by Tønnesson, The Vietnamese Revolution, p. 330, note 42. 
62 ‘conditions générales du statut dont bénéficiera l’indochine libérée de l’envahis-

seur’, 23 March 1945, hors série no. 16. 
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book. albert sarraut had already laid this out in the wake of World War 
i. Pignon must have known this. he arrived in the colony in the early 
1930s.
 vietnamese communists were also having a hard time letting go 
of indochina and the federal model at this historical conjuncture. as 
stein Tønnesson has shown, in June 1945 the icP’s interim general 
secretary, Truong chinh, wrote in the Party’s journal that resistance 
forces would defeat the Japanese and then “establish an indochinese 
democratic republic”. even in the famous directive no. 1 of 13 august 
1945 calling for the general insurrection, Truong chinh was preparing 
an “indochinese uprising”, and not just a vietnamese one.63 all of this 
changed mysteriously, however, when the viet Minh came to power in 
late august 1945. vietnamese communists could have announced the 
formation of the general secretary’s vision of a postcolonial “republic 
of indochina”. instead they balked. Quietly changed was the term, 
“indochinese”, in the 1929 revolutionary slogan, “complete indochinese 
independence!” it reverted to ho’s 1930 preference for “vietnamese,” 
“complete vietnamese independence.”64 There must have been at least 
some high-level Party discussion in order to change this guideline defin-
ing the territorial parameters of revolutionary activity. it most probably 
occurred during the icP all-country conference held in the northern 
hills on 15 august or shortly thereafter. one also wonders whether 
veteran vietnamese communists from Laos and Thailand who made it 
to this meeting in time cautioned ho against too strong an indochinese 
line, given the anti-vietnamese tone of rapidly consolidating Laotian 
and cambodian nationalisms since 9 March. Moreover, vietnamese 
bureaucrats left operating the Laotian and cambodian administrations 
in mid-1945 would have been in a favorable position in the first days 
of the august revolution in Laos to telegraph vietnamese officials in 
hanoi to report on anti-vietnamese sentiments and violence. What we 
do know is that vietnamese communists, relying on the large viet popu-
lations, did indeed attempt to take major Laotian towns in the name of 
the wider indochinese revolution. if there was an august revolution in 

63 Co Giai Phong, no. 14 (28 June 1945) and no. 15 (17 July 1945), as cited by stein 
Tønnesson, Vietnamese Revolution, pp. 336–337 and p. 377 for directive no. 1.

64 Nhung Su Kien, p. 643. however, i have not been able to consult the original to see 
if it really became “complete vietnamese independence” at this point in time. 
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Laos in 1945, as many communist historians in vietnam have argued, it 
was, yet again, a largely vietnamese one.65

 That said, a vietnamese nation-state came to life in august–
september 1945, not an indochinese one. The vietnamese line became 
government policy on 31 august 1945, when the acting Minister of 
interior signed legislation ordering the word Indochine in the Journal 
Officiel de l’Indochine to be deleted and replaced, as of 1 september, by the 
word Viet-Nam in the official record of viet nam, Viet-Nam Dan Quoc 
Cong Bao.66 The next day, ho announced formation of the “democratic 
republic of vietnam” (Viet Nam Dan Chu Cong Hoa) in hanoi before 
tens of thousands of cheering vietnamese citizens who were proud to 
be part of an independent vietnamese nation. on 20 october 1945, ho 
signed decree no. 53, of which article 2 defined a “vietnamese national” 
as an individual born to a father or mother of vietnamese citizenship 
or any individual “born in vietnamese territory of unknown parents or 
nationality”. article three turned “ethnic minorities” residing in the pays 
of the “Tho, Man, Muong, nung, Kha, Lolo, etc” and with “fixed resi-
dence in vietnamese territory” into “vietnamese citizens”.67 however, 
no indochinese citizenship emerged at this point, placing Laotians and 
cambodians in the same colonial state as the vietnamese. 
 nevertheless, the tension and confusion between the “vietnamese” 
and the “indochinese” lines persisted in communist political think-
ing. This was best symbolized by the fact that the viet Minh’s official 

65 christopher e. Goscha, ‘Le contexte asiatique de la guerre d’indochine : réseaux, 
relations et économie’, Paris, thèse doctorale, ecole pratique des hautes études, 
2001, section Laos. 

66 democratic republic of viet-nam, Viet-Nam Dan-Quoc Cong-Bao, no. 1 (29 
august 1945), p. 13. 

67 French translation of ‘décret no. 53, article 2, réglementant la nationalité vietna-
mienne, tel qu’il a été modifié par le décret no. 25 du 25 février 1946’ and ‘article 
3’, in commissariat de la république pour le Tonkin et le nord annam, haut-
commissariat pour l’indochine, ‘note à l’attention de Monsieur le commissaire 
Fédéral aux affaires Politiques [Léon Pignon], saigon, file relations avec le Gra, 
box 157, grouping conseiller Politique, caoM. decree no. 53 was not exactly in-
venting a new concept of nationality. one must see this as a continuity stemming 
from earlier juridical definitions of “annamese nationality” elaborated during the 
colonial period in the Code Civil de l’Annam, article 13, pp. 13–14. This can, in 
turn, be compared with the common Law code of Gia-Long, translated by P.L.F 
Philastre, Le Code annamite, nouvelle traduction complète, Tome i, Paris: ernest 
Leroux, 1876, article 33, ‘des étrangers coupables’, pp. 253–255. on the making 
of the drv, see my Vietnam: Un Etat né de la guerre (1945–1954), Paris: armand 
colin, 2011, chapter 2. 
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mouthpiece, National Salvation (Cuu Quoc), used the slogan “complete 
vietnamese independence”, while the icP’s Liberation Flag (Co Giai 
Phong), edited by Truong chinh, continued to call for “complete 
indochinese independence” (Dong Duong hoan toan doc lap).68 Like 
their colonial adversaries, vietnamese communists still wanted to 
have it both ways and federalism would allow them to do so. even after 
Liberation Flag’s closure following the public dissolution of the icP in 
november 1945 (it was never dissolved), the “indochinese” call re-
emerged in the first issue of the Party’s new mouthpiece, Su That (The 
Truth). This led to a confusing, dual policy in postcolonial communist 
state-building: the communist-run nationalist front, the viet Minh, ad-
vocated “viet-nam”, while the communist Party, now operating under 
the cover of a Marxist study Group, stuck unequivocally to “indochina” 
well after the declaration of the democratic republic of viet nam. 
 in a fitting confusion, a communist faction in the south had even 
explained at the height of the revolution that the five points of the star 
in the viet Minh’s flag represented “the five lands of the indochinese 
Federation that had been liberated under the leadership of the 
vietnamese nation.” Perhaps, but that such an argument was put forward 
at all suggests that the French model of indochina had a geopolitical 
staying power all of its own, taken up by communists, turned against the 
French, and projected into the future as a possible form for the postco-
lonial revolutionary state.69 indeed, vietnamese communist ideologues 
such as Truong chinh would not abandon the idea of an “indochinese 
revolution” or the indochinese Federation. archimedes Patti, head of 
the oss team that entered hanoi just after the august revolution, was 
struck by this spatial contradiction between “vietnam” and “indochina” 
during his military assignment to hanoi in late 1945. he asked hoang 
Minh Giam and Truong chinh personally to explain this paradox. as 
Patti recalled their reply years later:

in 1945 the question of Laos and cambodia as separate political enti-
ties was never at issue. in the context of the struggle for vietnamese 

68 This is based upon my reading of the two papers at the Bibliothèque nationale 
and the Thu vieu Quoc Gia in hanoi. This is why i do not think that the icP 
really changed its slogan at Tan Trao in august 1945. 

69 ‘Lich su Mot cay co’, Giai Phong, no. 1 (25 august 1945), p. 1, Fonds Julien, 47, 
box 1, entrée par voie extraordinaire d’outre-mer, caoM. 
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independence, the three nation-states complex was interwoven in the 
French concept of the French indochina “federation”. on two separate 
occasions, i asked Truong chinh and hoang Minh Giam to clarify the 
apparent contradiction in terms between viet nam as a nation and 
indochina as used in the name of the indochinese communist Party. 
They both held that the terms were compatible since the three nation-
states, under French rule, had developed commonality of geographical, 
political and economic interests. hence viet-nam, the name of the three 
kys (regions of Tonkin, annam and cochinchina) was also applicable to 
the French “federation” of indochinese states.70

indochina was not dead in vietnamese communist thinking. 

70 archimedes L.a. Patti, Why Viet Nam ? Prelude to America’s Albatross, Berkeley: 
University of california Press, 1980, pp. 567–568, note 2. 
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L et t I n g  g o  o F  I n d o C h I n A ?

T
he French returned in late 1945 determined to create an 
indochinese Federation and citizenship. not only did they 
encounter vietnamese nationalists determined to unify 

cochinchina, annam, and Tonkin into one national entity, but they 
were also caught off guard by Laotian and cambodian objections to all 
that was indochinese. in early 1946, French negotiators were shocked 
to learn that the cambodian King favored separating cambodia from 
French indochina just as Burma had been removed from British india 
a decade earlier. The Khmer court, led by Prince Monireth and nhiek 
Tioulong, also demanded local control of immigration as a major 
pre-condition to signing a Modus Vivendi and joining yet another 
indochinese experiment. Tioulong insisted to his bewildered French 
interlocutors that controlling annamese immigration was a “matter of 
life or death for cambodia”.1 although a French negotiator replied to 
nhiek Tioulong that “France and cambodia agreed on a good number 
of points” concerning the problem of vietnamese immigration, these 
French officials could not understand why the cambodians were so 
hostile to indochinese federalism and vietnamese immigration. To the 
French colonial mind, cambodia’s disassociation from indochina was as 
unthinkable as the unified vietnamese nation-state being pushed by the 
democratic republic of vietnam and others.2 
 and yet none of this was new and should have come as no sur-
prise. France’s leading colonial strategists, in particular Léon Pignon, 

1 commission d’etudes Franco-Khmère, ‘Procès-verbal partiel de la séance du 29 
mars 1946’ et ‘compte rendu de la séance du 29 mars 1946’, in Papiers alessandri, 
service historique de la défense (hereafter, shd).

2 commission d’etudes franco-khmère, séance du 6 décembre 1945, 3ème séance, 
file cambodge, Modus vivendi et constitution, box 1K306, Papiers alessandri, 
shd. 
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albert Torel, and Jean cousseau, had all worked in indochina in the 
1930s and were all well versed in sarraut and Pasquier’s dual policy 
promoting the indochinese federation and rallying the monarchies to 
the French cause. Léon Pignon led the charge after World War ii in 
rebuilding the indochinese Federation on the one hand and launching 
yet another round of royalist “solutions” around Bao dai, sihanouk, and 
sisavangvong. it would take four more years, a war with the vietnamese, 
the arrival of the cold War, and the Laotian and cambodian rejection 
of all that was indochinese before the French, Léon Pignon at the fore-
front, were finally forced to create associated states along national lines 
with corresponding nationalities.3 
 Mirroring the French devolution of the indochinese colonial state 
into associated ones was the vietnamese communist decision to divide 
indochinese communism along national lines. starting in 1950 and in 
direct reaction to the creation of Pignon’s associated states of indochina 
in July 1949, vietnamese communists led by Truong chinh renamed 
the indochinese communist Party the vietnamese Worker’s Party (this 
became official in early 1951, but the need to change the name came 
up in 1949). however, like the French, vietnamese communists were 
determined to continue to associate their states along indochinese lines. 
The only difference – and it was major – was that vietnamese commu-
nists now had to create such revolutionary postcolonial states that would 
be able to collaborate with the vietnamese against the three royalist 
states the French were now pushing – Bao dai’s vietnam, norodom 
sihanouk’s cambodia, and sisavangvong’s Laos. in an extraordinary 
move, vietnamese communists let go of the indochinese party but 
simultaneously moved to create nationalist fronts (the Pathet Lao and 
Khmer issarak) and resistance governments (chinh phu khang chien) for 
Laos and cambodia in 1950. They followed this up with instructions to 
cadres in western indochina to create proto-communist parties for Laos 
and cambodia. as a result, two sets of associated states born out of 
the colonial period came into being in this wider indochinese context. 

3 see the French colonial correspondence on “naturalizations” in Laos in 1948 
in files 17 and 29, archival grouping conseiller Politique, caoM. see also Khy 
Phanra, La communauté vietnamienne au Cambodge à l’époque du protectorat français 
(1863–1953), Paris, doctoral Thesis, Université de la sorbonne nouvelle, Paris 
iii, 1974, pp. 411––416 on the transfer of sovereignty to the cambodians and its 
impact on immigration laws. 
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colonialism and communist nationalism continued to mirror each 
other during the rest of the indochina War.
 ironically, as Truong chinh and his entourage were moving on 
creating unprecedented associated states of a revolutionary kind, albert 
sarraut was explaining to another group of non-communist vietnamese, 
cambodian, and Laotian representatives at the conference of Pau 
why the indochinese Union had to be dismantled along national lines. 
although the French colonial project had long invested indochina with 
“a vital solidarity”, sarraut explained to his tripartite audience in october 
1950 that the Federation now had to be unravelled in order to give rise 
to three independent though still associated states: Laos, cambodia, 
and vietnam. 

Until a recent date, 1948, upon that part of the indochinese peninsula 
composed of the neighbouring annamese, cambodian and Laotian 
peoples, France exercised a magistrate, either by direct authority or 
through the more nuanced form of the protectorate, both of which 
placed within her hands […] the guiding powers of the [indochinese] 
Federation. Through this body, France had assembled and synchro-
nized the activity and life of these three peoples in a structure of solidar-
ity that was then called the Unité Indochinoise. […] one day, this same 
France severed with her own hands the unifying links that had been 
woven between her and each one of your countries. […] she unraveled 
the indochinese Federation (Elle a défait la Fédération Indochinoise).4 

 in a symbolic conclusion with echoes of Marquet’s Five Flowers, 
sarraut ended his speech at Pau by setting France’s three “sons” upon 
“the road to the future”. They were now to be the “associated states 
of indochina” (les Etats associés d’Indochine), what sarraut brilliantly 
referred to as a “continued creation”.
 however, if this influential Governor General had conceded in 1950 
that the French indochinese Federation now had to be “unravelled”, 
vietnamese communists were still determined to hold on to this 
indochinese “creation” together with their own cambodian and Laotian 
alliances and allies in order to build a future indochinese socialist family 
of their own. The indochinese political, economic, and material space 

4 albert sarraut, L’Union française et les états associés de l’Indochine: Discours de M. 
Albert Sarraut à l’Assemblée plénière de la Conférence Inter-Etats à Pau, Toulouse: 
imprimerie régionale, 14 october 1950, pp. 9–10. 
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carved out by French cartographers and diplomats at the turn of the 
century was still very much alive for vietnamese communists.5 and like 
sarraut, Truong chinh would borrow this same idea of “indochinese 
solidarity” or “association” to build his own special relationships with 
the Laotians and cambodians during some thirty years of war.6 This, 
too, was a “continued creation”, part of a larger historical process. it 
aimed to affiliate Laotian and cambodian revolutionary nation-states 
that finally came into being in 1975–76 with their vietnamese elder 
brother through intimate political, military, economic, and cultural 
links. For reasons of a political and military order, vietnamese commu-
nists felt they had to hold indochina together and, if possible, create a 
revolutionary, postcolonial federation of an indochinese kind. echoing 
the French before them, it had become an “immutable” law. in 1976, 
Le duan’s Foreign Minister, nguyen duy Trinh, expounded on this as 
follows:

We attach great importance to the solidarity between the three 
countries: vietnam, Laos, and cambodia […]. Together they fought 
and together they won victory; and, as a result, a special relationship 
has taken shape. in the new period, we will do all we can to safeguard 
and develop this special relationship between the vietnamese people 
and the Laotian and cambodian peoples, to strengthen the militant 
solidarity, confidence, long term cooperation, and mutual assistance in 
all fields between our country and the two brotherly countries, on the 
principle of total equality, mutual respect of each other’s independent 
sovereignty and territorial integrity, thus making the three countries 
stand shoulder to should forever [...].7

5 see christopher e. Goscha, ‘vietnam and the World outside: The case of 
vietnamese communist advisors in Laos (1948-1962)’, South East Asian 
Research, vol. 12, no. 2, ( July 2004), pp. 141-186 and ‘The revolutionary Laos 
of the democratic republic of vietnam: The Making of a Transnational “Pathet 
Lao solution” (1954-1957)’, in christopher e. Goscha et Karine Laplante, eds., 
L’échec de la paix ? L’Indochine entre les deux accords de Genève (1954-1963), Paris, 
Les indes savantes, 2010, pp. 61-84. Unlike their vietnamese adversaries, non-
communist nationalists and catholic nationalists showed little post-1950 signs of 
moving in indochinese directions.

6 sarraut’s expression, une création continue, was used by a French writer to 
describe the dissolution of the icP. P. celerier, ‘création continue: Le parti 
communiste indochinois’, Indochine-Sud-Est Asiatique, no. 28 (april 1954), p. 19. 

7 William J. duiker, Vietnam Since the Fall of Saigon, athens, ohio: University of 
ohio, Monographs in international studies, southeast asia series, no. 56a, 1989, 
p. 129. 
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Conclusion: Letting Go of Indochina

 however, no special relationship lasts forever. and as we prepare to 
celebrate the 70th anniversary of the august revolution of vietnam in 
2015, we might remind ourselves that behind the name vietnam lurks 
another wider space against which vietnamese – communists and non-
communists alike – had to delineate their national identities. vietnam is 
a distinct reality today. so are cambodia and Laos. however, at the time, 
and that time reaches into the late twentieth century for the commu-
nists, “indochina” was not quite as unreal as we or the young vietnamese 
streaking across vietnam today might think. in many ways, vietnamese 
communism has much more in common with French colonialism than 
some in vietnam might care to admit today. 
 The silence that reigns over the indochinese idea in vietnamese 
historical studies today is linked to the fact that the indochinese space, 
in which the vietnamese flowed with the French during the colonial 
period and the one which the communists sought to turn against them 
from 1930 until the late 1980s, came unravelled on Truong chinh and 
the “communists” just as it had for albert sarraut and the “colonialists”. 
it seems that vietnamese communists, again, much like their French 
nemesis, failed to understand that there were those who just did not 
wish to associate themselves with “indochina”, no matter who was in 
charge. in many ways, the vietnamese have had as hard a time letting 
go of indochina as the French did. security concerns were certainly 
paramount as the Third indochina War opposed communists among 
themselves; but this book has tried to show that there was much more 
to it than that. For better or worse, vietnam’s past was interwoven with 
that of colonial France. nowhere is this better seen than in the very 
concept and place of “indochina”. More than anyone else in this story, 
vietnamese communists came the closest to “going indochinese”.
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